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ABSTRACT 

A numerical model for flow of two immiscible, incompressible fluids in a two-dimensional, 

incompressible, heterogeneous, and possibly anisotropic porous medium is developed. The 

numerical model actually incorporates two different formulations. One formulation solves 

for the wetting-phase pressure and saturation as primary unknowns, while the other 

formulation solves for the wetting-phase pressure and capillary pressure. Both formulations 

of the model are verified through comparison with an analytical solution for two-phase flow. 

The formulations exhibit differing degrees of internal mass balance. One of the model 

formulations is used to simulate a laboratory experiment involving the inundation of a 

heterogeneous sand pack by tetrachloroethylene (PCE). PCE distributions implied by the 

numerical model agree reasonably well with observed distributions, although no quantitative 

distribution data were available. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Non-Aqueous Phase Liquids (NAPLs) have been the subject of increasing concern 

with regard to groundwater contamination. Many industrial solvents, especially chlorinated 

solvents, will not dissolve appreciably in water, but rather will persist as a separate, 

immiscible fluid phase. Further, chlorinated solvents such as tetrachloroethylene (PCE) 

have viscosities lower than that of water and densities higher than that of water, making 

them potentially very mobile in the subsurface. It is important, then, to be able to 

quantitatively analyze the behavior of these fluids in the subsurface. Because the flow of 

NAPLs in the subsurface is characterized by highly non-linear conductivities and capillary 

pressures, numerical modelling is an important tool for that analysis. 

The development of a numerical model of the flow of two immiscible, 

incompressible fluids is the subject of this thesis. A model is developed using two 

formulations which differ in the selection of primary unknowns that are solved for at each 

time step. The development begins with governing equations for each fluid ( essentially 

derivations of Richards equation). The Galerkin finite element method (FEM) is used to 

formulate a numerical solution to the these flow equations for a two-dimensional domain. 

The resulting solution is implemented in a C computer program. The formulation and 

numerical implementation are described in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively, of this thesis. 

The numerical model is verified through comparison to an analytical solution. The 

numerical model is then used to simulate a laboratory experiment in which PCE was 
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injected into a heterogeneous sand pack. Chapters 4 and 5 contain descriptions of the 

verification and application, respectively, of the model. 

Literature Review 

Below is a background discussion of published literature regarding multi-phase flow 

and numerical modelling of multi-phase flow. Although this modelling effort has been 

under study for decades in petroleum engineering, this discussion deals primarily with more 

recent literature related to environmental or hydrogeologic studies. This is so because the 

flow regimes in question are fundamentally different and because, as is noted from other 

literature reviews (e.g. Mercer and Faust, 1977), techniques developed previously in the 

petroleum literature have been incorporated into these more recent efforts. 

Development of Equations and Analytical Solutions 

The development of governing equations for multi-phase flows began in soil science 

and later in petroleum engineering. Morel-Seytoux (1973) provides a fundamental 

development of several governing equations. Several writings discuss the development of 

numerical models and the problems associated with numerical modelling of multi-phase 

flows. Aziz and Settari ( 1979) have written a comprehensive treatise for petroleum 

engineering. Their book includes the development of various models in use in petroleum 

reservoir simulation with specific emphasis on finite difference techniques. Allen ( 1985) 

provides a more broad overview which includes modelling efforts in other fields, 

development of several methods, and physical and numerical problems associated with these 
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methods. Panday et al. (1989) have written a thorough analysis of the governing equations 

with emphasis on compressible flows in reservoir engineering. 
\ 

Analytical solutions of multi-phase flow problems are limited both in their number 

and application. Two analytical solutions for the flow of two immiscible fluids are of 

particular relevance to this study. Buckley and Leverett (1941) arrived at an analytical 

solution for the one-dimensional, horizontal displacement of oil by water where capillary 

forces are assumed to be negligible. More recently, McWhorter and Sunada (1990) derived 

exact integral equations which quantify the saturation profiles for one-dimensional, 

horizontal displacement flows with full capillarity. The solution of McWhorter and Sunada 

is used in this thesis for the verification of numerical models. The McWhorter and Sunada 

equations are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 

Finite Difference Techniques 

Finite difference methods have been employed extensively in petroleum engineering 

(Aziz and Settari, 1979). More recently, finite difference models have been developed for 

application in environmental and hydrogeologic areas. Faust ( 1985) developed a model 

which simulates the flow of air, water and NAPL in two-dimensions using finite differences. 

Forsyth ( 1988) developed three-phase, two-dimensional model which adaptively switched 

between a fully coupled solution to the flow equations and an IMPES (implicit pressure -

explicit saturation) solution to save computational effort. Kueper and Frind (1991a and b) 

developed a two-phase, two-dimensional model which solved for water pressure and 

saturation as primary unknowns. 
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Finite Element Techniques 

Techniques for implementing the finite element method (FEM) in problems specific 

to hydrogeology and environmental engineering have been presented by several authors. 

Notable among these are Huyakom and Pinder (1978), Kuppusamy et al (1987), 

Kuluarachchi and Parker (1989), Kukreti and Rajapaksa (1989), Celia and Binning (1992), 

and Huyakorn et al (1994a and 1994b). The following paragraphs provide brief discussions 

of each of these. While this list is not intended to provide an exhaustive treatment of the 

available literature, it is intended to provide information regarding those articles which 

embodied original developments which were later embraced by others in the field or have 

particular relevance to this thesis. 

Huyakorn and Pinder (1978) developed an upstream weighting for constitutive terms 

such as relative permeabilities and capacities. These were implemented in a model using the 

FEM for two-phase flow with no capillarity. These upstream weights were the product of 

nodal values and continuous shape functions which are asymmetrical and weighted toward 

the upstream nodes. The use of upstream weights was demonstrated to improve the 

convergence of their numerical model. 

Osborne and Sykes ( 1986) developed a model which described the two-dimensional 

flow of NAPL and water utilizing a generalized FEM technique. This model incorporated 

a mean-analytic capacity term which significantly enhanced mass-balance performance over 

previous methods. This model solved for the water and NAPL pressures as primary 
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unknowns and incorporated the upstream weighting technique provided by Huyakom and 

Pinder. 

Kuppusamy et al ( 1987) developed a model using the FEM to describe the three-phase 

flow of air, water, and NAPL. This model assumed a constant atmospheric pressure for the 

air phase and thereby reduced the number of governing equations to two. A variational FEM 

was used with a modified Picard technique for non-linear iteration. 

Kaluarachchi and Parker ( 1989) developed a two-phase model which solved for fluid 

pressures as primary unknowns. Their model utilized the Galerkin method for spatial 

discretization and was tested with both Picard and Newton-Raphson iterative forms. They 

demonstrated that with up-stream weighting of the connectivity matrix elements, mass 

lumping, and a modified evaluation of the capacity terms, the Picard linearization provided 

superior performance over that of the Newton-Raphson form. 

Kukreti and Rajapaksa (1989) developed a two-dimensional, two-phase numerical 

model which solved for the wetting-phase pressure and saturations as primary unknowns. 

Their model used a Galerkin FEM for spatial discretization and a polynomial in time for the 

temporal discretization. This formulation did include a capacity term (the derivative of 

saturation with respect to capillary pressure). Their study included evaluation of the effect 

of element type, size, and orientation, as well as time discretization on model accuracy and 

efficiency. They determined that simply using a smaller element size with simpler basis 

functions was more efficient than using larger elements with more complex (i.e. quadratic 
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vs. linear) basis functions. They also determined that their algori_thm required approximately 

one-half of the CPU time as that required by a method which used a simple finite difference 

for the time derivative. 

Celia and Binning ( 1992) developed a model which solves for fluid heads of two 

immiscible phases using a Galerkin spatial discretization and a fully implicit time 

discretization. Their model utilized a modified Picard linearization which solved for changes 

in head values for each of the fluids. Their model was exhibited excellent mass-balance 

characteristics. 

Huyakom et al (1994a) developed a three-dimensional model which uses the Galerkin 

FEM to simulate flow of water, NAPL, and air in a dual porous/fractured media. This model 

solves for the gas pressure, NAPL saturation, and gas saturation as the primary unknowns. 

As with other such models which solve for saturations as primary unknowns, these variables 

were chosen because of the superior mass balance characteristics of such a form. This model 

simulates the flow of the three fluids in overlapping fractured and porous continua using a 

dual-porosity approach. 

Huyakorn et al ( 1994b) developed a quasi three-dimensional model with vertical 

integration for the flow of water and NAPL in porous media. This model assumes a vertical 

equilibrium or uniform vertical distributions of fluid potentials for both water and NAPL, 

thereby reducing flow simulations to two dimensions. Further, this model is based on the 
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assumption that gravitational forces will dominate over capillary forces. The model is 

intended for simulating areal migration of NAPL at field scales. 

Other articles provide analyses of the implications associated with many of the 

techniques discussed above. These are generally quantified through numerical sensitivity 

analyses and comparisons to analytical solutions or laboratory flow data. Mercer and Faust 

( 1985) provide a literature review and discussion isothermal multi-phase flow in porous 

media. Among the difficulties presented in their analyses are numerical oscillations, 

instability, and large required computational effort. 

Mass Balance Errors 

Abriola and Rathfelder (1993) compared simulations of one-dimensional NAPL and 

water flow using several different models and techniques. Their comparisons concerned: 1) 

the choice of discretization type (i.e., finite elements vs. finite differences); 2) the selection 

of primary unknowns and the calculation of the non-linear capacity term; 3) specification of 

a minimum capacity term; 4) specification of initial conditions for a non-existent NAPL 

phase; and 5) mass lumping. They used mass balance errors as a criteria for comparison. 

Their results indicate that the pressure/saturation formulation provided by Kueper and Frind 

provides excellent mass balance, while several techniques applied to FEM models will 

substantially improve their mass-balance characteristics. Abriola and Rathfelder also 

presented techniques for evaluating and incorporating the non-linear capacity term in FEM 

methods such that mass-balance characteristics were improved. Milly ( 1985) presented an 

alternative mass-lumping technique as a means to improve mass balance in FEM models. 
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Celia and Binning ( 1992) have presented a modified Picard technique which also exhibits 

good mass-balance characteristics. 

Approach 

The primary goal of this study was to develop and demonstrate a model of two

dimensional, two-phase, incompressible flow in heterogeneous, anisotropic medium. This 

model was developed with many of the techniques discussed in the literature review. Two 

formulations were developed and implemented within the same computer program 

(hereinafter referred to as TWOPHS) in order to provide direct comparison between the two 

techniques. The two formulations presented herein differ with respect to the primary 

unknowns. The first formulation presented uses the Galerkin method to develop a solution 

of the flow equations which solves for the wetting-phase pressure and wetting-phase 

saturation as primary unknowns. The second formulation uses the Galerkin method for a 

solution which solves for the wetting-phase pressure and the capillary pressure as primary 

unknowns. These two formulations are easily implemented in the same program, because 

they have many common terms. Because the first formulation does not involve the capacity 

term (the derivative of saturation with respect to capillary pressure), it is expected to have 

excellent internal mass-balance characteristics. The second formulation necessarily involves 

the evaluation of the capacity term. A comparison between the two formulations, based on 

mass-balance and computational efficiency, is presented with the verification of the models. 

Finally, the latter formulation is used to simulate a laboratory experiment in which PCE is 

allowed to inundate a previously water-saturated, heterogeneous sand pack. 
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2. MODEL FORMULATION 

This chapter provides a formulation for the model TWOPHS. Because TWOPHS 

is actually comprised of two different model formulations, the development of equations for 

each model are provided herein. This chapter also includes equations for the constitutive 

models used in TWOPHS and the boundary conditions required by the model. 

Equation Development 

We begin with Darcy's Law, expressed for fluid a as: 

where Va 
k 
kra 
µa 

Pa 
Pa 
g 

is the specific discharge of the fluid a[L/f] 
is the intrinsic permeability tensor [L 2] 

is the relative permeability with respect to fluid a [dimensionless] 
is the dynamic viscosity of fluid a [MILT] 
is the pressure of fluid a [MIL T2

] 

is the density of fluid a [MIL3
] 

is the acceleration due to gravity [Lr2
] 

(2.1) 

Vz is a unit vector used to indicate the direction of gravity (the positive direction 
being pointed upward) 

In the absence of internal sinks or sources, mass continuity for fluid a is given by: 

(2.2) 

where sa is the saturation of fluid a [dimensionless] and <J> is the porosity of the medium 

[dimensionless]. 
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Combining equations (2.1) and (2.2), we obtain the governing equation for flow: 

= (2.3) 

We assume that the porous medium and fluid are incompressible. The governing equation 

then becomes: 

(2.4) 

The model formulations developed herein are derivations of the Simultaneous Solution 

method introduced by Douglas, Peaceman and Rachford ( 1959). The following two 

equations for the flow of a wetting and non-wetting fluid in porous media are solved 

numerically for two primary unknowns. 

v'·[ k::(v'Pw + p...gv'z)] = 

V·[kkmw (Vp nw + p,.,.gv'z)] = 
µnw 

a 
~(sj (2.5) 

a 
~(s,..) (2.6) 

Where the subscripts wand nw are for wetting and non-wetting fluids, respectively. We 

assume that the two fluids completely occupy the pore space and that there is no mass 

transfer between them. Thus, equations (5) and (6) are coupled by the relations: 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

where pc is the capillary pressure. 
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Selection of Primary Unknowns 

The first model formulation to be developed has the wetting-phase pressure and 

saturation as primary unknowns (hereinafter referred to as the P w -S fomulation). Equations 

(2.7) and (2.8) are substituted into the governing equation for the non-wetting phase (2.6) 

to arrive at the two equations to be solved numerically. 

V·[ k::,(Vpw + p,,gVz)] = 

V·[kkmw(Vpw + Vpc + Pn,,gVz}] = 

a <!>ft<s.) 

µnw 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

As is . discussed later in this chapter, the relative permeabilities for each phase and the 

capillary pressure in equation (2.10) are highly non-linear and are treated as unknown 

functions of the saturation sw. 

The second model formulation to be developed has the wetting-phase pressure and 

capillary pressure as primary unknowns. This formulation is denoted as the P w-Pc 

formulation throughout the remainder of this thesis. In equations (2.9) and (2.10), the time 

derivative of saturation is expanded by the chain rule as: 

a 
-(s) at w 

to arrive at the two equations to be solved numerically. 

(2.11) 



V·[ k~(Vpw + p...gVz)] 

V·[kkmw(Vpw + 'vpc + Pn..g'vz)] 
µnw 

= 
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(2.12) 

= (2.13) 

In solving equations (2.12) and (2.13), the relative permeabilities for each phase and the 

derivative of saturation will be treated as functions of the capillary pressure. 

Discretization usin~ Galerkin Method: Pw-S Fonnulation 

This section provides the development of the numerical equations for the P w -S 

formulation. For convenience, Einstein's summation notation is first adopted. Equations 

(2.9) and (2.10) are rewritten as: 

_j_ [ k/rw ( apw + Pw g~) ] = ¢ ~ (sw) 
axi µw axj axj at 

(2.14) 

a[ki,,kmw(apw ape az)]- ~a() - -- + - + P, g- - -y,- s axi µnw axj axj w axj at w 
(2.15) 

The numerical solution of (2.11) and (2.12) is accomplished using the Galerkin Method. To 

begin, we apply the Galerkin orthogonalization to the wetting-phase equation (2.14): 

JJ~[ki}<rw( Bpw + p...g~J J- <!4(s,)}N1dR = 0 c2.16) 

R l Bxj µw Bxj Bxj Bt 

Where N1 are weighting functions for each of the nodes in the model domain R. Because the 

specific characteristics of N1 will vary with element types, these are discussed later. Note that 
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the flow domain R may be of one or more dimensions. Thus, the single integral does not 

imply integration over a single independent variable. After applying the Divergence Theorem 

and Green's First Identity (Hildebrand, 1976), this equation becomes: 

(2.17) 

where qw is the flux across the boundary B and n; is an outward, unit vector normal to the 

surface B. Note that in equation (2.17), qw is positive for flow into the domain R. 

The field variables Pw and sw are approximated (in two dimensions) by the product 

of nodal values and weighting functions as: 

M 

Pw(x,y,t) ~ Pw(x,y,t) = E Pw1(t)N1(x,y) 
J=l 

M 

sw(x,y,t) ~ sw(x,y,t) = E sw1(t)N1(x,y) 
J=l 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

After substitution from (2.18) and (2.19), the weighted residual equation (2.14) becomes: 

(2.20) 

Which can be expressed in matrix form as: 

A {p } + B { asw } + I -t } { } = 0 
:.=.w w ~ at Vw + qw (2.21) 
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where matrix components are given by: 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

The development of matrix coefficients is provided in Appendix A. Note that the mass 

lumping technique of Neuman (1973) is used exclusively in this model. Thus, the off-

diagonal coefficients of Bw are set to zero and the diagonal coefficients are expressed as: 

bw11 = t f <f,N1N1d.R (2.26) 

R 

The partial derivative in (2.21) is approximated with a finite difference in time: 

(2.27) 

at flt 

Where s'+1 and t are the values of sw at time t and t+ 1 and flt is the time increment. The 

relative permeabilities knv and k,.,,w are also expressed as weighted sums of nodal values. 

Details of these approximations are provided in Appendix A. 
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Equations (2.16) through (2.20) are similarly derived for the governing equation for 

the non-wetting phase (15). The weighted residual equation for the non-wetting phase with 

pressures represented by the product of point values and shape functions is then: 

~ {Jk .. k aNJ aNI Jkl} .. kmw aNJ aNI ~ IJmW pdR+ pdR 
J=l µnw axi axj wJ µnw axi axj cJ 

R R ~ 

+ J aN1 kiikrw n g.£3_dR + f ¢, asw1 N N dR -JN q . n.dB} = 0 
a . rnw a . at J I I nw , 

X1 µw X1 R R B 

Equation (2.23) may also be expressed in matrix form as: 

A {p } A {p } + B { asw } + ! + } { } = 0 
:...=lllll w + .:..=m1l C ~ at V nw + q nw (2.29) 

Equations (2.21) and (2.24) are combined with the finite difference expression in (2.22) into 

a combined matrix form as: 

Aw _1 B t+l 0 l..B t +1 t+ 1 

[A O t+t] 
flt~ Pw flt=-w Pw qw 

= (2.30) 

~ _1B t+l 0 _1 B t +1 t+l 
SW SW qnw :...=lllllp C 

flt~ at~ 

where the superscript t+ 1 on c, q, and Pc indicates that they are evaluated as functions of s..., 

at time t+ 1. That is, all values from equations (2.21) and (2.24) that are not part of the time 

derivative are treated implicitly. 

Discretization Usin~ the Galerkin Method: P w.::fo Formulation 

The Galerkin orthogonalization is first applied to equation (2.12) for the wetting-

phase in the P w-Pc formulation: 
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f{_j_[kijkrw(· Opw + PwK~) J-</JC(pc} OpclN1dR = 0 c2.Jt> 
ax. µ ax. ax. at 

R J w J J 

As is explained in the previous section for the P w -S formulation, the Divergence Theorem 

and Green's First Identity are applied to (2.26) to get: 

I aNI kijkrw( Opw + PwK Oz l dR +J<f,C(p) Ope NrdR-JN]qw·n;dB -(2.32) 

axi µw axj axj R at B 

The variables Pw and pc are then approximated by the product of nodal values and trial 

functions: 

M 

Pw(x,y,t) ~ Pw(x,y,t) = E Pw1(t)N1(x,y) 
J=l 

M 

Pc(x,y,t) ~ Pc(x,y,t) = E Pc1(t)N1(x,y) 
J=l 

and the weighted residual equation (2.27) becomes: 

~ {I kijkrw aNJ aNI f aNI kijkrw az 
L Pw1dR + Pwg-dR 
J=l R µw axi axj R axj µw axj 

f apc1 J } -+ <f,C(p)a,N1N1dR- N1qw·n;dB = 0 

R B 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

which is similar to equation (2.20) for the P w-S formulation, except for the transient term. 

Note that the constitutive terms such as the relative permeabilities and capacities are 

expressed as weighted sums of nodal values. This is discussed in detail in Appendix A. The 

derivation of the equation for the non-wetting phase from equation (2.13) gives: 
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(2.36) 

With a finite difference approximation for the time derivative, equations (2.35) and (2.36) 

can be expressed in global matrix form as: 

Aw ..!_D t+l 0 ..!_D t t+l t+l 
f:J~ Pw t:.t:::::!! Pw Kw qw 

= (2.37) 

~ ..!_D +A t+l 0 ..!_D t t+l t+l 

at~~ Pc f:J~ Pc Knw qnw 

where matrix coefficients are similar to those provided in the previous section for the P w -S 

formulation. A complete development of matrix coefficients is provided in Appendix A. As 

is noted for the P w-S formulation, all terms not part of the time derivative in equations (2.35) 

and (2.36) are treated implicitly. 

Constitutive Models 

Equation (2.30) and (2.37) are highly nonlinear due to saturation-dependent ( or 

capillary pressure-dependent for the P w-Pc form) relative permeabilities and capacities. This 

model incorporates two different constitutive forms for these functions: 1) the model 

formulated by Brooks and Corey (1964); and 2) the model formulated by van Genuchten 

( 1980) and later augmented by Parker, et al. ( 1987). These are each described below in 

terms of required model input. 
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The Brooks and Corey model ( 1964) approximates relative permeabilities and 

wetting-phase saturation in terms of the capillary pressure, an air-entry pressure ( or bubbling 

pressure) Pb, and a pore size distribution index l. Depending on the formulation of 

TWOPHS being used, the Brooks and Corey model is used to approximate constitutive 

forms as functions of either saturation or capillary pressure. In the P w-S formulation, 

constitutive forms are dependent on the wetting-phase saturation and calculations in the 

Brooks and Corey model begin with: 

1-s r 

(2.38) 

where: s. is the effective saturation and, is the irreducible saturation. For the P w-Pc 

formulation, calculations in the Brooks and Corey model begin with: 

Relative permeabilities in the Brooks and Corey model are then calculated as: 

k 
_ (2+3l)IJ 

rw-se 

kmw =(1-se)2(1-s:2+3l)I~ 

The capacity term used in the Pw/Pc formulation is calculated as: 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 
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In equation (2.42), the saturation is differentiated as a function of capillary pressure. This 

model does not account for the effects of hysteresis. Thus, the saturation may be assumed 

to be a single-valued function of the capillary pressure. 

In the van Genuchten model ( 1980), the capillary pressure and effective saturation 

are related by: 

Se = [1 +(ap/rwtJ-m 
where: a is a fitting parameter with units [L·11 

pc is the capillary pressure 
y w is the weight of the wetting phase 
n and mare fitting parameters (dimensionless) related by m=l-1/n 

(2.43) 

The relative permeabilities are then calculated from the effective saturation by (Van 

Genuchten, 1980 and Parker et al., 1987): 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

In the P w-Pc formulation, the capacity term is calculated as: 

(2.46) 

The effects of hysteresis are not accounted for in this model. Thus, the saturation is assumed 

to be a single-valued function of capillary pressure. 
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Beyond the constitutive values discussed above, the model accepts components of 

the intrinsic permeability tensor as input. Thus, the program makes no adjustment to the 

anisotropy implied by the input values. An alternate approach that might be taken is to have 

the model calculate capillary-pressure dependent anisotropy ratios as in Yeh et al. ( 1989a, 

1989b, and 1989c ). In their papers, Yeh et al. demonstrated the dependence of anisotropy 

on the magnitude of capillary pressure in dry soils. In the second of these three papers (Yeh 

et al., 1989b ), a ratio of anisotropy is developed for statistically anisotropic medium. As was 

noted by Yeh et al., their method should be readily applied to more complex constitutive 

forms. 

Boundary Conditions 

Two types of boundary conditions are implemented in TWOPHS: Dirichlet, or 

prescnbed pressure; and Neumann, or prescribed flux. One of these two conditions must be 

specified for each fluid phase on all segments of the model boundary. In the P w-S 

formulation, the wetting-phase pressure or wetting-phase flux and the wetting-phase 

saturation or non-wetting phase flux must be specified for all boundary nodes. In the P w-Pc 

formulation, the wetting-phase pressure or wetting-phase flux and the capillary pressure or 

nonwetting-phase flux must be specified. 
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3. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

The equations developed in the previous section are implemented numerically with 

a Picard linearization, an iterative solver for resulting linear equations, and an adaptive time

step algorithm. For each time step, flow is simulated by iterating through five steps: 1) for 

a fixed saturation or capillary pressure distribution, the coefficient matrices and vectors 

expressed in equations (2.30) or (2.37) are calculated for each individual element and 

assembled into the global form; 2) Dirichlet type boundary conditions are incorporated by 

re-setting equations for those nodes; 3) using one of several iterative solvers for the resulting 

set of linear equations; and 4) updating the saturation or capillary pressure values before re

iterating. This implementation is derived from that of Yeh et al (1993) for their model 

MMOC. The C code developed for this roodel is based on that model and some subroutines 

were translated directly from the FORTRAN code for MMOC. A user guide for the 

program and a description of the program code are provided in Appendices B and C, 

respectively. A listing of the program code is provided in Appendix D. 

Assembly of Coefficient Matrices and Vectors 

As is discussed in Appendix A, the matrix coefficients and vector components for 

equations (2.30) and (2.37) are calculated for each element in the model discretization and 

assembled into the global form of those equations. For each element, the program calculates 

the matrix and vector terms using the type of element (rectangular or triangular), the 

specified material properties for that element, and the node coordinates. The actual terms 
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calculated for each element are equivalent to those expressed in equations (2.30) and (2.37), 

but reflect node connectivity between only those nodes in that element. For a rectangular 

mesh, the final global expression for a single node (in equations (2.30) or (2.37)) will be the 

sum of such terms from up to four separate elements. 

Picard Linearization 

Because equations (2.30) and (2.37) are highly non-linear (due to the non-linear 

relative permeability and capacity terms), some form of linearization technique is necessary 

for their correct solution. The Picard technique has been used by several authors (e.g. 

Kaluarachchi and Parker, 1989 and Celia and Binning, 1992) for both its simplicity and, in 

some cases, its computational efficiency. Let the global matrix equation (2.30) or (2.37) be 

expressed as: 

(3.1) 

where the vector p+t is comprised of the nodal values of wetting-phase pressure and either 

saturation or capillary pressure. In simple Picard form, the matrix A and vector G are 

calculated, according to Appendix A, as dependent on the forward or implicit 

pressure/saturation ( or pressure/capillary pressure) vector pt+1
• With each successive 

iteration, the matrix d. and vector G are updated according to the most recent values 

calculated for the vector pt+1
, until changes in that vector between successive iterations are 

less than some user-specified tolerance. The Picard form used in this model follows that 

used by Kuppusamy et al ( 1987) and includes a relaxation parameter ~- In this technique, 

the global matrix and vector components of A. and G are calculated, based on a relaxed 
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forward pressure vector. On the first iteration, these are calculated using the pressure vector 

(3.2) 

where P is the pressure vector at the beginning of the current time step and p+i is the first 

guess at the vector for the end of the current time step. On successive iterations, the matrix 

and vector components A. and G are calculated using the pressure vector p• as: 

(3.3) 

where the subscript k is used to indicate an iteration count and the subscript tis used to 

indicate the time step. The relaxation parameter is included to improve convergence of the 

Picard iterations. 

The Picard iterations in this model will continue until either: 1) a user specified 

absolute convergence criteria is achieved: 

(3.4) 

where Ep is a user specified iteration tolerance and the vector norm is calculated as the 

infinity norm; or 2) the iteration count exceeds a user-specified maximum. Note that no de-

coupling of the saturation-dependent terms ( or capillary pressure-dependent terms for the 

P w-Pcform) is used in this model. That is, for each Picard iteration, the saturations (for the 

P w-S form) or the capillary pressures (for the P w-Pc) form are updated as are their dependent 

terms; the relative permeabilities, capacities, etc. 
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Linear System Solution 

The matrix equation resulting from each Picard iteration is solved by one of four 

iterative solvers. A pre-conditioned conjugate gradient solver (which was adapted from 

MMOC) is used in conjunction with block-Gaussian elimination or one of three iterative 

solvers from the SLAP (sparse linear algebra package) is employed (Greenbaum and Seager, 

1989a, 1989b, and 1989c ). As is discussed in the user documentation provided in Appendix 

B, the choice of an iterative solver is part of the program input and can not vary within a 

single program run. 

Block Gaussian Elimination 

The block form was employed to reduce the number of equations being solved, and 

to exploit the block and diagonal form which is characteristic of the coefficient matrix. 

Because this model makes exclusive use of the mass-lumping scheme of Neuman (1973), the 

sub-matrix Bw in equations (2.30) and (2.37) will always be diagonal. Further, the stiffness 

matrices (sub-matrices Aw and Anw) are symmetric. Consider the P w-Sw formulation and let 

the sub-vectors Gw and G0w represent the left-hand side of (3.1). 

{ G} = { Gw,G nw}T (3.5) 

An expression for Sw is derived from the first set of equations in (2.30) as: 

(3.6) 

This is substituted into the second set of equations in (2.30) to get: 
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(3.7) 

Equation (3.7) is easily solved for Pw by a pre-conditioned conjugate-gradient solver. 

Subsequently, (3.6) is easily solved for Sw because I\. is diagonal. Although the block 

operations generate considerable fill-in in the coefficient matrix, under certain boundary 

conditions, this approach is advantageous. As is discussed later in this thesis, the 

homogeneous, one-dimensional flow problem simulated for verification of the model is an 

ideal application for this technique. 

Pre-conditioned Conju~ate Gradient Solver 

The pre-conditioned conjugate-gradient solver adapted from MMOC (hereinafter 

referred to as ILUCG for incomplete lower-upper decomposition and conjugate-gradient) 

is employed in TWOPHS for a limited number of problems. ILUCG will iterate u11til an 

infinity norm (either absolute, relative to the approximated pressure/saturation vector, or 

relative to the right hand side of the equation) of the residual is less than a user-specified 

tolerance. The ILUCG solver is limited in iterations by twice the number of equations ( equal 

to the number of actual nodes where the block form is employed). 

SLAP Solvers 

The SLAP solvers were not modified from their original form, but were simply linked 

with the TWOPHS code. These include: 1) a bi-conjugate gradient solver with incomplete 

lower-upper decomposition preconditioning; 2) an ORTHOMIN-type solver (after Vinsome, 
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1976) with diagonal scaling; and 3) and ORTHOMIN-type solver with an incomplete lower

upper decomposition preconditioning. All of these solvers were developed specifically for 

non-symmetric matrices. Although the SLAP solvers provide rapid convergence, they 

involve considerable computational overhead. This is because TWOPHS and the SLAP 

solvers use two different schemes for storage of non-zero matrix terms. These solvers are 

only employed when the ILUCG solver does not provide adequate convergence. 

Adaptive Time-Stepping 

TWOPHS uses the same adaptive time-step scheme used in MMOC. For each time 

step, the number of Picard iterations is not allowed to exceed a user-specified maximum. 

Within each Picard iteration, the number of iterations in the solver is also limited (by twice 

the number of equations for ILUCG, or a user specified maximum for the SLAP solvers). 

If either of these iteration counts exceeds the respective maximum, the time step is reduced 

by a user-specified factor. The number of successive time-step reductions is also limited. 

If the number of reductions exceeds a user-specified maximum, the program is aborted. 

After convergence is achieved for each time step, the Picard iteration count is examined. If 

the number of Picard iterations is less than eight, the time step is increased by a user

specified factor. The time step is not allowed to be greater than a user-specified maximum. 

Gauss-Point Sampling 

The TWOPHS code was written such that the non-linear constitutive terms such as 

relative permeabilities, capillary pressure (in the P w-S formulation), and capacity (in the P w-Pc 
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formulation) can be calculated from either nodal values of saturation ( or capillary pressure) 

or from values of saturation ( or capillary pressure) interpolated at Gauss points. Gauss 

points are those locations within the element which coincide with optimum function sampling 

locations for Gaussian-Quadrature integration (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1994). Gauss-point 

sampling was employed by Kaluarachchi and Parker (1989). According to Kaluarachchi and 

Parker, the use of Gauss-point sampling has led to more stable numerical behavior in flow 

modeling. The true Gauss points for the linear triangular and rectangular elements used in 

TWOPHS are the centroid of the elements. TWOPHS employs sampling at locations which 

are actually Gauss points for quadratic triangular and rectangular elements. These are 

actually the midpoints of line segments which connect the element nodes with the element 

centroid (Zienkiewicz, 1994). 

Row Scaling 

TWOPHS utilizes a row-scaling technique given by Behie and Vinsome ( 1982) to 

improve accuracy in the solution of the linear equations at each Picard iteration. As is noted 

by Behie and Vinsome, equations for different primary unknowns (i.e. the equations for 

wetting-phase pressure and saturation in the P w-S formulation) may have significantly 

different row norms. As is demonstrated by Golub and Van Loan ( 1983), widely differing 

row norms in matrix equations can lead to very large errors in their solution with finite

precision arithmetic. In TWOPHS, row scaling is employed to effectively equilibrate row 

norms. This is done by calculating a scale factor for each row, and dividing that row by that 

factor before the iterative solver is executed. The effect of row scaling is demonstrated in 
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Chapter 5 of this thesis. Where row scaling is not used, equations for the wetting-phase 

pressures and equations for the saturations ( or capillary pressures) have such widely different 

norms that the latter equations are virtually ignored in the iterative solver and an incorrect 

solution is generated. 
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4. MODEL VERIFICATION 

The verification of the models presented in this thesis was accomplished through the 

comparison of model results with a quasi-analytical solution to a two-phase flow problem. 

This section contains a description of the quasi-analytical solution used for comparison and 

results of model runs specified to simulate the same problem. In addition to a comparison 

of model results with the quasi-analytical solution, this section contains a brief analysis of the 

effect of time step length on model accuracy. 

The McWhorter and Sunada Exact Integral Solution 

McWhorter and Sunada (1990 and 1992) have developed exact integral solutions for 

one-dimensional displacement problems involving two immiscible and incompressible fluids. 

Unlike earlier solutions to two-phase displacement problems (i.e., Buckley and Leverett, 

1941 ), these solutions fully acGount for capillary forces that present with two fluids such as 

water and NAPL in porous media. In summary, the McWhorter-Sunada equations are 

derived by specifying a boundary flux of the displacing fluid such that a transformation of 

variables allows for an exact integral representation of the saturation profile within the 

porous media. 

The Mc Whorter-Sunada solutions are derived from the expression for non-wetting 

fluid volume flux,f, as a function of total flux: 



as 
= q/1-f) + D~ ax 

where: qnw is the volume flux of the non-wetting phase, 
q, is the total volume flux, 
Sw is the wetting phase saturation, and 
f is the fractional flow of wetting phase 

Equation ( 4.1) above is combined with a mass balance equation: 

to give: 

_E_(D asw)-q aJ asw = 
ax ax t asw ax 
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(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

where </> is the porosity and D and fare capillary and hydraulic functions of the soil and 

fluids given by: 

D(S) = 

where: knw = knw(Sw) is the relative permeability to the non-wetting fluid, 
kw= kwfSw) is the relative permeability to the wetting fluid, 
Pc is the capillary pressure, 
µnw is the dynamic viscosity of the non-wetting fluid, 
µw is the dynamic viscosity of the wetting fluid. 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 
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McWhorter (1971) showed that the ratio of non-wetting phase flux qnw to the total 

flux q, (the fractional flow of non-wetting fluid) is a function of only Sw when the total flux 

is proportional to the inverse of the square root of time (t-112
). Thus, the following boundary 

conditions for a unidirectional displacement of a wetting phase are imposed: 

qo = qnw(O,t) = At-112 

Sw(OO,t) = s. (4.6) 
l 

Sw(x,O) = s. 
l 

With the substitution 1 = x r 112
, equation (4.3) reduces to an ordinary differential equation 

in 1. Further, with the definition of the fractional flow function for the non-wetting phase: 

F (x t) = qnw/qo - J; 
nw , 1-J; (4.7) 

and integration of the ordinary differential equation in 1, the solution to (4.3) is given as the 

saturation profile: 

= - 2Af; dF nw t-112 
¢, dSW 

where F nw( Sw) is calculated from: 

s 

F (S ) = 1 - 1 (P-Sw) da 
nw w (F _ f. ) /J 

S nw n 
w 

S -1 

1(Sw -S;)D dS 
F -!, w 

S . nw n 
l 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 
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where S
0 

is the wetting-phase saturation at the injection end of the medium. 

Equations (4.8) and (4.9) were approximated numerically according to 

recommendations provided in McWhorter (1971). A listing of the C program code is 

provided with example input in Appendix E of this thesis. Note that the saturation S0 at the 

injection end of the medium is uniquely dependent on the rate constant A. With the 

recommended solution to (4.8) and (4.9) above, S0 and $ are input and the program 

calculates A. 

Model Simulations of the McWhorter-Sunada Problem 

Verification simulations were run using both the P w-Sw and P w-Pc model formulations 

developed for this thesis. The problem simulated is that given by McWhorter and Sunada 

for the displacement of a wetting phase as solved for above. For both models, the initial and 

boundary conditions were: 

S(x,0) = S. = 1 
l 

S(O,t) = S; = 1 (4.10) 

qnw = At-112 

where A= 6.687xl04 m3s ·112
• qnw is the injection rate at the distal end of a 10 meter column 

of sand, and t is the time in seconds. This verification run is similar to that used by Kueper 

and Frind (1991 ). The simulation is that of the injection of a NAPL into a water saturated 

sand where no water is allowed to escape from the injection end of the column. The 

constitutive form of Brooks and Corey was used for relative permeabilities, capillary 
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pressure, and capacity tenns. The Brooks and Corey parameters used are: 1) an irreducible 

saturation of 0.050, 2) a bubbling pressure of 2000 Pascals, and 3) a pore size distribution 

index of 2.0. The boundary condition for the NAPL injection rate was implemented as a 

piecewise-constant function of time with changes every 500 seconds to the value Af 112 where 

tis the mid-point of each 500 second interval. The NAPL is assumed to have a viscosity of 

5x10·5 Pascal-seconds (Pa·s) and a density of9800 kilograms per cubic meter (kg/m3
). Other 

input for the model included a viscosity and density of lxl04 Pa·s and 9800 kg/m, 

respectively, for water and an intrinsic permeability of 5x10·11 m2 for the sand. For all cases 

simulated, the Picard iteration tolerance was set to 5.0xl04 and the iterative solver tolerance 

was set to l.OxI0·13• 

Simulations were run for both triangular and rectangular elements for each of the 

model forms. The element geometries are displayed in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 for rectangular 

and triangular elements, respectively. Each mesh is comprised of nodes spaced 0.125 meters 

apart and a total of 162 nodes. For the triangular mesh, the rectangular elements shown in 

Figure 4.1 are simply dissected to form triangular elements. Note that the rectangular 

geometry closely resembles that used by Kueper and Frind ( 1991) for the verification of their 

finite difference model. 

Simulation results for the verification are presented in Figures 4.3 through 4.6. 

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show water saturation profiles at times 2.5x105
, 5.0xlOS, and 7.5x1()5 

seconds for the pressure-saturation and pressure-pressure forms, respectively with the 
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rectangular mesh displayed in Figure 4.1. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show water saturation profiles 

at the same times for the pressure-saturation and pressure-pressure forms, respectively, with 

the triangular mesh displayed in Figure 4.2. In all cases, both forms of the model show 

excellent agreement with the saturation profile given by the Mc Whorter & Sunada equations. 

Mass Balance Errors in Verification Simulations 

The two model formulations evaluated in this thesis exhibit different performance and 

accuracy characteristics, as is evident from the verification simulations. Table 4.1 shows 

mass balance errors and iteration counts for each of the formulations and each of the finite 

element meshes, respectively. The P w-S formulation consistently produces an excellent mass 

balance, while the P w-Pc formulation generates internal mass-balance errors of three or more 

orders of magnitude higher. Note that during these simulations, the time step was limited 

to a maximum of 6.0 minutes. The actual time step in all cases was significantly less than 

that value, due to a maximum allowed Picard iteration count of 20. The average time step 

length for the P w-S formulation with triangular elements was 70 seconds. The average time 

step length for the P w-Pc formulation with triangular elements was 83 seconds. While the P w

S formulation provides a much better internal mass balance than that of the P w-Pc 

formulation, it typically requires more computational effort, as evidenced by the higher 

number of times steps and higher average Picard iteration counts per time step. It is worth 

noting that the iteration counts displayed in table 4.1 are only tabulated for time steps during 

which the model converged to the specified tolerance. In the case of the P w-S formulation, 
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the actual iteration count was much higher than that of the P w-Pc formulation. It appears that 

the Picard iteration count for the P w-Pc formulation increases linearly with increasing time 

step length. The Picard iteration count for the P w-S formulation, however, increases 

dramatically as the time step is increased too far. As can be observed when running the 

program with certain diagnostic data being directed to the screen, the P w-S formulation often 

reaches a time step length where successive Picard iterations do not converge, but rather 

oscillate until the maximum iteration count is exceeded and the time step is reduced. This 

behavior suggests that while the P w-S formulation may provide excellent internal mass 

balance characteristics, it may be unstable for too large a time step. The P w-Pc formulation 

displayed no such oscillations. 

Table 4.1 
Mass Balance Errors and Iteration Counts for Simulations of 

the McWhorter-Sunada Displacement Problem 

Model Element Wetting- Nonwetting- Number of 
Formulation Type Phase PhaseMBE Time Steps 

MBE 

Pw-S Rectangular 7.2xl0-15 6.0xlo-s 8787 

PW-PC Rectangular 4.6xl04 4.6xl04 8619 

Pw-S Triangular 9.3x10-11 -l.64x10-1 9007 

PW-PC Triangular 2.6xl04 2.5xl04 9007 

Picard 
Iterations I 
Time Step 

2.86 

2.57 

2.65 

2.65 
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Effects of Gauss-Point Samplin~ 

Table 4.2 contains mass balance errors and iteration counts for the same simulations 

of the Mc Whorter/Sunada displacement problem above, except that the model was run such 

that sampling of the capillary pressure or saturation was done at Gauss points, rather than 

mesh nodes. As is seen when comparing mass balance errors for the simulations which 

utilized Gauss point sampling with corresponding simulations which did not use Gauss point 

sampling, the use of Gauss points as sampling locations does not generate significant mass 

balance errors. However, the convergence rate for the P w-S formulation is improved 

considerably with Gauss-Point sampling and triangular elements. 

Table 4.2 
Mass Balance Errors and Iteration Counts for Simulations of 

the McWhorter-Sunada Displacement Problem - Gauss-Point Sampling 

Model Element Wetting- Nonwetting- Number of Picard 
Formulation Type Phase PhaseMBE Time Steps Iterations I 

MBE Time Step 

Pw-S Rectangular 3.3xt0·14 -1.23x10"6 8775 2.62 

PW-PC Rectangular -l.7xt0·3 -l.7xt0·3 8586 2.70 

Pw-S Triangular 3.8x10"14 l.5xt0·1 5807 3.58 

PW-PC Triangular -l.8xt0·3 -l.8xt0·3 9007 2.801 
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Figure 4.1 

Finite Element Mesh for Verification Simulation 
with Rectangular Elements 
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Figure 4.2 

Finite Element Mesh for Verification Simulation 
with Triangular Elements 
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Figure 4.3 
Comparison of Analytical and Numerical (Pw-S formulation) Solutions 

for Displacement of Wetting-Phase: Rectangular Elements 
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Figure 4.4 
Comparison of Analytical and Numerical (Pw-Pc formulation) Solutions 
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Figure 4.5 
Comparison of Analytical and Numerical (Pw-S formulation) Solutions 

for Displacement of Wetting-Phase: Triangular Elements 
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Figure 4.6 
Comparison of Analytical and Numerical (Pw-Pc formulation) Solutions 

for Displacement of Wetting-Phase: Triangular Elements 
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5. MODEL APPLICATION 

This chapter contains a description of the application of the TWOPHS model for 

simulation ofNAPL infiltration into a saturated sand pack. The NAPL infiltration simulated 

was conducted experimentally by Kueper et al. ( 1989) and is hereinafter referred to as the 

Kueper experiment. In their experiment, Kueper et al., constructed a two-dimensional 

heterogeneous sand pack that was initially saturated with water and then was injected with 

tetrachloroethylene (PCE). Although no quantitative data are available for the saturation 

distributions within the sand, this experiment does exhibit several phenomena characteristic 

of NAPL infiltration. Thus, it provides a good demonstration (however qualitative) for the 

general behavior of the model. This chapter contains descriptions of the Kueper experiment, 

of the implementation of TWOPHS to simulate that experiment, and of the simulation 

results. 

Experimental Observations 

Kueper, et al., conducted a laboratory experiment in which PCE was forced into a 

heterogeneous sand pack which was initially saturated with water. The sand pack used by 

Kueper is shown in Figure 5.1. Four sands, a #16 silica, a #25 Ottawa, a #50 Ottawa, and 

a #70 silica, were packed into a cell consisting of two glass plates, 0.6 cm apart. The actual 

sand pack was 70 centimeters ( cm) wide and 50 cm high. The cell was constructed such that 

no fluid was allowed to flow out of the bottom, or out of the top of the sand pack. In the 

center of the top of the sand pack was a 10 cm wide injection port and reservoir of PCE. 
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This reservoir was maintained throughout the infiltration such that a head of 4.0 cm of PCE 

was maintained at the injection port. The sides of the sand pack were screened and water 

pressure at the sides was maintained at hydrostatic levels by allowing water forced out of the 

cell to escape through overflow ports which were level with the top of the sand pack. The 

cell was packed with sands varying in permeability from 8.2xI0·8 to 5.0xt0·6 cm2
, as shown 

in Figure 5.1. The PCE was mixed with a dye in order to facilitate observation of the 

interface between that fluid and the water in the sand. 

Figure 5.1 
Configuration of Sand Pack for the Kueper Experiment 
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At the beginning of the Kueper experiment, the sand pack was saturated with water 

and the injection port (at the base of the PCE reservoir) was opened. Figures 5.2 through 

5.7 show the saturation profiles observed in that experiment at 34, 126, 184,220,245, and 

313 seconds, respectively, after the PCE was allowed to first infiltrate the sand (Kueper, et 

al. 1989). 

Modeling Approach 

Simulations were run of the Kueper PCE experiment using the P w-P c formulation of 

TWOPHS with four different element mesh configurations: two rectangular meshes and two 

triangular meshes. Material hydraulic parameters were estimated for the van Genuchten 

(1980) constitutive model using retention data for each sand that were collected by Kueper, 

et al. Because TWOPHS does not readily incorporate prescribed pressure boundary 

conditions for the nonwetting-phase, the reservoir for PCE was included in all of the mesh 

configurations in order to insure the proper PCE head at the sand pack boundary. These are 

each described in detail in the following sections. 

The P w-S formulation of TWOPHS is not used in simulations in this chapter because 

it is not applicable for heterogeneous media. In the P w-S formulation, the saturation is a 

primary unknown. Thus, only one value of saturation is calculated for each node at each 

time step. Where nodes are placed at boundaries between materials with different capillary 

characteristics (i.e., between fine-grained and coarse-grained sands), the solution of a single 

saturation at those nodes implies that a discontinuity in capillary pressure exists across such 
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Figure 5.2 
Observed PCE Distributions in the Kueper Experiment 

(Kueper, et al., 1989) 
5.2a 5.2b 

time = 34 Seconds time = 126 seconds 

5.2c 5.2d 
time = 184 seconds time = 220 seconds 

5.2e 5.2f 
time = 245 seconds time = 313 seconds 
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boundaries. A discontinuity in the saturation would be expected. A discontinuity in capillary 

pressure implies a non-Darcian flow phenomena This discontinuity would exist at any 

degree of saturation less than one. Thus, at low saturations, where NAPL pressures are high, 

the discontinuity in capillary pressure implies a discontinuity in NAPL pressure across the 

boundary. For this reason, the P w-S formulation is not applied to simulations for 

heterogeneous media. 

Finite Element Mesh Confi~rations 

Four simulation cases, each using a different finite element mesh were simulated. 

Cases 1 and 2 were run with rectangular element meshes while Cases 3 and 4 were run with 

triangular meshes. Rectangular meshes for cases 1 and 2 were derived from uniform, square 

2.5 and 1.25 cm elements, respectively. Triangular meshes for Cases 3 and 4 are shown in 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. 



Figure S.3 
Triangular Mesh for Case 3 

Approximate Node Spacing = 2.S cm 
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The mesh shown in Figure 5.3 was constructed so as to maintain a node-to-node distance 

along material boundaries of 2.5 cm. The mesh shown in Figure 5.4 was constructed so as 

to maintain a 1.25 cm nodal spacing along the same material boundaries. Both of these mesh 

configurations were generated using the program Triangle (Shewchuck, 1995). This program 

will generate a triangular mesh by iteratively locating new mesh nodes within a user-specified 

mesh domain until a mesh is contracted that meets several user-definable criteria. 



Figure 5.4 
Triangular Mesh for Case 4 

Approximate Node Spacing at Material Boundaries = 1.25 cm 
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Additionally, the program allows the user to specify mesh nodes and line segments which will 

become part of the generated mesh. For the 2.5 cm triangular mesh (Case 3), nodal spacing 

was held relatively constant through specification of node spacing along material boundaries. 

There is not a large variation in element sizes within that mesh. For the 1.25 cm triangular 

mesh (Case 4), nodal spacing was only controlled along material boundaries. In other areas 

of the model domain, the mesh generator was allowed to vary the node spacing and element 

size. The mesh generator was controlled, however, in all cases with a minimum angle 
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specification. Table 5.1 contains the node and element counts for each of the mesh 

configurations used in simulations. 

Table S.1 
Numbers of Nodes and Elements for FEM Mesh Configurations 

Used to Simulate Kueper Experiment 

Element Node Number of Number of Number of 
Type Spacing Elements Nodes Boundary 

Case Nodes 

1 Rectangular 2.5cm 564 614 98 

2 Rectangular 1.25 cm 2256 2355 196 

3 Triangular 2.5cm • 1004 543 50 

4 Triangular 1.25 cm •• 2494 1290 84 

* Node spacing in this mesh is approximately 2.5 cm 
** Node spacing in this mesh is equal to 1.25 cm only on material boundaries, but varies away from such 

boundaries (Figure 5.9) 

Material Properties 

Kueper et al. measured capillary pressure I saturation curves for water and PCE in 

each of the four sands. Their measured capillary pressure values (as head in cm of water) 

are presented in Figures 5.5 through 5.8. Although Kueper, et al. estimated Brooks and 

Corey parameters for each of the four sands, the modified van Genuchten model was chosen 

for simulations presented in this thesis. The van Genuchten model was chosen because it 

provides for a zero capillary pressure at full saturation. In the Brooks and Corey model, the 

relationship between capillary pressure and saturation is such that no capillary pressure less 

than the bubbling pressure will be calculated from the model. Thus, at material boundaries . 
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in a numerical model, the capillary pressure and capacity consitutive terms are potentially 

discontinuous. In numerical models based on the FEM, nodes are placed on material 

boundaries. If the Brooks and Corey constitutive form were used in such a model, the 

capillary pressure at nodes on material boundaries ( where bubbling pressures of the materials 

differ) would require either averaging or the use of some arbitrary minimum capillary 

pressure to insure continuity. The van Genuchten constitutive form eliminates the need for 

any such arbitrary initial conditions in a saturated medium because the initial capillary 

pressure can be set to some very small number at all model nodes. As is discussed later in 

this chapter, however, the van Genuchten form incoiporates non-linearities in the capillary 

pressure - saturation relation which are ignored in the Brooks and Corey form. These non

linearities can lead to large internal mass-balance errors in numerical models. 

The capillary pressure - saturation data of Kueper, et al. were used to estimate van 

Genuchten parameters for each of the sands in the experiment. Figures 5.5 through 5.8 show 

the measured and estimated capillary pressure (in units of cm of water) as a function of the 

degree of saturation. The estimated capillary pressures in these figures are calculated from 

the van Genuchten constitutive form with the Mualem conductivity model (m = 1-1/n). 

Estimated van Genuchten parameters for each sand, as well as other material parameters, are 

presented in Table 5.2. 
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Figure 5.6 
Measured and Estimated Capillary Pressure
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Figure 5.7 
Measured and Estimated Capillary Pressure
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Figure 5.8 
Measured and Estimated Capillary Pressure
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Table 5.2 
Hydraulic Parameters and Estimated Constitutive Parameters 

for Simulations of the Kueper Experiment 

Intrinsic Irreducible Estimated2 Estimated2 

Material Permeability1 (m2
) Saturation1 Alpha(l/m) 

#16 Silica 3.50x10-10 0.078 22 

#25 Ottawa 2.05x10-10 0.069 19 

#50 Ottawa 5.26x10-11 0.098 5.7 

#70 Silica 8.19x10-12 0.189 2.35 

Reservior3 5.oox10-s 0.078 22 

1 The intrinsic permeability and irreducible saturation were measured by Kueper, et al. ( 1989 ). 
2 Parameters for the constitutive model of Van Genuchten were estimated in this study. 

n 

5.9 

6 

5.9 

9 

5.9 
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3 The reservoir is included in the model to incorporate pressure boundary conditions for the nonwetting phase. 
This material is contrived so as to serve that purpose. 

Estimated van Genuchten parameters used in this study were not the result of a 

quantitative parameter estimation algorithm, but were estimated graphically. An attempt was 

made to fit the saturation - capillary pressure data of Kueper, et al. using RETC (RETention 

Curve) program of van Genuchten, et al. (1991). However, that effort was abandoned when 

assigned weights varying between 0.1 and 1 failed to improve the highly biased fit generated 

by the RETC code. These parameters were estimated by overlaying capillary pressure values 

from the van Genuchten model onto the measured values (in a computer-generated graph) 

and adjusting the parameters until a satisfactory fit was achieved. The objective criteria for 

that fit were not quantified, rather the curves were evaluated visually. Note that capillary 

pressures from estimated van Genuchten parameters do not consistently match the measured 

values at low degrees of saturation. In estimating the van Genuchten parameters, capillary 
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pressures at higher degrees of saturation ( over 50%) were weighted more heavily than those 

at lower degrees of saturation. This is justified in that during the PCE infiltration, capillary 

pressures are not expected to exceed 44 cm of PCE, or 71 cm of water. This assumption is 

basecl on the fact that after 313 seconds, the PCE in the Kueper experiment reached a 

maximum depth of 40 cm below the top of the sand pack ( 44 cm below the top of the 

reservoir). The hydrostatic head at the base of a saturated column of such fluid would be 44 

cm of PCE (71 cm of water). 

Initial and Boundar_y Conditions 

Boundary conditions for the TWOPHS simulations of the Kueper experiment 

generally coincided with the actual laboratory configuration. These are presented in Figure 

5.14. No-flow boundaries were incorporated along the bottom of the model domain and 

along the top, except along the 10 cm wide injection port. The sides of the model domain 

were set initially at hydrostatic water pressures and a uniform, near-zero ( 10 Pascals or 0.1 

cm water) capillary pressure. 

The PCE reservoir was included in the model domain in order to incorporate the 

actual PCE head of 4 cm at the injection port. The top of the reservoir was maintained at 

a constant water pressure of -4.0 cm of water and a constant capillary pressure of 4.0 cm of 

water. The material used for the reservoir was assigned the same van Genuchten parameters 

as those for the #16 Silica, but was assigned an intrinsic permeability of 100 times that of the 

# 16 Silica. With these material parameters, the boundary conditions at the top of the 
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reservoir insure that: 1) there is little or no flow of water out through the injection port 

because the pressure change across the height of the reservoir is hydrostatic; 2) a head of 

4.0 cm of PCE is maintained across the injection port because a head of zero cm of PCE is 

maintained at the top of the reservoir; and 3) the conductivity of the material in the reservoir 

is always greater than that of the #16 silica at irreducible saturation (the material in the 

reservoir does not impede the flow of PCB). Points (2) and (3) in the previous sentence are 

validated in the results discussion of this chapter. 

Initial conditions used in the simulations were generally consistent with the boundary 

conditions described above. Throughout the actual sand pack, nodal values of water 

pressure were set to hydrostatic values and capillary pressures were set to 10 Pascals (0.1 

cm of water). Within the reservoir and at the sand/reservoir interface, the water pressures 

were set to hydrostatic values and the capillary pressures were set to a uniform value of 4.0 

cm of water. The actual units used in all simulations presented in this chapter are in the 

meter-kilogram-second system (Pascals for pressure, meters for length, kilograms for mass, 

etc.). 

Numerical Control Parameters 

All of the simulation cases were run with the same numerical control parameters. An 

absolute convergence criteria was employed for Picard iterations with a tolerance of 1x10·3 

Pascals. A maximum Picard iteration count of 15 was also used for all cases. Linear 

equations were solved at each Picard iteration in all cases using the incomplete LU-
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decomposition and bi-conjugate gradient iterative solver (from the SLAP package) with a 

convergence tolerance of lxI0·13
• In all cases a pseudo-relaxation parameter of 0.95 was 

used. No row-scaling was used for any of these cases. 

Results of Numerical Simulations 

Results of numerical simulations for the four cases described in the previous section 

are presented in Figures 5.9 through 5.12 and Table 5.3. Figures 5.9 through 5.12 show 

capillary pressure distributions for each of the cases at simulation times of 34, 126, 184, 220, 

245 and 313 seconds, respectively. In each of these figures, isopleths are plotted for 

capillary pressures from 100 to 1000 Pascals with a contour interval of 100 Pascals. The 

capillary pressure was chosen for display in these graphs (as opposed to the saturation) 

because there are no quantitative saturation data available from the Kueper experiment for 

comparison. Further, because the capillary pressure is actually assumed to be continuous 

across the model domain, the selection of this field over the degree of saturation eliminates 

the need for an arbitrary determination of saturation at material boundaries (where the 

saturation should be discontinuous). Table 5.3 presents simulation parameters such as mass 

balance errors and iteration counts for each of the cases. 

For all of the four cases, the simulated results are consistent with the observed results 

in that the horizontal and vertical extent of PCE infiltration are similar. The observed PCE 

distributions in the Kueper experiment are characterized, in part, by fingered flow. Such 

flow phenomena are beyond the scope of this study in that they are the result of 
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heterogeneities at scales much smaller than those simulated. However, for times up to 245 

seconds, the distributions of capillary pressures greater than or equal to 100 Pascals are 

similar in extent to that of the observed PCE distributions. In all four cases, at some time 

between 245 seconds and 313 seconds (model time), PCE was simulated as flowing over the 

#70 Silica sand barriers on each side of the model. That is, for all four cases, the simulated 

extent of PCE beyond the #70 Silica sand bariers along the sides of the sand pack exceed the 

observed PCE infiltration. 

Case 

Table 5.3 
Results of Simulations for the Kueper Experiment 

Mass Balance Errors and Iteration Counts 

Wetting- Non wetting- Average 
Phase Phase Total Time Picard 

Average 
Solver 

MBE1 MBE1 Steps lterations2 lterations2 

1 0.14 0.14 182 8.6 22.0 

2 0.17 0.17 203 10.5 41.7 

3 -0.84 -0.07 174 7.0 32.0 

4 0.20 -0.13 237 10.2 57.8 

1 The mass balance errors (MBEs)for eachfluid phase are calculated as the difference between thefluidjlux 
across the model boundary and the change in the volume for that phase within the domain, divided by 
the change in volume. 

2 The average Picard iterations are reported per time step where they actually converged. 
3 The average solver iterations are reported as per Picard iteration 
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Figure 5.9 
Results of Simulation for Case 1: 

Capillary Pressure Distributions for Coarse Rectangular Mesh 
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Figure 5.10 
Results of Simulation for Case 2: 

Capillary Pressure Distributions for Fine Rectangular Mesh 
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Figure 5.11 
Results of Simulation for Case 3: 

Capillary Pressure Distributions for Coarse Triangular Mesh 
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Figure 5.12 
Results of Simulation for Case 4: 

Capillary Pressure Distributions for Fine Triangular Mesh 
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Convergence rates, as indicated by iteration counts and average time steps in 

Table 5.3 are slow, compared to that reported by Kueper and Frind (1991a) for simulations 

of the same experiment using their finite difference model. This is expected, in part because 

Kueper and Frind used the Brooks and Corey constitutive model which provides a nearly 

linear capillary pressure-saturation relation near full saturation. The van Genuchten model 

used in this study provides a capillary pressure-saturation curve which is non-linear near 

saturation and tends to a capillary pressure value of zero at full saturation. Because of this 

non-linearity, the model may require more iterations for nodes near the saturation ( or in this 

case, the drainage) front. Average time-step lengths for Cases 1 and 2 were 1. 7 and 1.5 

seconds, respectively. Average time-step lengths for Cases 3 and 4 were 1.8 and 1.3 

seconds, respectively. In both cases, the average time-step length decreases with decreases 

in average element area. Because average time-step length is actually controlled by the 

number of Picard iterations required for convergence, the drop in average time-step length 

with smaller element size is expected. 

Comparison Between RectanIDJlar Meshes 

The capillary pressure distributions in both rectangular mesh simulations ( cases 1 and 

2) agree well, as presented in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. The largest discrepancies between these 

two simulations are clearly seen at the front of the infiltrating PCE. The finer mesh (Case 2) 

appears to simulate a sharper infiltration front than the coarser mesh. Further, the Case 1 

results show a slightly more advanced (faster) PCE front, especially within the #16 Silica 

sand. Simulation parameters provided in Table 5.3 indicate that the mass balance errors 
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(MB Es) for both of these cases are significant. As expected, the number of required 

iterations in the SLAP solver increased linearly with the number of nodes between these two 

cases. 

Comparison Between Trian~lar Meshes 

The simulated capillary pressure distributions for the triangular mesh configurations 

disagree significantly (Figures 5.11 and 5.12). While the fine-mesh simulation (Case 4 -

Figure 5.12) agrees reasonably well with the rectangular mesh simulation results, the coarse

mesh simulation appears to have converged to an incorrect capillary pressure distribution. 

Note that in the experimental observations and in all other simulated cases, the #50 Ottowa 

sand lens near the top of the cell has remained relatively saturated, while this lens in the Case 

3 simulation has apparently become drained (infiltrated by PCE). The mass balance errors 

presented in Table 5.3 also indicate this simulation has converged to a largely incorrect 

solution. The MBE for the wetting-phase in Case 3 is over 84%. That is, the simulated 

amount of water flowing out of the model domain is only 16% of the amount indicated by 

the change in saturation within the model. The PCE contours for the Case 4 simulation do 

contain several anomalies where PCE appears to be intruding into the #70 Silica in a 

fingered-flow fashion. These are seen in all of Figure 5.12b through 5.12f and are actually 

only artifacts introduced by the graphics software (Surfer) during interpolation of model 

ouput onto a rectangular grid. 
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Mass Balance Errors 

As is discussed above, all simulation cases resulted in large internal mass balance 

errors. MBEs are not unexpected with this type of formulation. Abriola and Rathfelder 

(1993) conducted numerical experiments which revealed that the numerical representation 

of terms involving the capacity term C(pc) used in the P w-Pc formulation being used herein 

is subject to large internal MBE's. These are the result of oscillations in the simulated 

capillary pressure near the drainage ( or saturation) front that result from the expansion of the 

time derivative in equations (2.9) and (2.10). Abriola and Rathfelder have presented several 

alternative formulations which improve mass-balance characteristics in models similar to the 

P w-Pc. No such alternative formulations of the capacity term have yet been incorporated in 

to this model. 

Validation of Boundary Conditions 

As was explained earlier in this chapter, elements representing the PCE reservoir used 

in the Kueper experiment were incorporated into this model for all simulations. The reason 

for their inclusion is that the simulated head of 4 cm of PCE would be achieved at the base 

of this reservoir by simply maintaining boundary conditons for the top of the reservoir as a 

head of O for the PCE, and a hydrostatic head (-4.0 cm of water) for the water. The use of 

these reservoir elements is validated by results of simulations. In all cases, the material in 

reservoir elements was assigned the same van Genuchten parameters as the #16 Silica sand 

(a= 2'2/m, n = 5.9) and an intrinsic permeability of 5.0x10-s m2 (over 100 times that of the 

#16 silica sand). Diagnostic output from the model indicated that, for all cases simulated, 
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after several seconds of simulation time, the capillary pressure and wetting-phase pressure 

at the base of the reservoir remained between approximately 630 and 640 Pascals, and -2.5 

and 2.5 Pascals, respectively. Further, the sum of these terms ( equal to the PCE pressure) 

remained between approximately 632 and 637 Pascals throughout the simulations. Given 

that the density of PCE at standard conditions is 1.621x103 kg/m3
, this pressure range is 

equivalent to a head range of 3.98 to 4.01 cm of PCE. Thus, the prescribed pressure 

condition for PCE was successfully implemented. Water flow through the reservoir was 

minimal. The water pressure at the top of the reservoir was held constant at -395 Pascals 

(-4.0 cm of water) and the water pressure at the base of the reservoir varied between -2.5 

and 2.5 Pascals (-0.026 to 0.026 cm of water). With such a pressure change across this 

vertical distance, a range for the maximum darcian flux of water flow through the reservoir 

is from approximately 3.2x10-3 mis to -3.2x103 mis (at full saturation). Given that the 

reservoir is not fully saturated, the actual hydraulic conductivity is considerably less than that 

used in calculating the above rate. Thus, no significant flow of water through the reservoir 

is being simulated and the use of the reservoir elements is justified. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

A numerical model for the flow of two immiscible, incompressible fluids in an 

incompressible, heterogeneous, anisotropic porous media was developed. The model code 

may be used for one of two different numerical formulations. These formulations differ in 

the selection of primary unknowns. One formulation solves for the wetting-phase pressure 

and saturation, while the second formulation solves for the wetting-phase pressure and 

capillary pressure as primary unknowns. 

The model developed herein was verified through comparison with the analytical 

solution of McWhorter and Sunada. The McWhorter and Sunada equations used for 

comparison are those for the one-dimensional displacement of a wetting-phase (water) by 

a non-wetting phase. Results indicate that the numerical model agrees very well with the 

analytical solution. Further, simulations run for the Mc Whorter-Sunada displacement 

problem indicate that the pressure-saturation formulation (the P w-S formulation) maintains 

very good internal mass balance, as measured by the difference between net flow into the 

model domain and the change in saturation within the model domain. The pressure

capillary pressure (the P w-Pc formulation), however, exhibits small mass balance errors on 

the order of 0.01 %; roughly 1000 times those for the P w-S formulation. Because 

simulations for model verification used the constitutive model of Brooks and Corey, Picard 

iterations converged rapidly. For both formulations, time step lengths were controlled 

indirectly with maximum Picard iteration counts. The P w-S formulation displayed 
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oscillations when time step lengths became too large. The P w-Pc formulation exhibited no 

such behavior, but the number of iterations seemed to increase linearly with increasing 

time-step length. 

The model was used to simulate a laboratory experiment in which a heterogeneous 

sand pack was inundated with PCE under a small constant pressure. Retention data for the 

sands used in that experiment were used to estimate parameters for the Van Genuchten 

constitutive model. Four different finite element mesh configurations were used with the 

· P w-P c formulation to simulate the experiment. The P w-S formulation was not used for these 

simulations because it calculates a discontinuity in capillary pressure across material 

boundaries. Although no quantitative data are available for the results of the experiment, 

numerical results agree reasonably well with observed PCE distributions in the sand pack. 

That is, the extent of de-saturation, or PCE infiltration, as simulated using the numerical 

model, agrees well with experimental observations. The use of a finer rectangular mesh 

resulted in a sharper simulated PCE front. The use of a coarse triangular mesh resulted in 

large mass-balance errors and the inundation by PCE of a fine sand lens which remained 

saturated in the experiment. The numerical model converged in an average of 8.6 and 10.5 

Picard iterations for finite element meshes with 2.5 and 1.25 cm square elements, 

respectively. The DSLUCS iterative solver was used in these simulations because it 

provided the most rapid convergence of all of the available solvers. In all cases simulated, 

the model exhibited large internal mass-balance errors. These are assumed to be 

attributable to the treatment of the capacity term (the derivative of saturation with respect 
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to capillary pressure). Finally, the use of a contrived material to incorporate the boundary 

conditions of the experiment was successful. The conditions of the experiment implied that 

the model should have a prescribed-pressure boundary for the nonwetting phase (PCE), but 

the model cannot incorporate such a condition. Inspection of wetting-phase and capillary 

pressures at model nodes consistent with the base of the PCE reservoir indicates that the 

prescribed pressure was properly approximated in the model. 
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APPENDIX A 
EVALUATION OF ELEMENT COEFFICIENTS 

This appendix provides the development of matrix and vector coefficients for the 

FEM formulations provided in Chapter 2 of this thesis. For ease of implementation, the 

coefficients are actually calculated for each element and then assembled into the global form 

given in that chapter. This appendix is divided into two primary sections, one for the 

development of coefficients for triangular elements and a second for the development of 

coefficients for rectangular elements. 

Evaluation of Element Coefficients: Triangular Elements 

Figure A 1, below, shows the general form of the triangular element. The element, 

denoted as Re is oriented arbitrarily in the model domain and has an area denoted as A. This 

model uses linear shape functions exclusively for triangular elements. 

A= areaRe 
1 

2 

Figure 1 
Triangular Element Re with Area = A 
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For each node i, the shape function N; and corresponding partial derivatives are given 

by: 

(A.1) 

= 
aN. 

I Y; 
= (A.2) 

ay 2A 

fw-s Formulation 

Coefficient matrices and vectors are developed in this section for the P w-S 

formulation. Because many terms for the P w-S and P w-Pc formulations are equivalent, only 

those terms which are different are developed for the P w-Pc formulation in the following 

section. 

As is derived in Chapter 2 of this thesis, the equation for the wetting-phase may be 

expressed as: 

(A.3) 

where coefficients of the matrix A in element Re are given by: 

(A.4) 

The superscript e is added to emphasize that the coefficients are calculated at the element 

level. Because the relative permeability krw varies spatially with the wetting-phase saturation, 
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it is approximated by the sum of weighted point values. The weighting functions used in this 

approximation are the same as those used in the Galerkin discretization. That is, krw is 

approximated as: 

(A.5) 

The coefficients are then expressed as: 

e fkiiBN1 BN1(~ ) 
awlJ = - ---- Li N K krwK dRe 

R µw Bxi Bxj K=l 

aN aN - e 

Note that _z and -a z are constant for all N1• Further, the only variable terms in the ax1 X2 

(A.6) 

integral above are Nk . Equation (A.6), above, then reduces to: 

Using the substitution: 

(A.8) 

reduces equation (A.7) to: 

(A.9) 

Expanding matrix/vector terms gives: 

Noting that k12 = k21 and substituting for partial derivatives gives: 



In equation (A.3), the coefficients of the transient matrix Bw are given by: 

b;JJ = J </JN1N1 dRe 
Re 

= 

</JA!_ where l=J 
6 

</JA J_ where I* J 
12 
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(A.11) 

(A.12) 

This model uses the mass-lumping scheme of Neuman (1973) for the transient terms. 

Equation (A.12), above, then reduces to: 

where l=J 
(A.13) 

where I*J 

The gravity term in equation (A.3) is given by: 

(A.14) 

As in equation (A.4 ), the relative permeability krw is approximated as the weighted sum of 

point values. Because only the weights N K vary within the integral domain, substitution for 

krw in equation (A.14) gives: 
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Expanding matrix and vector terms gives: 

(A.16) 

Substituting for partial derivatives of weight functions: 

(A.17) 

(A.18) 

The boundary flux terms in equation (A.3) are given by: 

(A.19) 

The boundary flux is approximated by the weighted sum of point values. Then, for element 

Re with prescribed flux along side i - j (length= L). Equation (A.19) then becomes: 

L 

q:1 = I NiqwiNi+qw;N)dL 
0 

(A.20) 

(A.21) 
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Equations (A.3) through (A.21) are similarly developed for the non-wetting phase equations 

of (2.30) and are thus not included herein. The form of the coefficients is similar. The terms 

k,w, pw, and µware replaced with their respective nonwetting-phase terms and the sign of the 

transient term, be wIJ is reversed. 

fw.::fc Formulation 

Terms in equations (A.11), (A.18), and (A.21) are equivalent to corresponding terms 

in the P w-Pc formulation and are thus not included herein. The only terms in equation (2.32) 

that differ between the formulations are the transient terms. Recall from equation (2.32) that 

the transient term in the global equation (2.37) is given by: 

dwu = J </JC(p )N1N1dR 
R 

The element coefficient is then rewritten as: 

d:u = J </JC(pc)N1N1dR, 

Re 

(A.22) 

(A.23) 

Because the capacity term C(p J varies spatially with the capillary pressure, it is approximated 

as the weighted sum of nodal values: 

(A.24) 

Substituting (A.24) into (A.23) gives: 



d:,1 = q>J J C1N1N1N1dRe + J C2N2N1N1dRe + J C3N3N1N1dRel 

lRe Re Re 

In the lumped form, the terms in (A.26) are given in element matrix form as: 

U = <f>A 
- 12 

Evaluation of Element Coefficients: Rectangular Elements 

I 
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(A.25) 

(A.26) 

(A.27) 

Figure A.2, below, shows the general form of the rectangular element with dimensions 

w1 and CA>i· The FEM formulation used in this model uses bilinear weight functions for each 

of the nodes 1 through 4 shown in this figure. 

4 ;,1---
1--- (1)1 

Figure A.2 
Rectangular Element with Area = w1 w

2 



The bilinear weight functions are given by Equations (A.28) through (A.31): 

1 
=-XX A 1 2 
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(A.28) 

(A.29) 

(A.JO) 

(A.31) 

where w1 and Wi are the width and height, respectively, of the rectangular element shown in 

Figure A.2, above, and A is the area of the element. 
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Partial derivatives with respect to the coordinate variables are: 

aN1 1 aN1 1 
= --(W2-X2) = --(w1 -x1) 

axl A ax2 A 

aN2 1 aN2 1 
= --(w -x ) = --x 

axl A 2 2 ax2 A i 

(A.32) 

aN3 1 aN3 1 
= -x = -x 

axl A 2 ax2 A i 

aN4 1 aN4 1 = --x = -(w -x ) 
axl A 2 ax2 A 1 1 

Pw-S Fonnulation 

Element coefficients for rectangular elements and the P w-S formulation are developed 

in this section. Because there are several equivalent forms between the P w-S formulation and 

that for the P w-Pc formulation, only those terms which differ between the two are included in 

this appendix. 

From equation (2.22) in Chapter 2, the elements of matrix Aw are expressed in terms of 

weight functions for rectangular elements as: 

W2 WJ 

e J J kijkrw aNJ aNI a .rr = ------dx dx Wu J 2 
O O µw ax; axj 

(A.33) 

Because the relative permeability krw varies spatially, it is approximated with the weighted sum 

of point values: 

3 

krw ~ krw = E NK krwK 
K=l 

(A.34) 
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Equation (A.33) then becomes: 

e _ kij fw
2 

fw
1 

( ~ ) aNJ aNI 
awl} - - LJ krwKNK -- dx1dx2 

µw K=l axi ax1. 0 0 

(A.35) 

For simplicity, the above equation is restated in terms of components deriving from different 

matrix I vector products. That is, the above equation is restated in terms of products 

involving different partial derivatives of the weighting functions. Equation (A.35) is then: 

(A.36) 

or: 

A e = A ell + A el2 + A e22 
~ ~ ~ ..::..:.w (A.37) 

where: 

(A.38) 

(A.39) 

e22 _ k22 fw
2 

fw
1

( ~ ) aN1 aN1 
awlJ - - LJ krwKNK ---- dx1dx2 

µw O O K=l ax2 ax2 

(A.40) 

Note that in equations (A.38), (A.39), and (A.40), above, k11 , k12, k21 , and k22 are individual 

members of the intrinsic permeability tensor. The sub-matrices in equation (A.37) are then 

expressed as: 
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Sk.1 +4k2 +Sk3 +4k 4 
l'W ,w ,w ,w 

(A.42) 

(A.43) 

From equation (2.23) in Chapter 2, the elements of matrix Bw are expressed in terms of 

weight functions for rectangular elements as: 

W2<Jl 

b;IJ = </J f N1N1dR, = <I> ff NINI dx I dx2 (A.44) 

Re O 0 

This model uses the lumped-mass form of Neuman (1973) exclusively. Thus, the element 

matrix Bw is: 

9 0 0 0 

Jr 
cpA 0 9 0 0 

(A.45) = 
-w 36 0 0 9 0 

0 0 0 9 

Terms of the gravitational vector in equation (2.24) are given by: 
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(A.46) 

Because the relative permeability varies spatially with saturation, it is approximated with the 

weighted sum of point values. Equation (A.46) is then restated as: 

c:1 = l j PwK kii( t k!,N K) az Ba'N1 dx1dx.z 
O O µw K = 1 axj 'Xj 

(A.47) 

Expanding the individual tensor/vector components in equation (A.47) gives: 

or: 

(A.49) 

For simplicity, the individual components in the above sum are expressed individually in the 

following: 

1 2 3 4 
-2uJ2k1W -2uJ2k1W -uJ2k1W - uJ2k1W 

1 2 3 4 
2w2krw + 2w2 krw + w2krw + w2krw 

(A.SO) 
1 2 3 4 

(,,)2krw + (,,)2 krw + 2w2krw + 2w2 krw 

1 2 3 4 
-w2krw - w2 krw -2w2krw -2w2 krw 
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1 2 3 4 
-2wl krw - 2wl krw - wl krw - 2wl krw 

1 2 3 4 

,,2 Pwgk21 az -wl krw - 2wl krw - 2wl krw - wl krw 
cw = --

12µw ax2 
1 2 3 4 

wl krw + 2wl krw + 2wl krw + wl krw 

(A.51) 

1 2 3 4 
_ + 2wl krw + wl krw + wl krw + 2wl krw 

1 2 3 4 
-2w2krw -2w2krw -w2krw -w2krw 

1 2 3 4 

,.J Pwgk12 az 2w2krw + 2w2krw + w2krw + w2krw 
cw = 

12µw ax1 1 2 3 4 
w2krw + w2krw + 2w2krw + 2w2krw 

(A.52) 

1 2 3 4 
-w2krw -w2krw -2w2krw -2w2krw 

1 2 3 4 
-2wlkrw -wlkrw -wlkrw -2w]krw 

1 2 3 4 

A4 Pwgkzi. az -w1 krw - 2w1 krw - 2w1 krw - W1 krw 
cw = 

12µw ax2 1 2 3 4 
wl krw + 2wl krw + 2wl krw + wl krw 

(A.53) 

1 2 3 4 
+ 2wl krw + wl krw + wl krw + 2wl krw 

Equations for the nonwetting-phase equation are similarly developed and are not included 

here. The form of the coefficients is similar. The terms krw, Pw, and µware replaced with their 

respective nonwetting-phase terms and the sign of the transient term, be wIJ is reversed. 

Pw-Pc Fonnulation 

Terms in equations (A.11), (A.18), and (A.21) are equivalent to corresponding terms 

in the P w-Pc formulation and are thus not included herein. The only terms in equation (2.32) 
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that differ from those in the P w-S fomulation are the transient terms. Recall from equation 

(2.32) that the transient term in the global equation (37) is given by: 

dwlJ = f </JC(pc)NJNldR 
R 

The element coefficient is then rewritten as: 

d:11 = f </JC(p)N1N1dR. 

Re 

(A.54) 

(A.55) 

Because the capacity term C(pJ varies spatially with the capillary pressure, it is approximated 

as the weighted sum of nodal values: 

4 

C(pJ ~ C = L C(pcK)NK (A.56) 

K=l 

Substituting (A.56) into (A.55) gives: 

d:r1 = f </J(t C(pcK)NK) N1N1dR. 
Re 

(A.57) 

with the nodal values of C(pcK) represented as CK which is expressed in element matrix form 

as: 
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APPENDIXB 
USER GUIDE FOR THE PROGRAM TWOPHS 

This appendix contains a user guide for the program TWOPHS which was developed 

for this thesis. A description of the program code is provided in Appendix C. A listing of 

the C source code is provided in Appendix D. The following sections describe the general 

approach for using the program, the format of the input file, and formats of the output files. 

General Notes for Using TWOPHS 

As described in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis, TWOPHS simulates the simultaneous 

flow of two immiscible and incompressible fluids in a incompressible porous medium. The 

user is encouraged to become familiar with at least the numerical implementation described 

in Chapter 3 before attempting to use this program. 

TWOPHS is a character-based program which was written primarily in C and which 

is run from the command line with the minimum specification of an input file name. To date, 

TWOPHS has only been run on UNIX workstations. However, with the advent of modern 

operating systems, there should be little difficulty in running TWOPHS on personal 

computers. In the current implementation, the program requires a very large amount of 

memory ( approximately 10 times the number of non-zero terms in the global coefficient 

matrix). This is due to the inclusion of two different groups of sparse linear solvers. 

TWOPHS does make use of dynamic memory allocation. As such, it only takes the amount 

of memory needed for a specific finite element mesh. The user need not re-compile the 
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program to run on larger or smaller models. The program requires at least the specification 

of the input file on the command line. Additional command line arguments are the output 

file name and a plot file name. If the user omits the output file name, output is directed to 

the console (stdout on UNIX systems). If the user omits the plot file specification, no plot 

data are output by the program. The following sections describe the program input and 

output, respectively. 

Program Input 

All input for the program TWOPHS is read sequentially from a single input file. 

When running the program, the user specifies the input file on the command line just after 

the program name. For example, twophs input.dat is an appropriate command to run the 

program where the file input.dat contains input data as described below. The input file must 

be in ASCII form and must have individual lines in the order specified below. Within each 

line, input data are read in free format and the user is encouraged to follow necessary data 

on each line with appropriate comments. An example input file is provided at the end of this 

Appendix. The input file is divided into eight major sections which are described in the 

following. For each section, the required input values are listed for each line of the input file. 

Following that listing, a brief description of each of those input values is provided. Note that 

input variable names are italicized and spelled nearly as they appear in the program code. 

Because variable names in the program are typically different words that are run together (no 

spaces), capital letters are used for the beginning of each such different word so that the 

names are more recognizable. 
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General pro~ram control parameters 

Lines 1 through 9 of the input file contain general program control parameters which 

determine the size of the finite element mesh, the number of materials, controls for the non-

linear iterations, and controls for the linear solvers. 

Lines 1 and 2 are intended as title lines. The user may write any descriptive text on these 
two lines. Lines 1 and 2 are printed, without modification in the output file. 

Line 3: NDim, NElem, NNodes, NBndry, MBand, NMat 

Line 4: 

NDim Type: integer. NDim specifies the number of dimensions in the model 
domain. Valid input values are 1 or 2. 

NElem Type: integer. NElem specifies the number of elements in the model 
domain. Valid entries are from 1 to 32,768 (a maximum number less 
than 32,768 may result from limited system memory at run-time). 

NNodes 

NBndry 

MB and 

Type: integer. NNodes specifies the number of nodes in the model 
domain. Valid entries are from 2 to a maximum of 32,768 
( depending on available system memory). 

Type: integer. NBndry specifies the number of boundary nodes for 
the model domain. 

Type: integer. MBand specifies the number of 'bands' that are to be 
allocated for the coefficient matrix. This should be set to the 
maximum number of nodes connected to any single node by one 
element, times two. For rectangular elements, the user may specify 
an MBand of zero, and the program will automatically calculate the 
correct MBand value. If the program is run with an MBand value 
which is too small, it will fail and a message will be printed which 
conveys a minimum value. 

ItScheme, KProb, IterMax, MaxPrint 

ItScheme Type: integer. ItScheme is not used, but was originally intended to 
specify the non-linear iteration scheme. The user should enter a 1 for 
this value. 



Line 5: 

KP rob 

IterMax 

MaxPrint 
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Type: integer. KProb is used to select a steady-state or transient 
problem. The program should not be used to simulate steady-state 
flow in two-phase domains. Thus the user should enter a value of 2 
for KProb. 

Type: integer. IterMax specifies the maximum allowed Picard 
iterations per time step. Where the Picard iterations fail to converge 
to within a specified tolerance (PltTol in Line 6), the program will 
automatically reduce the time step. 

Type: integer. MaxPrint specifies a maximum number of output 
times. 

Cale/nit, Solver, AutoScale, F orceFirstDirect, Extrapolate 

Cale/nit 

Solver 

AutoScale 

Type: integer. Cale/nit is used primarily for debugging. A value of 
1 will cause the ILUCG solver to calculate a first approximation to 
the solution of linear equations using only the incomplete LU 
decomposition before iterations begin with conjugate gradient 
acceleration. 

Type: integer. The value of Solver specifies which linear solver is 
used in the program. When the program reads a Solver of 0, a direct 
solver which utilizes Gaussian Elimination with full pivoting is used. 
A value of 1 is used to specify the ILUCG solver, a value of 2 
indicates the use of the SLAP ORTHOMIN solver with an 
incomplete LU decomposition. A value of 3 indicates the use of the 
SLAP ORTHOMIN solver with diagonal scaling. A value of 4 
indicates the use of the SLAP bi-conjugate gradient solver with 
incomplete LU decomposition. The user is encouraged to use the last 
solver as it has been the fastest in terms of iteration counts of all of 
the iterative solvers. The direct solver is provided only for debugging 
purposes. 

Type: integer. The value of AutoScale determines whether 
TWOPHS uses row scaling. A non zero value in this variable will 
cause the program to use row scaling. Where the user has entered a 
zero for this variable, no such scaling is used. 

F orceFirstDirect 
Type: integer. In debugging for a particular model, the user may 
wish to force a direct solution to the linear equations in the first 
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Line 8: 
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iteration. A non-zero value for F orceFirstDirect will provide this 
solution. 

Extrapolate Type: float. At the beginning of each time step, the program will 
calculate a first approximation for the pressure I saturation vector for 
the end of that time step. When a value of 1.0 is specified for 
Extrapolate, the program extrapolates the forward 
pressure/saturation vector from the change in pressure (and 
saturation or capillary pressure) from the previous time step. When 
a value of 0.0 is specified, the program uses the current pressure I 
saturation vector as the approximation for the forward vector. 

KFlowType, Model, Lump, NPhas, PitTol 

KFlowType Type: integer. KFlowType was intended to specify the use of 
radially symmetric coordinates for a two-dimensional simulation. 
This has been disabled. The user should specify a value of O for 
KFlowType. 

Model Type: integer. Model is used to specify whether the program solves 
for wetting-phase pressure and saturation (Model = 0) or wetting
phase pressure and capillary pressure (Model = 1) as primary 
unknowns. 

Lump Type: integer. Lump is used to indicate whether transient terms are 
lumped (Lump= 1) or consistent (Lump= 0). Note that where the 
block form is used (line 7), the consistent form must not be used. 

NPhas Type: integer. NPhas indicates the number of fluid phases to be 
simulated. This program was originally intended to simulate the flow 
of one or two immiscible fluids. In the present program 
configuration, only a value of 2 is valid. 

PitTol Type: float. PitTol is the iteration tolerance for Picard iterations. 
Picard iterations will continue until either the maximum number of 
iterations is exceeded, or the absolute maximum change in the 
forward pressure or saturation ( or capillary pressure) between 
iterations is less than PitTol. 

BlockForm, CGTolCode, CGTol 

BlockForm Type: integer. BlockForm is used to indicate the use of the block 
form in the linear solution at each Picard iteration. When a 
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BlockForm value of 1 is read, the program will solve the linear 
system at each Picard iteration by first using block Gaussian
elimination to reduce the linear system to a set of NNodes equations 
which are then solved with the solver specified by Solver. When a 
value ofO is read for BlockForm, the program does not use any such 
block algebra. 

CGTolCode Type: integer. CGTolCode specifies the interpretation of the 
tolerance for iterations within the ILUCG solver. Valid values are: 

0 the absolute residual is compared to CGTol 
1 the residual, relative to the right hand side of the 

linear equations is compared to CGTol 
2 the residual, relative to the pressure/saturation vector 

is compared to CGTol. 

CGTol Type: float. CGTol is the iteration tolerance for the ILUCG solver. 

SLAPNSave, SLAPltMax, SLAP/Toi, SLAPUnit 

SLAPNSave Type: integer. SLAPNSave is used only in the SLAP ORTHOMIN 
solvers, but must be specified, regardless. Where the SLAP 
ORTHOMIN solvers are used (Solver = 2 or 3), SLAPNSave 
specifies the number of orthogonalizations which are performed and 
saved for each iteration. A value of no more than 4 or 5 is 
recommended. 

SLAPitMax Type: integer. SLAPitMax specifies the maximum allowable 
iterations within the SLAP solvers. When the iteration count within 
any of the SLAP solvers exceeds this value, the program will 
automatically attempt to reduce the time step and begin Picard 
iterations anew. 

SLAPitTol Type: integer. SIAP/Tol specifies the calculation of residuals within 
the SLAP solvers. Because the two-phase problems simulated in this 
thesis require a very small tolerance for proper program operation, a 
value of 2 is recommended for SLAP/Toi. 

SIAPUnit Type: integer. SIAPUnit specifies a file unit number for printout of 
intermediate SLAP results. When these intermediate results are 
desired, the user should provide a SLAP Unit value of 6 which causes 
SLAP subroutines to print intermediate results on stderr. Otherwise, 
a value of O should be specified. 
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Line 10: Soi/Model, Xi, Ksi, Pmul 

SoilModel 

Xi 

Ksi 

PMul 

Type: integer. Soi/Model is used to specify which constitutive model 
is to be used in simulations. A value of 1 indicates the model of 
Brooks and Corey. A value of 2 indicates the model of van 
Genuchten and Parker, et al. 

Type: float. Xi is the Lagrangian weight which determines the 
degree of implicitness or explicitness in transient flow calculations. 
A value of 1.0 for Xi causes the program to use fully implicit 
calculations, while a value of 0.0 indicates fully explicit calculations. 

Type: float. Ksi is a relaxation parameter used in the element matrix 
coeffient calculations. A Ksi value of 1.0 indicates no relaxation, 
while a Ksi value of 0.0 indicates full relaxation. 

Type: float. PMul is a scaling factor which is intended to reduce the 
effects of the selection of units on linear solver performance. 
Because this program accepts pressure values as input, the condition 
number of the matrix being solved at each Picard iteration may be 
poor. The use of the PM ul factor is intended to improve the 
condition of the matrix by reducing the pressure values, and 
increasing their respective coefficients by the factor PMul. 

Fluid and Material Parameters 

Line 10 contains fluid parameters and gravitational weights. Lines 11 through 

lO+NMat contain parameters for each porous material in the model domain. For each 

material, a minimum of intrinsic permeability, porosity, elastic capacity, and constitutive 

model parameters are required. 

Line 10: Const], Const2, Zl, Z2, Mu], Mu2, Gamma], Gamma2 

Const], Const2 
Type: float. Const 1 and Const2 are constants for the wetting-phase 
and non wetting-phase equations, respecitively. 
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Type: float. Zl and Z2 are the x and y components, respectively, of 
the vertical gravitational vector ( directed upward). These are 
included so that a model grid need not be oriented along a horizontal 
line. For a model to simulate vertical flow with the y coordinate axis 
oriented along the vertical, the user should set Zl to 0.0 and 22 to 
1.0. 

Type: float. Mul and Mu2 are the dynamic viscosities for fluid 
phases 1 and 2, respectively. Note that fluid 1 is always assumed to 
be the wetting-phase. Mui and Mu2 should be specified in units of 
[M/Lt]. Appropriate MKS units are Pascal·seconds. The dynamic 
viscosity of water at standard conditions is approximately 0.001 
Pascal ·seconds. 

Gamma], Gamma2 
Type: float. Gamma] and Gamma2 are the unit weights (the 
product of fluid density and gravitational acceleration) for fluid 
phases 1 and 2, respectively. Gamma] and Gamma2 should be 
specified in units of [MIL 2t2

]. For example, the weight of water at 
standard conditions is 9800 kg/{m2s2

). 

Lines 11 through 1 O+NMat: /Perm], /Perm2, Porosity, Capacity, Prml, Prm2, Prm3 

/Perm] and /Perm2 

Porosity: 

Capacity: 

Type: float. /Perm] and /Perm2 are the intrinsic permeabilities of 
the porous medium in the x and y directions, respectively. These 
should be specified in units of [L-21. 

Type: float. The porosity is specified for each material. This 
dimensionless value is read in as a decimal (not a percent). Thus 
valid values are from greater than 0.0 and less·than or equal to 1.0. 

Type: float. An elastic capacity term is allowed for use in the 
wetting-phase pressure - saturation formulation. At present, only a 
0 is valid for this field. 

Prml, Prm2, and Prm3 
Type: float. These are parameters for the various constitutive 
models. 

For the Brooks and Corey model (SoilModel = 1), Prml is read in as 
the irreducible saturation ( dimensionless decimal), Prm2 is read in as 
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the bubbling pressure (in units of [M/(Lt2
)]), and Prm3 is read in as 

the pore size distribution index A (dimensionless). 

For the van Genuchten I Parker model (SoilModel = 2), Prml is read 
in as the irreducible saturation ( dimensionless decimal), Prm2 is read 
in as a (in units of [1/L]), and Prm3 is read in as the exponent n 
(dimensionless). 

Beginning with line ( 1 O+NMat), the program reads in node specifications. In 

general, the user will specify one line for each node. However, for rectangular element 

meshes with areas of equal node spacing, the program can be made to interpolate node 

coordinates. At a minimum, the user must specify the node data for two nodes where the 

program will be allowed to interpolate regularly spaced nodes between them. Each line 

containing node data contains node coordinates, initial pressure and saturation or capillary 

pressure values, and prescribed flux values for each fluid phase. 

Lines (lO+NMat) to (lO+NMat+NNodes): 
/Node, XNode, YNode, PwNode, PcNode or SwNode, QwNode, QnwNode 

/Node 

XNode 

YNode 

PwNode 

Type: integer. /Node is the node number. 

Type: float. XNode is the x coordinate for the node. 

Type: float. YNode is they coordinate for the node. 

Type: float. PwNode is the initial wetting-phase pressure for the 
node. PwNode must be expressed in units of [M/(Lt2)]. 

PcNode or SwNode 
Type: float. PcNode is the initial capillary pressure for the node, 
expressed in units of [M/(Lt2

)]. SwNode is the initial wetting-phase 
saturation of the node expressed in dimensionless, decimal form. 
When the program is solving for the pressure-saturation variables 
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(Model = 0), the user must specify an initial saturation here, 
otherwise, the initial capillary pressure is specified. 

QwNode, QnwNode 
Type: float. QwNode and QnwNode are prescribed flux values for 
the wetting and nonwetting fluids, respectively. Where boundary flux 
is to be prescribed, the user must specify point values along the 
proper boundary segments (sides of elements) in units of [L/t]. 

Boundary Node Specifications 

For each node which lies along a prescribed-pressure or saturation boundary, the user 

must provide a line in the boundary node section. Lines (lO+NMat+NNodes) through 

(1 O+NMat+NNodes+NBNodes) contain boundary node specifications. For each boundary 

node, a boundary condition code is specified for each primary unknown. The program will 

optionally assign equal condition codes using interpolation of node values. 

Lines (10+NMat+NNodes) to (10+NMat+NNodes+NBNodes): 
/Node, KodeW[/Node], KodeNW[/Node], Increment, Next/Node 

/Node 

KodeW 

KodeNW 

Type: integer. /Node is the node number as specified in the node 
specifications detailed above. 

Type: integer. KodeW is the code for the boundary condition for the 
wetting phase equation. A value of 1 indicates that this node has a 
prescribed wetting-phase pressure condition (the value being equal to 
PWNode as specified above. 

Type: integer. KodeNW is the code for the boundary condition for 
the nonwetting-phase equation. A value of 1 indicates that this node 
has either a prescribed wetting-phase saturation or capillary pressure 
(the value being equal to PcNode or SwNode as specified above. 
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Element Specifications 

For each element, the nodes comprising that element and the material within that 

element are specified on one line of the input file. Lines ( 1 O+NMat+NNodes+ NBNodes+ 1) 

through ( 1 O+NMat+NNodes+NBNodes+NElem) contain element specifications. 

Lines (lO+NMat+NNodes+NBNodes+l) - (lO+NMat+NNodes+NBNodes+NElem): 
/Elem, /Node], /Node2, /Node3, /Node4, /Mat, Sang 

/Elem Type: integer. /Elem is the element number. 

/Nodel,/Node2,/Node3,/Node4 
Type: integer. /Nodel through /Node4 are the numbers of the nodes 
in element /Elem. Note that actual node numbers must be listed in 
counter-clockwise order in /Node], through /Node4. Further, for 
triangular elements, /Node3 must equal /Node4. 

/Mat Type: integer. /Mat is the number of the material contained in 
element /Elem. Valid entries for /Mat are from 1 to NM at. 

Sang Type: float. Where the principle directions of the permeability tensor 
for the material in this element, Sang should be the sin of the angle 
between the principle coordinates and the model coordinates 
specified with nodal data. 

Output Time Specifications 

The element specifications are followed in the input file by lines containing values 

which provide control of program output. The first line following the element specifications 

must contain a maximum program time and a count of specified output times to follow. The 

following lines contain specific output times, if appropriate. 

Line (lO+NMat+NNodes+NBNodes+NElem+l): MaxTime, NOutTimes 
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MaxTime Type: float. The value MaxTime should be set to the maximum 
simulation time (model time) for the program. This value must be 
specified in units of [t]. The program will begin with a time of 0.0 
and proceed with time-stepping until a model time of MaxTime is 
reached. 

NOutTimes Type: integer. NOutTimes is used to specify the number of output 
times. If NOutTimes is a positive number, the program will output 
results to the output file (and optionally, the plot file) at the end of 
each of (NOutTimes) equal intervals from 0.0 to (MaxTime). If 
NOutTimes is a negative number, the program will read NOutTimes 
lines following this line. Each of these lines will contain a user 
specified output time. 

Time Step Control Parameters 

The line following the output control lines in the input file contains time step control 

data. 

Line (10+NMat+NNodes+NBNodes+NElem+NOutTimes): 
DTStart, DTMax, DT/ncrease, DTReduce,,, MaxReds, WatchNodel, WatchNode2 

DTStart Type: float. DTStart is the initial time step in units of [t]. 

DTMax Type: float. DTMax is the maximum time step in units of [t]. 

DT/ncrease Type: float. DT/ncrease is a multiplier used to increase the time step 
whenever the time step is less than DTMax and the most recent time 
step was completed in less than eight Picard iterations. 

DTReduce Type: float. DTReduce is a multiplier used to reduce the time step 
whenever the last attempted time step failed to converge in under 
ItMax Picard iterations. The time step is divided by DTReduce. 
Thus DTReduce should be greater than 1.0. 

MaxReds Type: integer. MaxReds specifies a maximum number of time step 
reductions which are attempted before the program aborts. If after 
MaxReds successive time step reductions, the Picard iterations still 
fail to converge in less than ItMax iterations, the program will abort. 
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WatchNodel, WatchNode2 
Type: integer. WatchNodel and WatchNode2 are optional node 
numbers for which output is produced at the end of each time step. 
If at least one valid node number ( equal to one of /Node) is read in, 
the program will print the wetting-phase pressure and saturation or 
capillary pressure at the end of each time step. This output is 
directed to stderr. If these values are omitted from input, no such 
output is generated. 

Modified Boundar_y Conditions 

Boundary conditions may be changed during a simulation, as well as time-step 

controls. Lines following the first time-step control lines are interpreted as modified 

boundary conditions and are not actually read in until the program has finished with 

simulating up to the initial value of MaxTime. Following each set of modified boundary 

conditions, the time step control line must be specified as detailed above. 

Lines (lO+NMat+NNodes+NBNodes+NElem+NOutTimes+J) - : KProb, NPoints 

KP rob 

NPoints 

Is exactly as specified above. 

Type: integer. NPoints is a counter for tlie number of modified point 
boundary condition specifications to follow. 

For each NPoints lines following the previous line: 
!Node, PValMode, Kode, PValue 

/Node 

PValMode 

Type: integer. /Node is the number of the node for which boundary 
conditions are being re-set. 

Type: integer. The value of PValMode determines how the modified 
boundary condition is interpreted. A value of 1 indicates that the 
boundary condition is prescribed saturation or prescribed capillary 
pressure ( depending on which formulation is being used). A value of 
2 indicates that the wetting-phase pressure is being prescribed. A 
value of 3 indicates that a wetting-phase flux is being specified. A 
value of 4 is used to indicate that a non-wetting phase flux is 
specified. 
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Type: integer. Kode is interpreted in much the same way that 
Kode W and KodeNW are interpreted, except that only one value is 
used. If a value of 1 or 2 are read in for PValMode, the program 
resets the value of KodeWor KodeNW, respectively to the value read 
in as Kode. 

Type: float. PValue is the actual value being interpreted for 
modified boundary condition at node /Node 

Output from the program TWOPHS is written to three separate areas: 1) an output 

file which contains mesh data and diagnostic data for each specified output time; 2) an 

optional plot file which contains node coordinates and primary unknowns (pressure and 

saturation or capillary pressure) for each node at specified output times; and 3) stderr (the 

terminal by default in UNIX) where various diagnostic data are written as the program 

proceeds. The content of the output file is self-explanatory. Performance statistics such as 

counts for Picard iterations and solver iterations are also included. 
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APPENDIXC 
PROGRAM CODE DESCRIPTION FOR TWOPHS 

This Appendix contains a description of the program code for TWOPHS. This 

description is provided for those who may wish to modify the code or may require specific 

information regarding the code for debugging purposes. This Appendix is comprised of two 

general sections. The first section describes general techniques used in the code, while the 

second section provides detailed descriptions of each of the sub-programs. A listing of the 

program code is provided in Appendix D of this thesis. 

General Program Techniques 

TWOPHS was adapted from the FORTRAN program VSAFf (Yeh et al, 1993) 

which, in part, simulates water flow in variably saturated porous media. TWOPHS was 

written in C in order to exploit several programming attributes unique to the C language. The 

program has been run on IBM and Silicon Graphics workstations, both running proprietary 

versions of the UNIX operating system Because the program was written in ANSI-standard 

C, it should be readily portable to other systems. However, because TWOPHS requires large 

amounts of memory, its use on desktop systems running non-UNIX operating systems may 

be limited by system memory size or memory addressing constraints. 

TWOPHS allocates and configures meinory for large matrices and vectors at run time. 

This technique follows that described in Numerical Recipes in C (Press et al, 1988) and allows 

a single compiled version of the program to be used for widely different mesh densities. The 
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program allocates exactly the memory required for the specific mesh defined by program input 

when the program runs (as opposed to when the program is compiled). Rather than declaring 

arrays for these large memory structures, TWOPHS declares pointers and allocates and 

configures memory for those pointers, depending on the number of mesh nodes and elements 

defined in the program input. Note that the matrix() and vector() functions written for 

TWOPHS do not exactly follow those in Numerical Recipes, but were adapted so that the 

memory structures in the program could be readily passed to FORTRAN subroutines. The 

pointer-offset technique from Numerical Recipes is also employed. Thus, the first element 

in an array is referenced with a subscript of one (the default in C is to reference the first 

element with a subscript of zero). 

TWOPHS uses the same matrix storage scheme that was employed in VS AFT. In this 

scheme, only those elements in the coefficient matrix which are anticipated to be non-zero are 

stored. The two-dimensional array DG contains the coefficient matrix for each Picard 

iteration. The array DG is configured such that each row of the array contains data for the 

corresponding row in the coefficient matrix. The array DG, however, only contains the non

zero elements of the coefficient matrix. The corresponding integer array NC is two

dimensional and contains the actual column indices for each of the elements of the DG array. 

Specifically, each row and column in the array NC corresponds to the same row and column 

in the array DG. The values in the NC array are the actual column indices of the coefficient 

matrix for the corresponding DG elements. For example, suppose that the value in DG[ 1] [2] 

is the value in the first row and third column of the coefficient matrix. In this case, the value 
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in NC11][2] would be three. The program uses two other integer arrays to manage references 

to the DG array. The array NT is a one-dimensional array which contains a count of the 

columns in each row of the DG array. The one-dimensional array ND contains the offset into 

each row of the DG array for the diagonal coefficient of that row in the coefficient matrix. 

In addition to the DG array and corresponding integer arrays, TWOPHS uses four 

other important arrays. The array G contains the right hand side (RHS) of the matrix 

equation to be solved in Picard iterations. The array POld contains the wetting-phase 

pressure and saturation or capillary pressure for each node at the end of the last time step. 

For simplicity, the set of wetting-phase pressures and either saturations or capillary pressures 

is hereinafter referred to as the pressure vector. The array PCurr contains the most recent 

approximation of the pressure vector at the end of the current time step. The array PPP 

contains that approximation of the pressure vector for the end of the current time step from 

the previous Picard iteration. 

Description of Program Functions 

This section provides a brief explanation of the purpose of and flow within some of 

the sub-programs (functions) ofTWOPHS. The order of the following descriptions generally 

follows the order in which corresponding functions are called within the program. The reader 

is encouraged to view the file twophs.h which contains global declarations, function 

prototypes, and constant definitions. In the following sections, particular attention is paid to 

the functions main() and elem2d(), in which the bulk of numerical techniques are 
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implemented. The following do not comprise an exhaustive list of the functions coded for 

TWOPHS, but rather only those for which explanation is warranted by complexity. 

The main(} Function 

The main() function is defined in the file twophs.c. In general, this function controls 

flow of the entire program. Functionality within main() is divided into three primary tasks: 

1) input of general program parameters, time stepping controls, and output controls; 2) 

dynamic allocation of arrays for large matrix and vector structures; and 3) looping for 

adaptive time-step control, Picard iterations, and changing boundary conditions. 

. The first executable lines in main() configure the input and output files, depending on 

user input. If the user has specified an input file on the command line, the program will read 

all input from that file. If no such file is specified, the program will attempt to read input from 

the console. Similarly, if the user has specified an output file name on the command line, the 

program will direct output into that file. If no such file is specified, the program will direct 

output to the console. The user may also specify the name of a plot file. If the program 

detects such a file name, it will direct plot data into that file. Otherwise, no plot data are 

output. 

Following the configuration of file pointers, main() reads general program control data 

from input. Note that all read operations in the program TWOPHS are coded as a fgets() 
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function, followed by one or more sscanf () functions, so as to mimic list input which is 

available in FORTRAN. 

After reading in general program control data, the main() function makes numerous 

calls to the matrix and vector memory allocation functions. Note that these calls generally 

pass the values NNodes and NElem, or some function thereof. Large arrays such as that for 

the coefficient matrix are sized according to the number or nodes or elements in the finite 

element mesh defined by the input file. The function main() then makes calls to the other 

major input functions npin(), mafill(), and matin() and the function connect(), all which are 

described in other sections below. After calling other major input functions, the main() 

function reads in time and printout control input data and configures an array OUITIM to 

contain specific output times. 

The remainder of the function main() is dedicated to looping for changing boundary 

conditions, Picard iterations, and adaptive time step management. There are four main nested 

loops within main(): 

The first is a do ... while loop (idendified in comments in the C code as the BC, or 

boundary condition, loop) which serves to control simulation for one or more of a set of 

different boundary conditions. At the end of this loop, the function next_time() is called. 

This function reads in additional boundary conditions (modifications to prior boundary 

conditions) which are applied to the model through the next execution of the problem loop. 
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The second major loop is the time stepping loop. In this loop, the simulation time is 

advanced with each successful completion of a time step. This loop serves to stop execution 

of the program or begin another boundary condition loop after the completion of simulation 

time for the current problem or boundary condtions. At the end of each time step loop, the 

vector POld is set equal to PCurr and PCurr and PPP are set equal to an extrapolated 

approximation of the next pressure vector, depending on the value input for Extrapolate. 

The third major loop is a time step control loop ( a do ... while loop identified in the 

code as the time step reduction loop). For each change in the time step, this loop is executed. 

This loop serves to control the number of successive reductions in the time step. If this 

number exceeds the input value MaxRed, the program is aborted. 

The fourth nested loop is the Picard iteration loop. Within this loop, the functions 

elemld() or elern2d() are called to build the coefficient matrix and vector arrays (DG and G), 

block arithmetic is executed (if specified), and one of the solvers is called. The code 

following the calls to the solvers evaluates the convergence of the Picard iterations and 

updates the PPP vector. 

The matin(). npin(). and mafill() functions 

Each of the matin(), npin(), and mafill() functions are relatively simple and do not 

merit any lengthy description. The matin() function reads in material data such as relative 

permeabilities and constitutive parameters. The npin() function reads in node data such as 
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coordinates, initial conditions, and boundary conditions. The mafill() function reads in 

element data such as node/element correspondence and material specifications. 

The connect() function 

The connect() function builds the integer arrays NT, ND, and NC which, as explained 

above, control the storage of only non-zero elements from the coefficient matrix. The 

connect() function builds these arrays by effectively compiling a list for each mesh node of all 

other mesh nodes directly connected to that node (i.e. in the same mesh element). Where the 

block form is specified, the connect() function goes one step further and adds to the list for 

each node, a list of all nodes directly connected to those nodes directly connected to that 

node. For example, in a rectangular grid, each node is directly connected to at most eight 

other nodes. When block arithmetic is executed ( as described in Chapter 3 of this thesis, fill

in in the resulting coefficient matrix will result in coefficients which connect nodes to up to 

24 other nodes in a rectangular mesh. 

The elem2d() function 

The elem2d() function assembles the coefficient matrix and RHS of the linear 

equations for each Picard iteration. The function elem2d() uses one primary loop. For each 

element in the model domain, the program assembles the coefficient matrix and RHS at the 

element level and then adds those terms into the global matrix DG and vector G. Within the 

main element loop, the program loops once for each fluid phase and, for triangular elements, 

loops for each node in the element. Where Gauss Points are not used for sampling of 
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saturation or capillary pressure, scratch vectors allocated for the iterative solvers are used to 

store constitutive terms for each node. This allows for fewer calls to the constitutive function 

(at least in homogeneous conditions). The use of Gauss Points as sampling points is hard

coded with the variable GP Factor. 

The constO function 

The function const() calculates constitutive terms such as relative permeabilities, 

capillary pressures, and capacities. There are currently four different models coded in this 

function: 1) the Brooks and Corey model; 2) the van Genuchten model; 3) a model by 

Huyakom; and 4) an exponential model (single-phase only). Capacity terms are evaluated 

using analytical expressions for the derivative of saturation with respect to capillary pressure. 

The Specify() and BlockSpecify() functions 

The Specify() and BlockSpecify() functions incorporate Dirichlet-type boundary 

conditions into the model by re-setting terms in the equations for nodes with such boundary 

conditions. In both functions, where Dirichlet conditions are specified, the diagonal term in 

the appropriate row is set to 1.0, the RHS of that equation is set to the prescribed pressure 

or saturation ( or capillary pressure) value, and other matrix terms in that row are set to zero. 

In the Specify() function, terms for that node in other equations are shifted to the RHS of that 

equation. 
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The iluc~O function 

The ilucg() function was adapted directly from VSAFf and iteratively solves the linear 

equations generated by elem2d(). Within ilucg() an incomplete L-U decomposition of the 

linear coefficient matrix is generated and stored in a secondary array. The function ilucg() has 

convergence checks for absolute or relative residuals. 
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/* -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
twophs.c - This file contains the function twophs() which is the main control 

function for program TwoPhs to simulate flow of one or two immiscible and 
incompressible fluid phases in a one- or two-dimensional heterogeneous and 
anisotropic porous media. 

Adapted from the FORTRAN code VSAFT (MMOC) developed by T.C.-Jim Yeh and 
Rajesh Srivastava 

See the corresponding include file twophs.h for declarations of global variables 
and function prototypes. 

John Slater 
University of Arizona 
July 1, 1996 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 

#define MAIN 1 
#define EPSILONO 1.0E+20 
#define DIVERGENT 1.0E+19 

#include "twophs.h" 

/* -- prototypes for SLAP solvers -- *I 
extern void dsluom_( long*, double*, double*, long*, long*, long*, double*, 

long*, long*, long*, double*, long*, long*, double* 
long*, long*, double*, long*, long*, long* ); 

extern void dsdornn_( long*, double*, double*, long*, long*, long* 
double*, long*, long*, long*, double*, long* long* 
double*, long*, long*, double*, long*, long* long*); 

extern void dslucs_( long* double*, double*, long*, long*, long* double* 
long* long*, double*, long*, long*, double* 
long* long*, double*, long*, long*, long*); 

/*-----------------------------function twophs() ----------------------------------- */ 
int main( int argc, char **argv) 

{ 
register inti, j, k, ii, ij, ik, ki, nti, ndi; 
int rnxprint, iterrnax, nreduce, ntp, iter, ndim, la, conv, nrnax, 

err, rnaxred, nprint, nurntim, cg_ccode, ilnodes, calc_init, 
isolver, scale_nw, auto_scale, force_first_direct, cgiters, 
tpiters, tcgiters, tsteps, NinActive, WatchNodel, WatchNode2; 

double pit_tol, cg_tol, tcg_tol, omega, dtp, timep, dtold, time, tmaxtime, 
maxtime, timkod, dtmul, tmpdt, dtmax, *outtim, diverging, tmpf, 
dt_reduce, xtrplt, scale; 

FTYPE epsilon, aa, epsilon!, Wepsilon, NWepsilon, eq_err, *ppp, *prev_dp, 
*pvec, *qvec, *rvec, *svec, *xvec, **decomp, bprod, 
*CurnQ, *CumDVol; 

float ActiveToll, ActiveTol2; 
I* -- declarations for SLAP solvers -- */ 
int OrthNSave, OrthISym, OrthITol, OrthitMax, OrthUnit, OrthitOut, OrthStat, 

OrthLenW, slapnelt, *slapia, *slapja; 
long *OrthIWork; 
double OrthErr, *OrthRWork, *Odg; 

ActiveToll = ActiveTol2 = 1.e-4; 

/*----Open input file or direct input from stdin ---- */ 
if ( argc > 1 ) 

infile £open( argv[l], "r" ) ; 
else 

infile stdin; 
if ( infile ==NULL) 

err_exit( "Failed to open input file" ); 

/*----Open output file or direct output to stdout ---- */ 
if ( argc > 2 ) 

outfile fopen( argv[2], "w" ) ; 
else 

outfile = stdout; 
if ( outfile == NULL 

err_exit( "Failed to open output file" ); 



/*----Open plot file or set pointer to null----*/ 
if ( argc > 3 ) 

plotfile fopen( argv[3], •w• ); 
else 

plotfile NULL; 

TmpStr 
Titlel 
Title2 

alloc_str( SIZE_TMP_STR ); 
alloc_str( SIZE_TMP_STR ); 
alloc_str( SIZE_TMP_STR ); 

/*----Read in basic program parameters----*/ 
fgets( Titlel, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
fgets( Title2, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
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sscanf( TmpStr, "%i %i %i %i %i %i", &ndim, &nelem, &nnodes, &nbndry, &mband, &nmat ); 
fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, "%i %i %i %i", &itscheme, &kprob, &itermax, &mxprint ); 
fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, "%i %i %i %i %lf", &calc_init, &isolver, &auto_scale, 

&force_first_direct, &xtrplt ); 

fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, "%i %i %i %i %lf•, &kfltyp, &mdl, &lump, &nphas, &pit_tol ); 
fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, "%i %i %lf", &block_form, &cg_ccode, &cg_tol ); 

/* -- Read in OrthoMin parameters -- */ 
fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf ( TmpStr, "%i %i %i %i", &OrthNSave, &OrthitMax, &OrthITol, &OrthUnit ) ; 

fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, ·%i %lf %lf %lf", &soil_mdl, &xi, &ksi, &pmul ); 

/* Attempt to set proper mband */ 
if ( ! (mband) ) 

if ( block_form) 
mband = (int) pow( 5.0, ndim) * nphas; 

else { 
mband = (int) pow( 3.0, ndim ); 
if ( nphas == 2 ) 

if ( lump ) 
mband++; 

else 
mband *= 2; 

/* -- anodes= active nodes -- ilnodes 
anodes= nnodes*nphas; 
if ( !block_form) 

ilnodes anodes; 
else 

ilnodes = nnodes; 

#eq's in CG/GE solver -- */ 

/* -- Set debugging in IRIX for malloc() calls 
mallopt(M_DEBUG, 1); */ 

/*----Allocate and set-up global arrays----*/ 
dg = FTMATRIX( 1, anodes, 1, mband ); 
Odg = FTVECTOR( l, anodes*mband ); 
decomp = FTMATRIX( l, anodes, l, mband ); 
g = FTVECTOR( 1, anodes); 
q = FTVECTOR( 1, anodes); 
p_curr = FTVECTOR( l, anodes); 
p_old = FTVECTOR( 1, anodes); 
PPP= FTVECTOR( 1, anodes); 
prev_dp = FTVECTOR( 1, anodes); 
pvec FTVECTOR( l, anodes); 
qvec FTVECTOR( 1, anodes); 
rvec FTVECTOR( 1, anodes); 
svec FTVECTOR( l, anodes); 
xvec FTVECTOR( 1, anodes); 
Qttl FTVECTOR( l, 2 ); 
CurrVol = FTVECTOR( 1, 2 ); 
PrevVol = FTVECTOR( 1, 2 ); 
CumQ = FTVECTOR( 1, 2 ); 



CwnDVol = FTVECTOR( 1, 2); 
angnrm = dvector( 1, nnodes ); 
iperm = dmatrix( 1, 2, l, nmat ); 
por = dvector( l, nmat ); 
cap= dvector( 1, nmat ); 
prml dvector( l, nmat ); 
prm2 dvector( 1, nmat ); 
prm3 dvector( 1, nmat ); 
prm4 dvector( 1, nmat ); 
sang dvector( 1, nelem ); 
cang dvector( 1, nelem ); 
x = dvector( 1, nnodes ); 
y = dvector( 1, nnodes ); 
fgamma = dvector( 1, nphas ); 
mu= dvector( 1, nphas ); 
nod.mat= imatrix( l, nelem, 1, 5 ); 
nodb ivector( 1, nbndry ); 
kode = ivector( 1, anodes); 

/* Set defaults and initial values for time & mass balance variables*/ 
timkod = O; 
dt = 1.0; 
dtmax = 1.0; 
dtmul = 1.0; 
maxtime = 0.0; 
maxred = l; 
Qttl[l) = O.; 
Qttl[2) = O.; 
CurrVol[l) = O.; 
CurrVol[21 = O.; 
time= 0.0; 
timep O. O; 

/*----Call matin() to read in material parameters----*/ 
matin(); 

/*----Call npin() to read in nodal point parameters----*/ 
npin (); 

/*----Call mafill() to read in and interpolate element parameters----*/ 
mafill (); 

/*----Call connect() to generate connection matrices----*/ 
connect( block_form ); 

I* -- if NOT in block_form - Prepare data for SLAP solvers -- */ 
if (!block_form) { 

/* Compress dg matrix*/ 
for (i=2; i<=anodes; i++) 

dg[i) = dg[i-1) + nt[i-1); 
/* Allocate space for SLAP vectors*/ 
slapia = ivector( 1, anodes*mband ); 
slapja = ivector( 1, anodes*mband ); 
OrthLenW = slapnelt + S*anodes + OrthNSave*(4*anodes+l); 
OrthRWork dvector( l, OrthLenW ); 
OrthIWork = lvector( l, OrthLenW ); 
} 

I* -- Read in total simulation time and parameters for print times -- */ 
fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, "%lf%lf", &tmaxtime, &timkod ); 
nprint = l; 
if ( timkod ) { 

if ( outtim) 
free_dvector( outtim, 1 ); 

if ( timkod > 0) { 
numtim = (int) ((tmaxtime-timep) I timkod + 0.999); 
if ( numtim < 10 ) 

numtim = 10; 
outtim = dvector( l, numtim ); 
for ( i=l; i<=numtim-1; i++ ) 

outtim[i) = timep + i*timkod; 
outtim[numtim) = tmaxtime; 
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} 
if ( tirnkod < 0) { 

numtim = (int) -tirnkod; 
outtim = dvector( 1, numtim ); 
for ( i=l; i<=numtim; i++) { 

fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, ·%If•, &outtim[i] ); 
} 

if ( outtim[numtim] < tmaxtime) 
outtim[numtim+l] = tmaxtime; 

CurrVol[l] 0.0; 
CurrVol[2] 0.0; 
PrevVol[l] STARTSAT; 
PrevVol[2] STARTSAT; 
CumDVol [1] 0.; 
CumDVol (2] 0.; 
CumQ[l] O.; 
CumQ [ 2 ] = 0 . ; 

tpiters = (int) O; 
tcgiters = (int) O; 
tsteps = (int) O; 
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/*----Begin separate problem loops - each loop ends with a call to the function 
NEXT_TIME which checks input file for additional boundary conditions----*/ 

do { 
if ( kprob == 2 ) { 

WatchNodel = WatchNode2 = O; 
fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, ·%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%i%i%i•, 

&tmpdt, &dtmax, &dtmul, &dt_reduce, &maxtime, &timkod, &maxred, 
&WatchNodel, &WatchNode2 ); 

if ( tmpdt > 0. ) 
dt = tmpdt; 

if (( tmpdt < 0. ) && (dt < tmpdt)) 
dt = -tmpdt; 

fprintf( stderr, 
"\n\nBeginning simulation for time period ending %14.Se dt %13.SE", 
maxtime, dt ) ; 

ntp = O; 
dtp = dt; 
dtold = dt; 
nreduce = O; 

/* -- initialize PPP (Previous Picard Pressure) matrix -- */ 
for ( i=l; i<=nphas*nnodes; i++ 

ppp[i] = 0.0; 

/*----Loop through simulation time----*/ 
while ( timep <= maxtime) { 

fprintf( stderr, •\n\nBeginning time loop - time= %8.SE dt = %8.SE", timep, dt ); 
/* DEBUG output -
fprintf( stderr, "\n%13.SE\t%13.SE\t%13.SE\t%13.SE\t%13.SE\t%13.5E", 

dt, time, p_curr[l], p_curr[nnodes], p_curr[nnodes+l], p_curr[2*nnodes] ); 
*/ 
epsilon= EPSILONO; 
diverging= DIVERGENT; 
nreduce = O; 

/*----Begin time step reduction loop----*/ 
while ( nreduce < maxred) { 

for ( i=l; i<=anodes; i++) 
p_curr[i] = p_old[i] + xtrplt * prev_dp[i] * dt I dtp; 

fprintf( stderr, "\n beginning time step loop - dt = %8.SE", dt ); 
nreduce++; 
conv = O; 
iter = O; 
cgiters = (int) O; 
la= ntp + l; 
if ( kprob == 2 ) 

time= timep+dt; 



/* -- begin iteration at fixed time step -- */ 
while (( !conv) && ( iter < itermax )) { 
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/* DEBUGGING output only 
fprintf( stderr, "\n beginning iteration loop - eps = %8.SE: %8.SE %8.SE", 

epsilon, Wepsilon, NWepsilon ); 
fprintf( stderr, "\n pressure at node 90 = %8.SE", p_curr[90] ); 
*/ 
iter++; 
for ( i=l; i<=anodes; i++ 

xvec[i] = p_curr[i]; 
if ( ndim == 1 ) 

elemld( p_curr, p_old, ppp, pvec, qvec, rvec, svec, iter, conv ); 
else 

elem2d( p_curr, p_old, ppp, pvec, qvec, rvec, svec, iter, conv ); 
/* Set PrevVol after first elem() call*/ 
if (PrevVol[l] == STARTSAT) { 

PrevVol[l] CurrVol[l]; 
PrevVol[2] = CurrVol[2]; 
} I 

if ( auto_scale) { 
tmpf = 1.0; 
for (i=l; i<=anodes; i++) { 

scale= O.; 

} 
else 

for (j=l; j<=nt[i]; j++) 
scale+= pow( (dg[i] [j]*lOOOO.), 2.0 ); 

scale= pow( scale, 0.5 ); 
for (j=l; j<=nt[i]; j++) 

dg[i] [j] /= scale; 
g[i] /= scale; 
} 

tmpf = 1.0; 

tcg_tol = cg_tol; 
if ( !block_form) { 

/*----SPECIFY() is called to move prescribed pressure I saturation 
boundary terms to RHS of global equation----*/ 

Specify( dg, g, p_old, kode, ilnodes, nc, nt, nd, (int) 0, tmpf ); 
if ( isolver==O I I iter == 1 && force_first_direct) { 

if( !gaussj( dg, nc, nt, g, ilnodes) ) 

} 
else { 

break; 

/* Call iterative solvers*/ 
if (isolver==l) { 

/*----Using basic ilucg solver----*/ 
fprintf( stderr, "\n . . using ILUCG solver"); 
cgiters += ilucg(dg, decomp, g, pvec, qvec, rvec, svec, xvec, 

ilnodes, mband, cg_ccode, tcg_tol,calc_init,kode ); 
} 

else { 
/*----Use one of SLAP solvers----*/ 
OrthISym = 0; 
OrthitOut = O; 
/* -- write row and collumn index vectors for SLAP solvers -- */ 
slapnelt = O; 
for (i=l; i<=anodes; i++) 

for (j=l; j<=nt[i]; j++) 
slapnelt++; 
slapia[slapnelt] = i; 
slapja[slapnelt] = nc[i] [j]; 
} 

for (i=l; i<=anodes; i++) 
pvec[i] = p_curr[i]; 

switch (isolver) { 
case 2: 

/* -- ORTHOMIN w/ ILU preconditioning -- */ 
dsluom_( (long*)&anodes, g+l, pvec+l, (long*)&slapnelt, 

(long*) (slapia+l), (long*) (slapja+l), dg[l) +l, 
(long*)&OrthISym, (long*)&OrthNSave, 
(long*)&OrthITol, &tcg_tol, (long*)&OrthitMax, 
(long*)&OrthitOut, &OrthErr, (long *)&OrthStat, 
(long*)&OrthUnit, OrthRWork+l, (long*)&OrthLenW, 
OrthIWork+l, (long*)&OrthLenW ); 

break; 



} 
else 

case 3: 
/* -- ORTHOMIN w/ diagonal scaling preconditioning -- *I 
dsdomn_( (long*)&anodes, g+l, pvec+l, (long*)&slapnelt, 

(long*) (slapia+l), (long*) (slapja+l), dg[l]+l, 
(long*)&OrthISym, (long*)&OrthNSave, 
(long*)&OrthITol, &tcg_tol, (long*)&OrthitMax, 
(long*)&OrthitOut, &OrthErr, (long*)&OrthStat, 
(long*)&OrthUnit, OrthRWork+l, (long*)&OrthLenW, 
OrthIWork+l, (long*)&OrthLenW ); 

break; 
case 4: 

/* -- Bi-Conjugate gradient w/ ILU preconditioning -- */ 
dslucs_( (long*)&anodes, g+l, pvec+l, (long*)&slapnelt, 

(long*) (slapia+l), (long*) (slapja+l), dg[l]+l, 
(long*)&OrthISym, (long*)&OrthITol, &tcg_tol, 
(long*)&OrthitMax, (long*)&OrthitOut, &OrthErr, 
(long*)&OrthStat, (long*)&OrthUnit, OrthRWork+l, 
(long*)&OrthLenW, OrthIWork+l, (long*)&OrthLenW ); 

} 
if ( OrthStat == 2 ) 

break; 
if ( OrthStat) { 

fprintf( stderr, "\n! ! ! SLAP ERROR ! ! ! - exit status 
OrthitOut, OrthStat, OrthErr ); 

strcpy( TmpStr, " .... PROGRAM ABORTED!! !\n" ); 
err_exit( TmpStr ); 
} 

cgiters += OrthitOut; 
} /* end of else - iterative solvers*/ 

if ( !cgiters && !OrthitOut) 
break; 

%-d", 

/* -- In block form - solve for Pw using second equation -
- then solve for Sor Pc using first equation - then swap -- */ 

{ 
/* -- first call specify to enforces or Pc boundary conditions */ 
BlockSpecify( dg+nnodes, g+nnodes, p_old+nnodes, kode+nnodes, 

ilnodes, nc, nt, nd, (int) l, tmpf ); 
for ( i=l; i<=nnodes; i++) { 

ndi = nd[i]; 
nti = nt[i]; 
if ( lump ) { 

/* --lumped form - assume only diagonal Pc/S matrices--*/ 
g[i+nnodes] -= dg[i+nnodes] [nti+l] * g[i] I dg[i] [nti+l]; 
for ( j=l; j<=nti; j++) 

} 
else { 

dg[i+nnodes] [j] dg[i+nnodes] [nti+l] * dg[i] [j] 
I dg [i J [nti+l]; 

/* --NOTE consistent form assumes Bw is also diagonal--*/ 
for ( j=l; j<=nti; j++ ) { 

ij = nc [ i] [ j] ; 
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g[i+nnodes] -= (dg[i+nnodes] [nti+j]/dg[ij] [nt[ij]+nd[ij]])*g[ij]; 

} 

} 
for ( 

if 
j=l; j<=nti; j++ ) 
( i j = nc [ i ] [ j ] ) 
for ( k=l; k<=nti; k++ 

i k = nc [ i] [ k] ; 
for ( ki=l; ( ki <= 
if ( ki <= nt[ik] ) 

dg[i+nnodes] [j] 

) { 

nt [ik] && nc [ik] [ki] ! = ij ) ; ki++ ) ; 

dg[i+nnodes] [nti+k] * dg[ik] [ki] 
I dg[ik] [nt[ik]+nd[ik]]; 

BlockSpecify( dg+nnodes, g+nnodes, p_old, kode, ilnodes, nc, nt, 
nd, (int) 0, tmpf ) ; 

if ( isolver==O I I iter == 1 && force_first_direct) { 
if( !gaussj( dg+nnodes, nc, nt, g+nnodes, ilnodes) ) 

break; 
} 

else 
if ( ! (cgiters += ilucg( dg+nnodes, decomp, g+nnodes, pvec, qvec, rvec, 

svec, xvec, ilnodes, mband, cg_ccode, tcg_tol, 
calc_init, kode ))) 



break; 
/* -- Set second-phase BC's directly (no need to call SPECIFY() -- *I 
for ( i=l; i<=nnodes; i++ ) 

if ( kode[i+nnodes]==l ) { 
g[i] = p_old[i+nnodes); 
for ( j=l; j<=nt[i]; j++ 

dg [ i ] [ j 1 = 0 . 0 ; 
if ( lump ) 

dg [ i ) [ n t [ i ] + 1 1 = 1. 0 ; 
else 

dg[i] [nt[i]+nd[i)] = 1.0; 
} 

for ( i=l; i<=nnodes; i++ ) 
if ( kode[i+nnodes] !=1 ) { 

for ( j=l; j<=nt[i); j++) 
g[i] -= dg[i] [j] * g[nc[i] [j)+nnodes); 

if ( lump ) 
g [ i 1 I= dg [ i 1 [ n t [ i l + 1 1 ; 

else 
g [ i) I= dg [ i) [ n t [ i) +nd [ i J ] ; 

} 
for ( i=l; i<=nnodes; i++) 

SWAP( g[i), g[i+nnodes) ); 

for ( i=l; i<=anodes; i++ 
{ 
ppp[i) = p_curr[i); 
if ( isolver < 2 ) 

p_curr[i) = g[i); 
else 

p_curr[i] = pvec[i); 
g[i] = p_curr[i] - ppp[i]; 
} 

epsilon= 0.0; 
Wepsilon = O.; 
NWepsilon = O.; 
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/* ---- g[) now equals difference in solution (pressure I saturation) 
between iterations - calc epsilon and check for convergence----*/ 

for ( i=l; i<=anodes; i++ ) 
{ 
aa = fabs ( g [ i 1 ) ; 
if ( aa <epsilon) 

continue; 
else 

epsilon= aa; 
nmax = i; 
} 

fprintf( stderr, "\n end of iteration loop - eps = %8.SE: %8.SE %8.SE·, 
epsilon, Wepsilon, NWepsilon ); 

/*----Check whether iterations are diverging */ 
if (( iter == 1) && (epsilon> diverging)) 

diverging= epsilon; 
if ( i ter > 1 ) { 

/* output iter, epsilon, nmax */ 
if (epsilon<= pit_tol ) { 

conv = 1; 
break; 
} 

if ((iter > 5) && ( kprob 1) && (epsilon> diverging)) { 
conv = 2; 
break; 
} 

if (( iter > 5) && (epsilon> 2*epsilonl )) 
/* diverging - get out of iteration loop*/ 
break; 

} 
epsilon!= epsilon; 
} /* End of pressure iteration loop*/ 

if (( !conv) && ( kprob == 2 )) { 
/* Iteration has failed to converge, but did not result in error 

-> reduce time step and loop*/ 
dt /= dt_reduce; 



nreduce++; 
for ( i=l; i<=anodes; i++ 

p_curr[i] = p_old[i]; 
iter = O; 
} 

else 
break; 

/*----If iterations have resulted in convergence, perform mass balance 
calculations, increment performance variables, and output----*/ 

if ( conv == 1) { 
tsteps++; 
tcgiters += cgiters; 
tpiters += iter; 
if ( ind_value( p_curr, anodes) ) 

err_exit( "Program Aborted - indeterminant value" ); 
CurrVol[l] = O.; 
CurrVol[2] = O.; 
Qttl[l] = O.; 
Qttl[21 = O.; 
if ( ndim == 1 ) 

elemld( p_curr, p_old, ppp, pvec, qvec, rvec, svec, iter, conv ); 
else 

elem2d( p_curr, p_old, ppp, pvec, qvec, rvec, svec, iter, conv ); 
CumDVol[l] += (CurrVol[l] - PrevVol[l]); 
CumDVol[2] += (CurrVol[2] - PrevVol[2]); 
CumQ[l) += Qttl[l]; 
CumQ[2] += Qttl[2]; 

if ( WatchNodel) { 
fprintf( stderr, "\n .. pl I p2 at node %-d = %13.Se %13.Se", 

WatchNodel, p_curr[WatchNodel], p_curr[WatchNodel+nnodes] ); 
fprintf( stderr, "\n .. pl I p2 at node %-d = %13.Se %13.Se•, 

WatchNode2, p_curr[WatchNode2], p_curr[WatchNode2+nnodes] ); 

if ( timkod == 0.0) 
timep = time; 
fprintf( outfile, 
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"\n average of %5d I %5d = %8.SE Picard iterations per time step", 
tpiters, tsteps, ((double)tpiters/(double)tsteps) ); 

fprintf( outfile, 
"\n average of %5d I %5d = %8.SE ILUCG iterations per Picard iteration", 

tcgiters, tpiters, ((double)tcgiters/(double)tpiters) ); 
printo(time,eq_err,CurrVol,PrevVol,Qttl,CumDVol,CumQ,rvec); 
} 

else 
if ( fabs( time-outtim[nprint]) < O.Ol*dt) { 

fprintf( outfile, 
"\n average of %5d I %5d = %8.SE Picard iterations per time step•, 

tpiters, tsteps, ((double)tpiters/(double)tsteps) ); 
fprintf( outfile, 

"\n average of %5d I %5d = %8.SE ILUCG iterations per Picard iteration", 
tcgiters, tpiters, ((double)tcgiters/(double)tpiters) ); 

printo(time,eq_err,CurrVol,PrevVol,Qttl,CumDVol,CumQ,rvec); 
timep = time; 
dt = dtold; 
nprint++; 
} 

/*----If iteration count< 8, then increase time step----*/ 
if ( iter < 8) 

dt *= dtmul; 
if ( dt > dtmax 

dt = dtmax; 
PrevVol[l) CurrVol[l]; 
PrevVol[2] = CurrVol[2]; 
} 

ntp = la; 
dtp = dt; 
timep = time; 
if (epsilon> pit_tol) { 

err_exit( "Solution does not converge" ); 
break; 



/* Check for possibly inactive nodes - if pressure or saturation have 
not changed since last time step, this node may be made inactive. 
THIS WAS ONLY AN EXPERIMENT AND IS NOT CURRENTLY INTENDED TO BE 
PART OF THE WORKING MODEL ! ! ! ! ---- *I 

NinActive = O; 
for ( i=l; i<=anodes; i++) { 

if ( kprob == 1) 
ppp[i] = 0.0; 

else { 
prev_dp[i] = p_curr[i] - p_old[i]; 
if (i>nnodes) { 

} 

/* Check for inactive possibility .... */ 
if ((prev_dp[i-nnodes] < ActiveToll) && {prev_dp[i] < ActiveTol2)) { 

NinActive++; 
/* commented out - don't do it! 
if ( kode [ i] ! = 1) 

kode[i] = 3; 
if (kode[i+nnodes] !=l) 

kode[i+nnodes] = 3; 
*I 
} 

p_old[i] = p_curr[i]; 
} 

fprintf( stderr, " ... %-d nodes potentially inactive\n", NinActive ); 
if ((kprob == 1) I I (fabs(time-maxtime) <= O.OOl*dt)) 

break; 
if ( timkod) 

{ 
if ( outtim[nprint] > tmaxtime) 

outtim[nprint] = tmaxtime; 
if (time< outtim[nprint] && time+dt > outtim[nprint] ) 

{ 

} 

dtold = dt; 
dt = outtim[nprint]-time; 
} 

if ( time+dt > maxtime 
dt = maxtime-time; 

} /* end of time loop*/ 
while ( next_time() ); 

/* --- Program finished - print out overall performance statistics*/ 
fprintf( stdout, "\nProgram completed in %3d time steps", tsteps ); 
fprintf( outfile, "\nProgram completed in %3d time steps", tsteps ); 
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fprintf( outfile, "\n average of %5d I %5d = %8.SE Picard iterations per time step", 
tpiters, tsteps, ((double)tpiters/(double)tsteps) ); 

fprintf( outfile, 
"\n average of %5d I %5d = %8.SE ILUCG iterations per Picard iteration•, 
tcgiters, tpiters, ((double)tcgiters/(double)tpiters) ); 

fclose( infile ); 
fclose( outfile ); 
fclose ( plotfile ); 
return (err); 
} 

/*-------------------------end of function twophs() -------------------------------- */ 

/*---------------------------end of file twophs.c ---------------------------------- */ 
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I*==================================================-=---------------------------------
io.c - This file contains input and output functions. 

Adapted from the FORTRAN code VSAFT (MMOC) developed by T.C.-Jim Yeh and 
Rajesh Srivastava 

See the corresponding include file twophs.h for declarations of global variables 
and function prototypes. 

John Slater 
University of Arizona 
July 1, 1996 

=======================================================-======----------------------- */ 

#include "twophs.h" 

/*------------------------------function matin() ----------------------------------- */ 
/* -- function matin() reads in basic fluid properties (viscosity, weight), unit Z 

vectors, and material properties (intrinsic permeability, porosity, and 
consitutive model parameters for each porous material -- */ 

int matin( void) 
{ 
/*register*/ int m; 

/*----Read basic fluid parameters----*/ 
fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR~l, infile ); 
if ( nphas == 1) { 

sscanf( TmpStr, "%lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf", 
&consl, &cons2, &zl, &z2, &mu[l], &fgamma[l] ); 

fprintf( outfile, "\f\n\nFollowing are parameters for single phase simulation" ); 
fprintf( outfile, 

"\n\nConst 1 = \t%13.5E \nConst 2 = \t%13.5E \nZl = \t%13.5E \nZ2 = \t%13.SE 
\nMU = \t%13.5E \nGamma = \t%13.5E", 

consl, cons2, zl, z2, mu[l], fgamma[l] ); 
fgamma[l] /= pmul; 
} 

else { 
sscanf( TmpStr, "%lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf %lf", 

&consl, &cons2, &zl, &z2, &mu[l], &mu[2], &fgamma[l), &fgamma[21 ); 
fprintf( outfile, "\f\n\nFollowing are parameters for two phase simulation" ); 
fprintf( outfile, 

"\n\nConst 1 = \t%13.5E \nConst 2 = \t%13.5E \nMUl = \t%13.5E \nMU2 = \t%13.5E 
\nGammal = \t%13.SE \nGamma2 = \t%13.5E", 

consl, cons2, mu[l], mu[2], fgamma[l], fgamma[2] ); 
fgamma[l] /= pmul; 
fgamma[2] /= pmul; 
} 

if ( kfltyp == 1 ) 
cons2 /= 2*PI; 

fprintf( outfile, "\n\nFollowing are material parameters\n" ); 
fprintf( outfile, "\nMatno \tPerml \tPerm2 \tPorosity \tPrml \tPrm2 \tPrm3" ); 

/* --- For each material - read in material properties -- */ 
for ( m=l; m<=nmat; m++) { 

fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, "%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf%lf", 

&iperm[l] [m], &iperm[2] [m), &por[m], &cap[m], &prml[m], &prm2[m], &prm3[m) ); 
fprintf( outfile, 

"\n%5i \t%13.5E \t%13.SE \t%13.5E \t%13.5E \t%13.5E \t%13.5E \t%13.5E", 
m, iperm[l) [m), iperm[2] [m), por[m], cap[m), prml[m], prm2[m], prm3[m) ); 

iperm[l) [m) *= pmul; 
iperm[2) [m) *= pmul; 
} 

return ( 0 ); 
} 

/*--------------------------end of function matin() -------------------------------- */ 

/*------------------------------function npin() ------------------------------------ */ 
I*---- function npin() reads in and optionally interpolates nodal coordinates, initial 

conditions, and boundary conditions----*/ 
int npin( void) 

{ 
/*register*/ inti, j, l, npr; 
int inc, next, ndif, more, n, Tmpi; 
double deno, dx, dy, dp, ds; 



l = O; 
/* Loop for each nodal point data line in input file----*/ 
do 

l++; 
£gets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, •%iH, &n ); 
if ( nphas == 1) 

#ifdef DOUBLE 
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sscanf( TmpStr, "%i %1£ %1£ %1£ %1£", &Tmpi, &x[n], &y[n], &p_old[n], &q[n]); 
#else 

sscanf( TmpStr, •%i %£ %£ %£ %£•, &Tmpi, &x[n], &y[n], &p_old[n], &q[n] ); 
#endif 

else 
#ifdef DOUBLE 

sscanf ( TmpStr, •%i %1£ %1£ %1£ %1£ %1£ %1£", 
&Tmpi, &x[n], &y[n], &p_old[n], &p_old[n+nnodes], &q[n], &q[n+nnodes] ); 

#else 
sscanf( TmpStr, "%i %£ %£ %£ %£ %£ %fH, 

&Tmpi, &x[n], &y[n], &p_old[n], &p_old[n+nnodes], &q[n], &q[n+nnodes] ); 
#endif 

if ( n-1 < 0 ) 
err_exit( "Error in npin• ); 

else { 
if ( n-1 > 0) { 

/*----interpolate for missing node----*/ 
deno n-1+1; 
dx ( x[n] - x[npr] ) I deno; 
dy = ( y[n] - y[npr] ) I deno; 
dp = ( p_old[n] - p_old[npr] ) I deno; 
if ( nphas > 1) 

ds = ( p_old[n+nnodes] - p_old[npr+nnodes] ) I deno; 
do { 

x[l] = x[l-1] + dx; 
y[l] = y[l-1) + dy; 
p_old[l] = p_old[l-1] + dp; 
q[l] = q[l-1]; 
if ( nphas > 1) 

p_old[l+nnodes] = p_old[l-l+nnodes] + ds; 
q[l+nnodes] = q[l-l+nnodes]; 

1++; 
} 
while ( l < n ) ; 

npr = n; 
} 

while ( l < nnodes ); 

/* -- print what was just read -- */ 
fprintf( outfile, "\f\n\nFollowing are nodal point data" ); 
for ( n=l; n<=nnodes; n++) 

{ 
p_old[n] /= pmul; 
if ( mdl ) 

p_old[n+nnodes] /= pmul; 
p_curr[n] = p_old[n]; 
kode[n] = O; 
if ( nphas == 1 ) 

fprintf( outfile, •\n%13.SE \t%13.SE \t%13.SE \t%13.5E", 
x[n], y[n], p_old[n), q[n] ); 

else { 
p_curr[n+nnodes] = p_old[n+nnodes]; 
kode[n+nnodes] = O; 
if ( mdl ) 

£print£ ( 

else 

outfile, "\n%13.SE \t%13.SE \t%13.SE \t%13.SE \t%13.SE \t%13.5E", 
x[n], y[n], p_old[n]*pmul, p_old[n+nnodes]*pmul, q[n], q[n+nnodes]); 

fprintf( outfile, "\n%13.SE \t%13.SE \t%13.SE \t%13.SE \t%13.SE \t%13.5E", 
x[n], y[n], p_old[n]*pmul, p_old[n+nnodes], q[n], q[n+nnodes] ); 

/* --- Now read in boundary node data --- */ 
1 = O; 
do { 

1++; 



fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, •%i", &n ); 
if ( nphas == 1) 

sscanf( TmpStr, "%i%i%i%i%lf•, &Tmpi, &kode[n], &inc, &next, &angnrm(n] ); 
else 

sscanf( TmpStr, "%i%i%i%i%i%lf", 
&Tmpi, &kode[n), &kode[n+nnodes), &inc, &next, &angnrm[n) ); 

nodb[l) = n; 
if ( inc ! = O ) { 

/* -- interpolate for missing data -- */ 
ndif = next-n; 
more= ndif I inc; 
for ( i=l; i<=more; i++) { 

nodb[l+i] = nodb[l+i-l]+inc; 
kode[nodb[l+i]] = kode[n]; 
if ( nphas > 1 ) 

kode[nodb[l+i)+nnodes) = kode[n+nnodes]; 
angnrm[nodb[l+i]] = angnrm[n]; 
} 

1 += more; 
} 

while ( 1 < nbndry ); 

fprintf( outfile, "\n\nFollowing are boundary parameters\n" ); 
for ( i=l; i<=nbndry; i++) { 

j=nodb[i]; 
if ( nphas == 1) 

fprintf( outfile, "\n%5d%5d \t%13.5E", j, kode[j], angnrm[j) ); 
else 

fprintf( outfile, "\n%5d%5d \t%5d \t%13.5E", 
j, kode[j), kode[j+nnodes), angnrm[j) ); 

angnrm[j] *= PI I 180.0; 
} 

return ( 0 ); 
} 
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/*----------------------------end of function npin() -----~------------------------- */ 

/*------------------------------function mafill() ---------------------------------- */ 
/*----function mafill() reads in element data such as member node numbers and 

material assignments----*/ · 
int mafill( void) 

{ 
/*register*/ inti, j; 
int nold, nus, ndif, n, Tmpi; 
double aa, bb; 

nold = O; 
/* -- loop for each element data line -- */ 
do { 

nus= 4; 
fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, "%i", &n ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, "%i %i %i %i %i %i %lf", &Tmpi, &nodmat[n] [1], &nodmat[n) [2), 

&nodmat[n) [3], &nodmat[n) [4], &nodmat[n) [5), &sang[n) ); 
if ( nodmat[n) [3) == 0 ) { 

nodmat[n) [3] nodmat[n) [2]; 
nodmat[n) [4) = nodmat[n) [2); 
nus= 2; 
} 

if ( nodmat[n) [4) == 0) { 
nodmat[n] [4) = nodmat[n) [3]; 
nus= 3; 
} 

if ( n == nold+l) 
nold = n; 

else { 
/*----attempt to interpolate elememt info for missing element----*/ 
ndif = (nodmat[n) [1] - nodmat[nold) [1]) I n-nold ); 
for ( i=nold+l; i<=n-1; i++ ) { 

for ( j=l; j<=4; j++ ) 
nodmat[i) [j] = nodmat[i-1] [j]+ndif; 

nodmat[i] [5) = nodmat[i-1) [5); 
sang[i] = sang[i-1); 
} 



nold 
} 

while 

n; 

n < nelem ) ; 

aa PI I 180.0; 
£print£( outfile, "\f\n\nFollowing are nodes and materials for each element\n" ); 
£print£( outfile, •\nElem\tNodel\tNode2\tNode3\tNode4\tMatno\tAngle" ); 
for ( n=l; n<=nelem; n++) 

{ 
bb = aa * sang[n); 
/*----write element data----*/ 
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£print£( outfile, "\n%5d \t%5d \t%5d \t%5d \t%5d \t%5d \t%13.SE ", 
n, nodmat[n) [1), nodmat[n) [2), nodmat[n) [3), nodmat[n) [4),nodmat[n) [5),sang[n)); 

if ( plotfile ) 
fprintf( plotfile, "\n%5d \t%5d \t%5d \t%5d ", 

nodmat[n) [l), nodmat[n) [2), nodmat[n) [3), nodmat[n) [4) ); 
sang[n) sin(bb); 
cang[n) = cos(bb); 
} 

return ( 0 ) ; 
} 

/*--------------------------end of function mafill() ------------------------------- *I 

/*----------------------------function printo() ------------------------------------ */ 
/*----function printo() prints pressure/saturation data, mass balance statistics, and 

performance statistics - and is typically called only at user specified times*/ 

void printo( double time, FTYPE eq_err, FTYPE *CurrVol, FTYPE *PrevVol, 
FTYPE *qtot, FTYPE *cumdsat, FTYPE *cumqw, FTYPE *rvec) 

inti; 
double dsat; 

£print£( outfile, "\n\nResults at time %8.SE w/ step %8.SE\n", time, dt ); 
for (i=l; i<=nphas; i++) { 

dsat = (double) CurrVol[i)-PrevVol[i); 
£print£( outfile, 

"Current mass balance error in phase %1d %13.SE - %13.SE = %13.SE or %8.5£%%\n", 
i, qtot[i), dsat, (qtot[i)-dsat), (qtot[i)-dsat)/dsat*lOO.O ); 

£print£( outfile, 
"Cumulative mass balance error for phase %1d = %13.SE - %13.SE = %13.SE or %8.5£%%\n", 

i, cumqw[i), cumdsat[i), (cumqw[i) - cumdsat[i)), 
(cumqw[i)-cumdsat[i))/cumdsat[i)*lOO.O ); 

} 
£print£( outfile, "Current solution err (PCG) = %13.SE\n", eq_err ); 
£print£ ( outfile, "\n" ) ; 
for ( i=l; i<=nnodes; i++) 

if ( plotfile ) 

} 

if ( nphas == 1) 
fprintf( plotfile, "\n%13.SE\t %13.SE\t %13.SE", x[i), y[i), p_curr[i)*pmul); 

else 
if (mdl) 

fprintf( plotfile, "\n%13.SE\t %13.SE\t %13.SE\t%13.SE\t%13.5E", 
x[i), y[i), p_curr[i)*pmul, p_curr[i+nnodes)*pmul, rvec[i) ); 

else 
fprintf( plotfile, "\n%13.SE\t %13.SE\t %13.SE\t%13.SE\t%13.5E", 

x[i), y[i), p_curr[i)*pmul, p_curr[i+nnodes), rvec[i) ); 

£print£ ( outfile, "\n" ) ; 
£flush( outfile ); 
if ( plotfile) { 

£print£( plotfile, "\n" ); 
£flush( plotfile ); 
} 

/*--------------------------end of function printo() ------------------------------- */ 

/*-----------------------------function err_exit() --------------------------------- */ 
void err_exit( message) 

char *message; 
{ 



/* -- something went terribly wrong -
fprintf( stderr, "\n%s\n", message); 
fclose( infile ); 
fclose( outfile ); 
exit( 1 ); 
} 
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print message and stop program -- */ 

/* ------------------------- end of function err_exit() ------------------------------ */ 

/*-----------------------------function next_time() -------------------------------- */ 
/* -- function next_time() reads in boundary conditions and simulation time/time-step 

control parameters for continued model execution with modified conditions -- */ 
int next_time( void) 

{ 
/* -- Attempt to read further time params I point values for further problems 

- if EOF, return 0, else return 1 -- */ 
int npoints, i, j, pval_mode, n, tmpkode; 
int nread; 
double pval; 
char *tmpptr; 

tmpptr = fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
if (tmpptr != ((char*) NULL) ) 

sscanf( TmpStr, "%i %i", &kprob, &npoints ); 
else { 

fprintf( stdout, "\nEnd of input file - program finished\n" ); 
return ( 0 ) ; 
} 

for ( i=l; i<=npoints; i++) { 
tmpptr = fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
if (tmpptr != ((char*) NULL) ) 

sscanf( TmpStr, "%i %i %i %lf", &n, &pval_mode, &tmpkode, &pval ); 
else { 

fprintf( stdout, "\ninsufficient input data - program finished\n" ); 
return ( 0 ); 
} 

switch ( pval_mode) { 
case 0: 

} 

break; 
case 1: /* -- WP saturation or capillary pressure -- */ 

if ( mdl ) 
pval I= pmul ; 

p_old[n+nnodes) = (FTYPE) pval; 
kode[n+nnodes) = tmpkode; 
break; 

case 2: /* -- WP pressure -- */ 
p_old[n) = (FTYPE) pval/pmul; 
kode[n) = tmpkode; 
break; 

case 3: /* -- WP flux */ 
q[n) = (FTYPE) pval; 
kode[n) = tmpkode; 
break; 

case 4: /* -- NWP flux -- */ 
q[n+nnodes) = (FTYPE) pval; 
kode[n+nnodes) = tmpkode; 
break; 

return( 1 ) ; 
} 

I*---~--------------------- end of function next_time() ----------------------------- */ 

/*------------=-===============end of file io.c ==================================== */ 
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/* ======================================================================---=-=-===-----
connect.c - This file contains the function connect() which builds connectivity 

matrices used in the non-zero-only storage implemented in this program. 
The function will optionally generate connectivity matrices that are 
appropriate for two-phase flow. 

Adapted from the FORTRAN code VSAFT (MMOC) developed by T.C.-Jim Yeh and 
Rajesh Srivastava 

See the corresponding include file twophs.h for declarations of global variables 
and function prototypes. 

John Slater 
University of Arizona 
July 1, 1996 

------------------=-================================================================= */ 

#include •twophs.h" 

void connect( int block form 
{ -
I* register*/ inti, j, k, 11, JJ, i2, ielem; 
int **ncl, *ndl, *ntl, **nc2, *nd2, *nt2, nl, n2, 

lcl_nnodes, min, mdl_os; 

/* allocate storage for connectivity data*/ 
if ( nphas == 1 I I block_form) { 

/* allocate normal sized connectivity arrays*/ 
ncl imatrix( 1, nnodes, 1, mband ); 
ndl ivector( l, nnodes ); 
ntl = ivector( 1, nnodes ); 
} 

else { 
/* allocate arrays sized for extended intermediate matrices*/ 
ncl imatrix( l, nnodes*nphas, 1, mband*nphas ); 
ndl = ivector( l, nnodes*nphas ); 
ntl = ivector( l, nnodes*nphas ); 
} 

if ( block_form) { 
/* allocate array for secondary matrices*/ 
nc2 imatrix( 1, nnodes, 1, mband ); 
nd2 ivector( 1, nnodes ); 
nt2 ivector( l, nnodes ); 
} 

if ( mdl == 1 ) 
mdl_os 1; 

else 
mdl_os = O; 

for ( i=l; i<=nnodes; i++) { 
ntl [i] = 1; 
ncl [i] [1] = i; 
} 

for ( ielem = 1; ielem <= nelem; ielem++) { 

if ( nodmat[ielem] (3) == nodmat[ielem] (2) 
lcl_nnodes = 2; 

else 
if ( nodmat[ielem] (3) == nodmat[ielem] (41 

lcl_nnodes 3; 
else 

lcl_nnodes = 4; 

for ( i=l; i<=lcl_nnodes; i++) { 
nl = nodmat[ielem] [i]; 
for ( j=l; j<=lcl_nnodes; j++) 

if ( i != j ) { 
n2 = nodmat[ielem] [j]; 
for ( k=l; ( (k<=ntl [nl]) && (n2 ! =ncl [nl] [k])); k++ ) ; 
if ( k > ntl[nl] ) { 

ntl[nl] += l; 
ncl[nl] [ntl[nl]] = n2; 
} 



/* Sort each row of ncl[] [] ---- */ 
for ( i=l; i<=nnodes; i++) 

for ( j=l; j<ntl[i]; j++) 
for ( k=j+l; k<=ntl[i]; k++) 

if ( ncl[i] [kl < ncl[i] [j] ) { 
min= ncl[i] [k); 
ncl [i] [kl ncl [i] [j]; 
ncl[i] [j] = min; 
} 

/*----Set diagonal index ndl[] ---- */ 
for ( i=l; i<=nnodes; i++) { 

for ( j=l; ((j<=ntl[i]) && (ncl[i][j]!=i)); j++ ); 
ndl[i] = j; 
} 

/*----Make additional entries for second phase----*/ 
if ( nphas > 1 && !block_form) 

if ( lump ) 
for ( i=l; i<=nnodes; i++ 

{ 
ncl[i] [ntl[i]+l] = ncl[i] [ndl[i]] + nnodes; 
ntl[i+nnodes] = ntl[i]; 
ndl[i+nnodes] = ntl[i]+l; 
ncl[i+nnodes] [mdl_os+(l-mdl_os)*ntl[i+nnodes]+l] 
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ncl[i] [ndl[i]] + (1-mdl_os)*nnodes; 

else 

for ( j=l; j<=ntl[i]; j++) 
ncl[i+nnodes] [j+l*mdl_os] 

ntl[i+nnodes] = ++ntl[i]; 
} 

ncl[i] [j] + nnodes*mdl_os; 

for ( i=l; i<=nnodes; i++) { 
ndl[i+nnodes] = ndl[i] + ntl[i]; 
for ( j=l; j<=ntl[i]; j++ ) { 

ncl[i+nnodes] [j] = ncl[i] [j] + nnodes*mdl_os; 
ncl[i+nnodes] [j+ntl[i]] = ncl[i] [j] + nnodes*(l-mdl_os); 
ncl[i] [j+ntl[i]] = ncl[i] [j] + nnodes; 
} 

ntl[i] *= 2; 
ntl[i+nnodes] = ntl[i]; 
} 

if ( block_form) { 
/* -- populate secondary connectivity matrices -- */ 
for ( i=l; i<=nnodes; i++) { 

for ( j=l; j<=mband; j++) 
nc2[i] [j] = O; 

nt2 [i] = O; 
nd2[i] = O; 
} 

for ( i=l; i<=nnodes; i++) 
for ( j=i; j<=nnodes; j++) { 

if ( ncl [j] [1] > ncl [i] [ntl [i]] 
break; 

if ( ncl[j] [ntl[j]] < ncl[i] [1] 
break; 

for ( ii=l; ii<=ntl[i]; ii++) 

} 

for ( jj = l; (jj<=ntl[j]); jj++ 
if ( ncl[j] [jj] == ncl[i] [ii] 

nt2[i]++; 
nc2[i][nt2[i]] = j; 
if ( i == j ) 

nd2[i] = nt2[i]; 
else { 

nt2[j]++; 
nc2[j][nt2[j]] i; 
} 

11 = ntl[i]+l; 
break; 
} 

/* set global nc/nt/nd to n*2 and free n*l space*/ 
nc nc2; 
nd = nd2; 



nt = nt2; 
} 

else { 
/* set global nc/nt/nd to n*l and free n*2 space*/ 
nc ncl; 
nd ndl; 
nt ntl; 
} 

/* Check final nt array - insure that mband is large enough*/ 
for (i=l; i<=(nphas-block_form)*nnodes; i++) { 

char StrMband[lO]; 
if (nt[i] > mband) { 

fprintf( stderr , 
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•\n! ! ! ERROR ! ! ! mband is too low\n Reset to at least %-d\n", nt[i] ); 
strcpy( TmpStr, •\n .... aborting program .... \n•); 
err_exit( TmpStr ); 
} 

/*---------------------------end of function connect() ----------------------------- */ 

/*-------======--==============end of file connect.c ------------------------------- */ 
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/* ====================================================--=-------------------------===== 
elem2d.c - This file contains the function elemld() which is called to construct 

the coefficient matrix and right- hand side of the global flow equations for 
a two-dimensional simulation. 

Adapted from the FORTRAN code VSAFT (MMOC) developed by T.C.-Jim Yeh and 
Rajesh Srivastava 

See the corresponding include file twophs.h for declarations of global variables 
and function prototypes. 

John Slater 
University of Arizona 
July l, 1996 

======-----========================================================================== */ 

#include Mtwophs.h" 
#define KVMUL 1.0; 

I*------------------------------ function elem2d() ---------------------------------- */ 
int elem2d( FTYPE *p_curr, FTYPE *p_old, FTYPE *ppp, FTYPE *sv_kl, FTYPE *sv_k2, 

FTYPE *sv_pcs, FTYPE *sv_cap, int iter, int conv) 
{ 
/* declare pointers for local 

*g_elem = NULL, 
**dg_elem NULL, 
**a_eleml NULL, 
**a_elem2 NULL, 
**a_elem3 NULL, 
*pg= NULL, 

matrix and vector types -- */ 
static FTYPE 

static double 

static int 

*wsat = NULL, 
**b_elem = NULL; 
**pkll = NULL, 
**pk22 = NULL, 
*ci = NULL, 
*bi= NULL, 
*xkll NULL, 
*xk22 NULL, 
*xk21 NULL, 
*f_elem = NULL, 
*pc= NULL, 
*cp = NULL, 
*cap_elem, 
*q_elem = NULL, 
**Pe= NULL, 
*MeanPc = NULL; 
*ng, 
*last_mtrl; 

register inti, j, k; 
double sin2, cos2, xmul, area, wl, w2, ave_ki, ave_kj, 

ave_kk, call, ca21, ca22, cfll, cf22, cb, cf, dlength, TmpSatPc; 
float GPFactor; 
int ielem, !nodes, mtrl, gn, iphs, nxt_node, nl, n2, npl, np2, 

ni, npni, nj, mboff, oppi, oppnxt, opnl, opn2, bphsmul, Globalj; 

I*---- Allocate and set-up matrix and vector types in first function call----*/ 
if ( dg_elem ==NULL) { 

dg_elem = FTMATRIX( 1, 4, l, 4 ); 
b_elem = FTMATRIX( 1, 4, l, 4 ); 
Pe= FTMATRIX( 1, 2, 1, 4 ); 
MeanPc = FTVECTOR( 1, 4 ); 
a_eleml FTMATRIX( 1, 4, l, 4 ); 
a_elem2 = FTUPRTRI( l, 4 ); 
a_elem3 = FTUPRTRI( 1, 4 ); 
g_elem = FTVECTOR( 1, 4 ); 
pg= FTVECTOR( l, 4 ); 
wsat = FTVECTOR( 1, 4 ); 
pc= dvector( l, 4 ); 
cp = dvector( 1, 4 ); 
cap_elem = dvector( l, 4 ); 
pkll = dmatrix( 1, 2, l, 4 ); 
pk22 = dmatrix( 1, 2, l, 4 ); 
ci = dvector( l, 4 ); 
bi= dvector( 1, 4 ); 
xkll dvector( 1, 4 ); 
xk22 = dvector( 1, 4 ); 



xk21 = dvector( 1, 4 ); 
f elem= dvector( 1, 4 ); 
~elem= dvector( l, 4 ); 
ng = ivector( l, 4 ); 
last_mtrl = ivector( l, nnodes ); 
} 

/* GPFactor determines use of Gauss Points for sampling saturation or capillary 
pressure. Values are: 

1.0 - Sample at centroid of element 
0.5 - Sample at Gauss points 
0.0 - Sample at node points*/ 

GPFactor 0.0; 

/* Initialize global forward matrix and vector*/ 

CurrVol[l] = (FTYPE) 0.0; 
CurrVol[2] = (FTYPE) 0.0; 
for ( i=l; i<=nnodes*nphas; i++) { 

g[i] = 0.0; 

} 

for ( j = l; j <= mband; j++) 
dg [ i ] [ j ] = 0 . 0 ; 

for ( i=l; i<=nnodes; i++) 
last_mtrl[i] = (int) O; 

/* Construct individual element matrices and combine into global. 
Loop for each element, within that loop, loop for each fluid phase. */ 

for ( ielem=l; ielem<=nelem; ielem++) { 
if ( nodmat[ielem] [3] == nodmat[ielem] [4] ) 

!nodes 3; 
else 

!nodes= 4; 

for ( i = 1; i <= 4; i++ ) { 
ng[i] = nodmat[ielem] [i]; 
for ( j=i; j<=4; j++) 

} 

{ 
b_elem[i] [j] 0.0; 
b_elem[j] [i] = 0.0; 
} 

sin2 sang[ielem]*sang[ielem]; 
cos2 cang[ielem]*cang[ielem]; 
mtrl nodmat[ielem] [MATNO]; 

/* -- Calculate lengths and areas outside of node loop -- */ 
xmul = (double) 1.0; 
if (!nodes== 3) { 

/* -- calculate for triangular element */ 
ci[l] x[ng[3]] - x[ng[2]]; 
ci[2] x[ng[l]] x[ng[3]]; 
ci[3] x[ng[2]] - x[ng[l]]; 
bi[l] y[ng[2]] y[ng[3]]; 
bi[2] y[ng[3]] - y[ng[l]]; 
bi[3] y[ng[l]] y[ng[2]]; 
area= fabs( (ci[3]*bi[2] - ci[2]*bi[3])/2.0 ); 
} 

else { 
/* default to rectangular element -- */ 
wl = x [ ng [ 2 ] ] - x [ ng [ 1] ] ; 
w2 = y[ng[3]] - y[ng[2]]; 
area= fabs(wl*w2); 
} 
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/* -- Calculate pressure and saturation vector to be used per relaxation factor*/ 
for ( i = l; i <= !nodes; i++) { 

gn = ng[i]; 



pg[i] = ((1.0-ksi)*p_old[gn] + ksi*p_curr[gn]); 
if ( nphas > 1) { 

if ( mdl ) { 
if (iter == 1) { 

pc[i] = ((1.0-ksi)*p_old[gn+nnodes] + ksi*p_curr[gn+nnodes]); 
MeanPc[i] = (0.S*p_old[gn+nnodes] + O.S*p_curr[gn+nnodes]); 
Pe[l) [i] = ((1.0-ksi)*p_old[gn) + ksi*p_curr[gn]); 
} 

else { 
pc[i) = ((1.0-ksi)*ppp[gn+nnodes] + ksi*p_curr[gn+nnodes]); 
MeanPc[i] = (0.S*ppp[gn+nnodes] + O.S*p_curr[gn+nnodes]); 
Pe[l) [i] = ((1.0-ksi)*ppp[gn] + ksi*p_curr[gn]); 
} 

} 
else { 

} 
else 

if (iter == 1) { 
wsat[i] = (1.0-ksi)*p_old[gn+nnodes] + ksi*p_curr[gn+nnodes); 
Pe[l) [i) = ((1.0-ksi)*p_old[gn) + ksi*p_curr[gn)); 
} 

else { 
wsat[i) = (1.0-ksi)*ppp[gn+nnodes] + ksi*p_curr[gn+nnodes); 
Pe[l) [i] = ((1.0-ksi)*ppp[gn] + ksi*p_curr[gn]); 
} 

if ( pg[i] >= 0.0 ) 
wsat [ i J = 1. 0; 

else { 
pc[i) = (double) pg[i]; 
wsat[i) = 0.0; 
} 

cap_elem[i) = (double) 0.0; 
} 

/* -- Now calculate constitutive variables for each node -- */ 
for ( i = 1; i <= !nodes; i++) { 

gn = ng[i); 
/* -- If GPFactor == 0 (no Gauss Point Sampling) then use scratch vectors 

to reduce unnessarily repeated calls to xperm -- */ 
if ( GPFactor == 0 ) { 

if ( ! ( last_mtrl [gn]) 11 (mtrl ! = last_mtrl [gn]) ) { 
last_mtrl[gn) = mtrl; 
xperm( &wsat[i), &pkll[l) [i], &pk11[2) [i), &pc[i], &cp[i), l, mtrl ); 
sv_kl[gn] = pkll[l] [i]; 
sv_k2[gn] = pk11[2] [i]; 
if ( mdl ) { 

sv_pcs[gn] wsat[i); 
sv_cap[gn] cp[i]; 
} 

else { 

} 

sv_pcs[gn] pc[i); 
sv_cap[gn] cp[i); 
} 

else { 

} 
else 

pkll [1) [i) 
pkll [2] [i) 
if ( mdl ) 

wsat[i] 
cp[i] 
} 

else { 
pc[i] 
cp[i] 
} 

sv_kl [gn]; 
sv_k2[gn]; 

sv_pcs [gn); 
sv_cap [gn]; 

sv_pcs [gn]; 
sv_cap [gn]; 
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/* Gauss Point sampling specified - Interpolated values for Sw I Pc -- */ 
if (lnodes==3) { 

/* -- triangular element -- */ 
if ( !mdl) { 

/* -- P/Sw case -- */ 



if (GPFactor == 1.0) 
TmpSatPc = (wsat[l]+wsat[2]+wsat[3]) I 3.0; 

else { 
switch (i) { 

case 1: 

} 

TmpSatPc (4.0*wsat[l]+wsat[2]+wsat[3]) I 6.0; 
break; 

case 2: 
TmpSatPc (wsat[1]+4.0*wsat[2]+wsat[3]) I 6.0; 
break; 

case 3: 
TmpSatPc = (wsat[l]+wsat[2]+4.0*wsat[3]) I 6.0; 
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xperm( &TmPSatPc, &pkll[l] [i], &pk11[2] [i], &pc[i], &cp[i], 1, mtrl ); 
} 

else { 

} 
else { 

/* 
if 

if (GPFactor == 1.0) 
TmpSatPc = (pc[l]+pc[2]+pc[3]) I 3.0; 

else { 
switch (i) { 

case 1: 

} 

TmpSatPc (4.0*pc[l]+pc[2]+pc[3]) I 6.0; 
break; 

case 2: 
TmpSatPc (pc[1)+4.0*pc[2]+pc[3]) I 6.0; 
break; 

case 3: 
TmpSatPc = (pc[l]+pc[2]+4.0*pc[3]) I 6.0; 

xperm( &wsat[i], &pkll(l] [i], &pk11[2] [i], &TmpSatPc, &cp[i], 1, mtrl); 

/* -- Call xperm() second time to set sat at nodes - not Gauss points*/ 
xperm( &wsat[i], &pkll[l] [i], &pkl1[2] [i], &pc[i], &cp[i], 2, mtrl ); 
} 

rectangular element -- */ 
( !mdl) { 
if (GPFactor == 1.0) 

TmpSatPc = (wsat[l]+wsat[2]+wsat[3]+wsat[4]) I 4.0; 
else { 

switch (i) { 
case 1: 

} 

TmpSatPc (9.0*wsat[1]+3.0*wsat[2]+wsat[3]+3.0*wsat[4])/16.0; 
break; 

case 2: 
TmpSatPc (3.0*wsat[1]+9.0*wsat[2]+3 . 0*wsat[3J+wsat[4])/16.0; 
break; 

case 3: 
TmpSatPc (wsat[1]+3.*wsat[2]+9.0*wsat[3)+3.0*wsat[4])/16.0; 
break; 

case 4: 
TmpSatPc = (3.0*wsat[l]+wsat[2]+3.0*wsat[3]+9.0*wsat[4])/16.0; 

xperm( &TmpSatPc, &pkll[l) [i], &pk11[2] [i], &pc[i], &cp[i], l, mtrl ); 
} 

else { 
if (GPFactor == 1.0) 

TmpSatPc = (pc[l]+pc[2]+pc[3]+pc[4]) I 4.0; 
else { 

switch (i) { 
case 1: 

TmpSatPc (9.0*pc[1]+3.0*pc[2]+pc[3]+3.0*pc[4]) I 16.0; 
break; 

case 2: 
TmpSatPc (3.0*pc[1]+9.0*pc[2]+3.0*pc[3]+pc[4]) I 16.0; 
break; 

case 3: 
TmpSatPc (pc[1]+3.*pc[2]+9.0*pc[3]+3.0*pc[4J) I 16.0; 
break; 

case 4: 
TmpSatPc (3.0*pc[l]+pc[2]+3.0*pc[3]+9.0*pc[4)) I 16.0; 
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} 
xperm( &wsat(i], &pkll[l] (i], &pk11[2] [i], &TmpSatPc, &cp[i], 1, mtrl); 

/* -- Call xperm() second time to set sat at nodes - not Gauss points*/ 
xperm( &wsat[i], &pkll[l] [i], &pkll[2] Ci], &pc[i], &cp[i], 2, mtrl ); 
} 

/* -- finish constitutive dependent calculations -- */ 
pk22(1] [i] = pkll[l] [i] * (double) iperm[2] [mtrl] I mu[l]; 
pkll[l] [i] *= (double) iperm[l] [mtrl] I mu[l]; 
if ( nphas > 1 ) { 

pk22[2] [i] = pk11[2] [i] * (double) iperm[2] [mtrl] I mu[2]; 
pk11[2] [i] *= (double) iperm[l] [mtrl] I mu[2]; 
} 

Pe [ 2 ] [ i ] = Pe [ 1 ] [ i ] + pc [ i ] ; 
} 

for ( iphs = 1; iphs <= nphas; iphs++) { 
/* -- For each phase - calculate element matrix and incorporate into global--*/ 
for ( i = 1; i <= 4; i++ ) { 

g_elem[i] = 0.0; 
f_elem[i] = 0.0; 
q_elem[i] = 0.0; 
for ( j = i; j <= 4; j ++ ) { 

a_eleml [ i] [ j ] 0 . 0; 
a_eleml[j] [i] 0.0; 
a_elem2 [ i] [ j] = 0. 0; 
a_elem3[i] [j) = 0.0; 
} 

for ( j = l; j <= lnodes; j++ 
dg_elem[i) [j) = 0.0; 

if ( iphs == 1 ) 
bphsmul 1.0; 

else 
bphsmul -1.0; 

for ( i=l; i<=lnodes; i++) { 
xkll[i) (pkll[iphs] [i]*cos2 + pk22[iphs) [i]*sin2); 
xk22[i] (pkll[iphs] [i)*sin2 + pk22[iphs) [i]*cos2); 
xk21[i] (pkll[iphs] [i)-pk22[iphs] [i]) * sang[ielem] * cang[ielem]; 
} 

if ( lnodes == 3 ) { 
/* -- Calculate matrix for triangular element -- */ 
ave_ki ( xkll[l] + xk11[2] + xk11[3] ) I 3.0; 
ave_kj = ( xk22[1] + xk22[2] + xk22[3] ) I 3.0; 
ave_kk = ( xk21[1] + xk21(2] + xk21[3] ) I 3.0; 

/*----Calculate elements of coefficient matrix a_elem[] [] ---- */ 
call= xmul * 0.25 I area; 
for ( i = 1; i <= 3; i++) 

for ( j = i; j <= 3; j ++ ) { 
a_eleml(i] [j] =call* ( ave_ki*bi[i]*bi[j] 

+ ave_kk*(bi[i]*ci[j]+bi[j]*ci[i]) 
+ ave_kj*ci[i]*ci[j] ) ; 

/* Calculate gravity term for vertical flow----*/ 
if ( kfl typ >= 1 ) { 

cf= xmul * 0.5 * fgamma[iphs]; 
for ( i = l; i <= 3; i++) 

f_elem[i] = cf*( ave_ki*zl*bi[i] 
+ ave_kk*(z2*bi[i] + zl*ci[i]) 
+ ave_kj*z2*ci[i] ); 

/* Include cap. pressure terms in nw-phase equations----*/ 
if ((iphs > 1) && (!mdl)) 

for ( j = 1; j <= 3; j++) 



for ( i=l; i<=3; 
for ( j=l; j< 

if ( i <= 
f_elem[ 

else 

i++) 
3; j++ 

) 
] += a_eleml [i] [j 1 * pc [j 1; 

f_elem(i] += a_eleml [j 1 [i] * pc [j 1; 

/* Include boundary fluxes */ 
for ( i = 1; i <= lnodes; i++) 

if ( i == lnodes) 
nxt_node l; 

else 
nxt_node = i + l; 

if (nxt_node == lnodes) 
oppi l; 

else 
oppi = nxt_node + l; 

npl = ng[i]; 
np2 = ng[nxt_node]; 
nl = npl + nnodes*(iphs-1); 
n2 = np2 + nnodes*(iphs-1); 

if (iphs == 1) 
CurrVol[iphs] += area*wsat[i]*por[mtrl]/3.0; 

else 
CurrVol[iphs] += area*(l.0-wsat[i])*por[mtrl]/3.0; 

if ( ( q[nl] != 0.0) && ( q[n2] != 0.0) ) { 
dlength = (double) sqrt( (double) (SQR(x[npl]-x[np2]) 

+ SQR(y[npl]-y[np2])) ); 
q_elem[i] += ( 2.0*q[nl] + q[n2] ) * dlength I 6.0; 
q_elem[nxt_node] += ( q[nl] + 2.0*q[n2] ) * dlength I 6.0; 

/*----Increment ttl flux variables----*/ 
if ((kode[nl]==O) && (kode[n2]==0)) 

Qttl[iphs] += ( q_elem[i] + q_elem[nxt_node] ) * dt; 

if ( (kode[nl]==l) && (kode[n2]==1) ) 
{ 
/* --- prescribed pressure boundary - add flow to Qttl --- */ 
for (j=l; j<=lnodes; j++) { 

Qttl[iphs] 2.0 * dt *call* Pe[iphs] [j] * 
( (ave_ki*bi[j] + ave_kk*ci[j])*bi[oppi] 
+ (ave_kk*bi[j] + ave_kj*ci[j])*ci[oppi] ); 

} 
Qttl [iphs] xmul * fgamma[iphs] * dt * 

( ( ave_ki*zl + ave_kk*z2)*bi[oppi] 
+ ( ave_kk*zl + ave_kj*z2)*ci[oppi] ); 

/*----Calculate b_elem matrix for transient flow problem----*/ 

if ((k.prob != 1) && (iphs == 1) && 
( ( nphas == 1 ) I I ( mdl == 0 ) ) ) { 

/* -- Simulation of single phase or two phase 
w/ pressure I saturation formulation */ 

cb =area* xmul * por[mtrl] I 12.0 I dt; 
/* if ( lump ) */ 

{ /*----Lumped scheme----*/ 
b_elem[l] [1] 4.0*cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[l)); 
b_elem[l] [2] 0.0; 
b_elem[l] [3] 0. 0; 
b_elem[2] [2] 4.0*cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[2]); 
b_elem[2] [3] 0.0; 
b_elem[3] [3] 4.0*cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[3]); 
} 

/* 
else 

{ -- Consistent Scheme - DISABLED -
b_elem[l] [1] = 2.0*cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[l]); 
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*/ 
} 

b_elem[11 [21 
b_elem[11 [31 
b_elem[21 [21 
b_elem[21 [31 
b_elem [31 [31 
} 

cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[21); 
cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[31); 
2.0*cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[21); 
cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[31); 
2.0*cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[31); 
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if ((kprob != 1) && (iphs == 1) && (mdl)) { 
/* -- Simulation of two-phase flow with 

two pressure formulation -- */ 

else 
{ 
/* 

/* 

cb =area* xmul * por[mtrl1 I 60.0 I dt; 
/* if ( lump== 1 ) */ 

{ /* --- Lumped Scheme -- */ 
b_elem[11 [11 cb*(10.0*cp[11 + S.O*cp[21 + S.O*cp[31); 
b_elem[11 [21 0.0; 
b_elem[11 [31 0.0; 
b_elem[21 [21 cb* (5 . 0*cp[11 + 10.0*cp[21 + S.O*cp[31); 
b_elem[21 (31 0.0; 
b_elem[31 (31 cb*(S.O*cp[11 + S.O*cp[21 + 10.0*cp[31); 
} 

/* 
else 

*/ 
} 

{ -- Consistent Scheme -- DISABLED 
b_elem[l] [1] cb*(6.0*cp[l] + 2.0*cp[2] + 2.0*cp[31); 
b_elem[11 [2] cb*(2.0*cp[l] + 2.0*cp[2] + cp[3]); 
b_elem[l] [3] cb*(2.0*cp[l] + cp[21 + 2.0*cp[31); 
b_elem[2] [2] cb*(2.0*cp[l] + 6.0*cp[21 + 2.0*cp[31); 
b_elem[2] [3] cb*(cp[l] + 2 . 0*cp[21 + 2.0*cp[31); 
b_elem[3] [3] cb*(2.0*cp[l] + 2.0*cp[2] + 6.0*cp[3]); 
} 

Default to rectangular element -- */ 

Calculate elements of coefficient matrix a_elem[1 [] -- */ 

call xmul * w2 I wl I 24.0; 
ca22 = xmul * wl I w2 I 24 . 0; 
ca21 = xmul I 36.0; 

if ( call != 0. ) { 
a_eleml[l] [1] call* (3.0*xkll[l] + 3.0*xk11[2] + xk11[3] + xk11[4] ); 
a_eleml[l] [2] - a_eleml[l] [1]; 
a_eleml[l] [3] - call* (xkll[l] + xk11[2] + xk11[3] + xk11[4] ); 
a_eleml[l] (4] - a_eleml[l] [3]; 
a_elem1[2] [2] a_eleml[l] [1]; 
a_elem1[2] [3] - a_eleml[l] [3]; 
a_elem1[2] [4] a_elem1[11 (31; 
a_elem1[3] [3] call* (xkll[l] + xk11[2] + 3.0*xk11[31 + 3.0*xk11[4] ); 
a_elem1[3] [4] - a_elem1[3] [3]; 
a_elem1[4] [4] a_elem1[3] [3]; 
} 

if ( ca21 ! = 0 . ) { 
a_elem2 [1] [1] ca21 * ( 8. O*xk21 (11 +4. O*xk21 [2] +2. O*xk21(31 +4. O*xk21[41); 
a_elem2 [1] [2] -ca21 * (2. O*xk21 [11 - 2. O*xk21 [21 - xk21 [3] + xk21 [4]); 
a_elem2 [11(31 -ca21 * (4 . O*xk21 [1] +S. O*xk21 (21 +4. O*xk21 [3] +S. O*xk21 (41); 
a_elem2[1] (41 -a_elem2[1] [11 - a_elem2[1] [2] - a_elem2[1] (31; 
a_elem2[21 (21 -ca21 * (4.0*xk21[1]+8.0*xk21[2]+4.0*xk21[3]+2.0*xk21[4]); 
a_elem2[2] [3] ca21 * ( xk21[1] + 2.0*xk21[2] - 2.0*xk21[31 - xk21[41 ); 
a_elem2[2] [4] -a_elem2[11 [2] - a_elem2[2] [2] - a_elem2[2] [3]; 
a_elem2[3] [3] ca21 * (2.0*xk21[1]+4.0*xk21[2]+8 . 0*xk21[3]+4.0*xk21[4]); 
a_elem2[3] [4] -a_elem2[1] [31 - a_elem2[21 [3] - a_elem2[31 [3]; 
a_elem2[41 [41 -a_elem2[11 [41 - a_elem2[21 [4] - a_elem2[31 [4]; 
} 

if ( ca2 2 ! = O . ) { 
a_elem3[11 [11 ca22 * ( 3.0*xk22[1] + xk22[2] + xk22[3] + 3.0*xk22[41 ) ; 
a_elem3[1] [21 ca22 * ( xk22[11 + xk22[21 + xk22[31 + xk22[4] ); 
a_elem3[11 [31 - a_elem3[11 [2]; 
a_elem3 [11 (41 - a_elem3 [11 [11; 
a_elem3[21[2] ca22 * ( xk22[11 + 3 . 0*xk22[2] + 3.0*xk22[31 + xk22[4] ); 



a_elem3[2] [3] 
a_elem3 [21 [41 
a_elem3 [3 J [3 J 
a_elem3[31 [41 
a_elem3[41 [4] 
} 

if ( kfltyp >= 1) 
{ 

- a_elem3 [2 J [21; 
- a_elem3[11[21; 
a_elem3 [2 J [21; 
a_elem3 [11 [21; 
a_elem3 [11 [11; 

/*----Calculate gravity term for vertical flow----*/ 
cfll = xmul * w2 * zl * fgamma[iphs1 I 12.0; 
cf22 = xmul * wl * z2 * fgamma[iphs1 I 12.0; 

if ( cfll ! = 0. 0 ) { 
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f_elem[l] -cfll * ( 2.0*xkll[l] + 2.0*xk11[2] + xk11[3] + xk11[4] ); 
f_elem[2] -f_elem[l]; 
f_elem[3] cfll * ( xkll[l] + xk11[2) + 2.0*xk11[3] + 2.0*xk11[4] ); 
f_elem[4] -f_elem[3]; 

f_elem[l] 
f_elem[2] += 
f_elem[3] += 
f_elem[4] 

cfll * 
cfll * 
cfll * 
cfll * 

2.0*xk21[1) + 2.0*xk21[2] + xk21[3) + xk21[4] 
2.0*xk21[1] + 2.0*xk21[2] + xk21[3] + xk21[4] 
xk21[1] + xk21[2] + 2.0*xk21[3] + 2.0*xk21[4] 
xk21[11 + xk21[2] + 2.0*xk21[3] + 2.0*xk21[41 

} 

if ( cf22 != 0.0 ) { 
f_elem[11 cf22 * 2.0*xk21[11 + xk21[21 + xk21[3] + 2.0*xk21[41 
f_elem[2] cf22 * xk21[1] + 2.0*xk21[21 + 2.0*xk21[3] + xk21[41 
f_elem[31 += cf22 * xk21[1] + 2.0*xk21[21 + 2.0*xk21[3] + xk21[41 
f_elem[41 += cf22 * 2.0*xk21[11 + xk21[2] + xk21[31 + 2.0*xk21[41 

f_elem[l] cf22 * 2.0*xk22[1] + xk22[21 + xk22[31 + 2.0*xk22[41 
f_elem[2] cf22 * xk22[11 + 2.0*xk22[21 + 2.0*xk22[3] + xk22[4] 
f_elem[3] += cf22 * xk22[11 + 2.0*xk22[21 + 2.0*xk22[3] + xk22[41 
f_elem[41 += cf22 * 2.0*xk22[1] + xk22[2] + xk22[31 + 2.0*xk22[4] 
} 

/* Include capillary pressure terms for nw phase----*/ 
if ( ( iphs > 1 ) && ( ! mdl ) ) 

for ( i=l; i<=4; i++) 
for ( j=l; j<=4; j++ 

if( j < i ) 
f_elem[i] += ( a_eleml[j1 [i1 + a_elem2[j] [i] 

+ a_ e 1 em3 [ j 1 [ i ] ) * pc [ j 1 ; 
else 

f_elem[i1 += ( a_eleml[i1 [j] + a_elem2[i] [j1 
+ a_elem3 [ i] [ j]) * pc [ j] ; 

/*----Include boundary fluxes---- *I 
for ( i 1; i <= lnodes; i++) 

{ 
if ( i == lnodes) 

nxt_node l; 
else 

nxt_node = i + 1; 

npl = ng[i1; 
np2 = ng[nxt_node1; 
nl = npl+nnodes*(iphs-1); 
n2 = np2+nnodes*(iphs-1); 

if (iphs == 1) 
CurrVol[iphs1 += area*0.25*wsat[i]*por[mtrl]; 

else 
CurrVol[iphs1 += area*0.25*(1.0-wsat[i1)*por[mtrl1; 

if ( ( q [nl] · ! = 0. 0 ) && ( q [n2] ! = 0. 0 ) ) 
{ 
dlength = sqrt( SQR(x[np11-x[np21) + SQR(y[npl]-y[np21) ); 
q_elem[i1 += ( 2.0*q[nl] + q[n2] ) * dlength I 6.0; 
q_elem[nxt_node] += ( q[n11 + 2.0*q[n21 ) * dlength I 6.0; 
/*----Increment ttl flux variables----*/ 
Qttl[iphs] += ( q_elem[i] + q_elem[nxt_node] ) * dt; 
} 

else 



if (( kode[nl] ) && ( kode[n2] )) { 
/* prescribed pressure boundary*/ 
switch ( i) { 

case 1 opp~ 
case 2 oppi 
case 3 : oppi 
case 4 : oppi 
} 

opnl = ng[oppi]; 
opn2 = ng[oppnxt]; 

4; oppnxt 
1; oppnxt 
2; oppnxt 
3; oppnxt 

if ( x[npl] != x[np2] ) 

3; break 
4; break 
l; break 
2; break 

/* prescribed pressure along horizontal face*/ 
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Qttl[iphs] += ((xk22[i]+xk22[oppi])*(Pe[iphs] [oppi] - Pe[iphs] [i] 
+fgamma[iphs]*z2*(y[opnl]-y[npl])) 

else 

+ (xk22[nxt_node]+xk22[oppnxt]) 
*(Pe[iphs] [oppnxt] - Pe[iphs] [nxt_node] 

+fgamma[iphs]*z2*(y[opn2]-y[np2]))) 
* 0.25 * dt * (x[npl]-x[np2]) I (y[opn2]-y[np2]); 

/* prescribed pressure along vertical face*/ 
Qttl[iphs] -= ((xkll[i]+xkll[oppi])*(Pe[iphs] [oppi]-Pe[iphs] [i]) 

+ (xkll[nxt_node]+xkll[oppnxt]) 
*(Pe[iphs] [oppnxt] - Pe[iphs] [nxt_node])) 
* 0.25 * dt * (y[npl]-y[np2]) I (x[opn2]-x[np2]); 

/*----Calculate b_elem matrix for transient flow problem----*/ 

if ((kprob != 1) && (iphs == 1) && (( nphas == 1) I I ( mdl == 0 ))) 
/* -- Simulation of single phase or two phase 

w/ pressure I saturation formulation -- */ 
cb = 1.0; 
/* if (lump) */ 

{ 
/*----Lumped scheme--~-*/ 
cb *=area* xmul * por[mtrl] I 36.0 I dt; 
b_elem[l] [1] 9.0*cb*((double) !mdl+(double)mdl*cap_elem[l]); 
b_elem[l] [2] 0. 0; 
b_elem[l] [3) 0.0; 
b_elem[l] [4] 0. 0; 
b_elem[2] [2] 9.0*cb*((double) !mdl+(double)mdl*cap_elem[2]); 
b_elem[2] [3] 0.0; 
b_elem[2J [4] 0.0; 
b_elem[3] [3] 9.0*cb*((double) !mdl+(double)mdl*cap_elem[3]); 
b_elem [ 3] [ 4] 0 . 0; 
b_elem[4] [4] 9.0*cb*((double) !mdl+(double)mdl*cap_elem[4]); 
} 

/* 
else 

{ 

consistent scheme is DISABLED --

*/ 
} 

cb *= xmul * 
b_elem[l] [1] 
b_elem[l] [2] 
b_elem[l] [3] 
b_elem[l] [4] 
b_elem[2] [2] 
b_elem[2] [3] 
b_elem[2] [4] 
b_elem[3] [3] 
b_elem[3] [4] 
b_elem[4] [4] 
} 

area* por[mtrl] I 144.0 I dt; 
4.0*cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[l]); 
2.0*cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[2]); 
cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[3]); 
2.0*cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[4]); 
4.0*cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[2]); 
2.0*cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[3]); 
cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[4]); 
4.0*cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[3)); 
2.0*cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[4]); 
4.0*cb*(!mdl+mdl*cap_elem[4]); 

if ( (kprob != 1) && (iphs == 1) && (mdl)) 
{ 
/* 
/* 

Simulation of two-phase flow with two pressure formulation -- */ 
if (lump== 1 ) */ 
{ 
cb = xmul *area* por[mtrl] I 36.0 I dt; 
b_elem[l] [1] += cb * 4.0*cp[l] + 2.0*cp[2] + cp[3] + 2.0*cp[4] 
b_elem[2) [2] += cb * 2.0*cp[l] + 4.0*cp[2] + 2.0*cp[3] + cp[4] 
b_elem[3] [3] += cb * cp[l] + 2.0*cp[2] + 4.0*cp[3] + 2.0*cp[4] 
b_elem[4] [4] += cb * 2.0*cp[l] + cp[2] + 2.0*cp[3] + 4.0*cp[4] 



/* consistent scheme is DISABLED 
else 

*/ 
} 

{ 
cb = xmul *area* por[mtrl) I 144.0 I dt; 
b_elem[l) [1) += cb * ( 9.0*cp[l) + 3.0*cp[2) + cp[3) + 3.0*cp[4) ) ; 
b_elem[l) [2) += cb * ( 3.0*cp[l) + 3.0*cp[2) + cp[3) + cp[4) ) ; 
b_elem[l) [3) += cb * ( cp[l) + cp[2) + cp[3) + cp[4) ); 
b_elem[l) (4) += cb * ( 3.0*cp[l) + cp[2) + cp[3) + 3.0*cp[4) ) ; 
b_elem[2) [2) += cb * ( 3.0*cp[l) + 9.0*cp[2) + 3.0*cp[3) + cp[4) ) ; 
b_elem[2) (3) += cb * ( cp[l) + 3.0*cp[2) + 3.0*cp[3) + cp[4) ) ; 
b_elem[2) [4) += cb * ( cp[l) + cp[2) + cp[3) + cp[4) ) ; 
b_elem[3) [3) += cb * ( cp[l) + 3.0*cp[2) + 9.0*cp[3) + 3.0*cp[4) ) ; 
b_elem[3] (4) += cb * ( cp[l) + cp[2] + 3.0*cp[3] + 3.0*cp[4] ) ; 
b_elem[4] (4) += cb * ( 3.0*cp[l] + cp[2) + 3.0*cp[3] + 9.0*cp[4] ); 
} 

/* -- Now, combine local matrices and RHS vector into one before 
compiling into global forms -- */ 

for ( i = l; i <= !nodes; i++ ) { 
f_elem[i) = - f_elem[i) + q_elem(i]; 
for ( j = i; j <= !nodes; j++) { 

a_eleml[i) [j) = xi*(a_eleml[i) [j)+a_elem2[i) [j)+a_elem3[i) [j] ); 
f_elem[i) -= (1-xi) * a_eleml[i) [j] * p_old[ng[j)); 
if ( (mdl==2) && (iphs>l) ) 

f_elem[i) -= (1-xi) * a_eleml[i) [j) * p_old[ng[j)+nnodes); 
if ( i < j) { 

a_eleml[j) [i) = a_eleml[i) [j); 
f_elem[j) -= (1-xi) * a_eleml[i) [j) * p_old[ng[i)); 
if ( (mdl==2) && (iphs>l) ) 

f_elem[j] -= (1-xi) * a_eleml[i] [j) * p_old[ng[i]+nnodes]; 
} 

if ( mdl == 1) { 
/* wetting and non-wetting phase pressures ONLY*/ 
a_eleml[i) [j) += b_elem[i) [j); 
f_elem[i) += b_elem[i) [j]*p_old[ng[j]); 

I* HERE!!! - changed!= to< in following line -- */ 
if(i<j){ 

} 
else { 

a_eleml[j] [i) += b_elem[i) [j); 
f_elem[j) += b_elem[i) [j]*p_old[ng[i)J; 
} 

f_elem[i) += b_elem[i) [j]*bphsmul*p_old[ng[j)+nnodes); 
if(i<j) 

f_elem[j) += b_elem[i) [j]*bphsmul*p_old[ng[i)+nnodes); 

if (( kprob != 1) && (mdl) && ( iphs 2 )) 
/* -- Add NW A terms to NW B terms */ 
for ( i=l; i<= 4; i++) 

for ( j=l; j<=4; j++) 
b_elem[i) [j) += bphsmul * a_eleml[i) [j); 

/*----Assemble into global matrix----*/ 

for ( i=l; i<=lnodes; i++ ) { 
ni = ng[i]; 

mboff = nt[ni]; 
npni = ni+(iphs-l)*nnodes; 
if ( nphas > 1 && !block_form 

if ( lump ) 
mboff--; 

else 
mboff /= 2; 

for ( j = l; j <= !nodes; j++) { 
nj = ng[j); 
for ( k=l; k<=mboff; k++) 
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return 
} 

if ( nc[ni][k] == nj) { 
dg[npni] [kl += a_eleml[i] [j]; 
if ( nphas > 1 ) 

} 

if ( lump ) { 
if ( mdl == 0 I I mdl 

dg[npni] [mboff+l] += 
} 

else 
if ( mdl == 0 I I mdl 

dg[npni] [mboff+k] += 

g[npni] += f_elem[i); 
} 

OK); 
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2 ) 
bphsmul * b_elem[i] [j); 

2 ) 
bphsrnul * b_elem[i] [j); 

/*----------------------------end of function elem2d() ----------------------------- */ 

/*========================-----end of file elem2d.c -------------------------------- */ 
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/* =====================================================================----------------
elemld.c - This file contains the function elemld() which is used in the program 

TwoPhs. Note that this function builds the coefficient matrix and RHS for 
a one-dimensional flow simulation. 

Adapted from the FORTRAN code VSAFT (MMOC) developed by T.C.-Jim Yeh and 
Rajesh Srivastava 

See the corresponding include file twophs.h for declarations of global variables 
and function prototypes. 

John Slater 
University of Arizona 
July 1, 1996 

===================================================================================== */ 

# include •twophs.h" 
# define GTOL 1.0E-5 

/*------------------------------function elemld()----------------------------------- */ 
int elemld( FTYPE *p_curr, FTYPE *p_old, FTYPE *ppp, FTYPE *sv_kl, FTYPE *sv_k2, 

FTYPE *sv_pcs, FTYPE *sv_cap, int iter, int conv) 

static FTYPE *g_elem = NULL, 
**dg_elem = NULL, 
**a_elem = NULL, 
*pg= NULL, 
*wsat = NULL, 
**b_elem = NULL, 
*pc_elem = NULL; 

static double **pk= NULL, 
*ci = NULL, 
*bi= NULL, 
*xk = NULL, 
*f_elem = NULL, 
*pc= NULL, 
*cp = NULL, 
*cap_elem, 
*q_elem = NULL; 

static int *ng, *last_mtrl; 
register inti, j, k; 
double xmul, elength, ca, cb, cf, cpc; 
int ielem, mtrl, gn, iphs, ni, npni, nj, mboff, oppi, oppnxt, opnl, opn2, bphsmul; 

/*----Allocate and set-up arrays in first function call----*/ 
if ( dg_elem ==NULL) { 

dg_elem = FTMATRIX( 1, 2, 1, 2 ); 
b_elem = FTMATRIX( l, 2, 1, 2 ); 
a_elem = FTMATRIX( 1, 2, 1, 2 ); 
g_elem = FTVECTOR( 1, 2 ); 
pg= FTVECTOR( l, 2 ); 
wsat = FTVECTOR( 1, 2 ); 
pc_elem = FTVECTOR( 1, 2 ); 
pc= dvector( 1, 2 ); 
cp = dvector( l, 2 ); 
cap_elem = dvector( 1, 2 ); 
pk dmatrix( l, 2, l, 2 ); 
ci = dvector( l, 2 ); 
bi= dvector( l, 2 ); 
xk = dvector( 1, 2 ); 
f_elem = dvector( 1, 2 ); 
q_elem = dvector( 1, 2 ); 
ng = ivector( l, 2 ); 
last_mtrl = ivector( l, nnodes ); 
} 

/* Initialize global forward matrix and vector*/ 

CurrVol[l] = (FTYPE) 0.0; 
CurrVol[2] = (FTYPE) 0.0; 
for ( i = l; i <= nnodes*nphas; i++) { 

g[i] = 0.0; 
for ( j = 1; j <= mband; j++ 

dg [ i ] [ j ] 0 . 0 ; 



for ( i=l; i<=nnodes; i++) 
last_mtrl[i] = (int) 0; 

/* Construct individual element matrices and combine into global*/ 

for ( ielem = l; ielem <= nelem; ielem++) { 
for ( i = 1; i <= 2; i++ ) { 

ng[i] = nodmat[ielem] [i]; 
for ( j=i; j<=2; j++ ) { 

b_elem[i] [j] 0.0; 
b_elem[j] Ci] = 0.0; 
} 

} 
mtrl = nodmat[ielem] [MATNO]; 

/*----Evaluate relative permeabilities and cap. pressures----*/ 

for ( i = 1; i <= 2; i++ ) { 
gn = ng[i]; 
pg[i] = ((1-ksi)*p_old[gn] + ksi*p_curr[gn]); 
if ( nphas > 1 ) 

if ( mdl ) 
pc[i] = ((1-ksi)*p_old[gn+nnodes] + ksi*p_curr[gn+nnodes]); 

else 
wsat[i] = (1-ksi)*p_old[gn+nnodes] + ksi*p_curr[gn+nnodes]; 

else 
if ( pg[i] >= 0.0 ) 

wsat [ i] = 1. 0; 
else { 

pc[i] = (double) pg[i]; 
wsat[i] = 0.0; 
} 

cap_elem[i] = (double) 0.0; 
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I* -- Calculate constitutive elements only if first time for that physical node 
- or if material number has changed -

otherwise, retrieve from scratch vectors -- */ 

if ( ! (last_mtrl (gn]) 11 (mtrl ! = last_mtrl [gn]) ) { 
xperm( &wsat[i], &pk[l] [i], &pk[2] [i], &pc[i], &cp[i], l, mtrl ); 
last_mtrl[gn] = mtrl; 
sv_kl[gn] = pk[l] [i]; 
sv_k2[gn] = pk[2] [i]; 
if ( mdl ) { 

sv_pcs[gn] wsat[i]; 
sv_cap[gn] cp[i]; 
} 

else 
sv_pcs[gn] = pc[i]; 

} 
else { 

pk[l] [i] = 
pk[2] [i] = 
if ( mdl ) 

wsat[i] 
cp[i] 
} 

else 

sv_kl [gn]; 
sv_k2 [gn]; 
{ 
= sv_pcs [gn]; 
sv_cap [gn]; 

pc[i] = sv_pcs[gn]; 

pk[l] [i] *= iperm[l] [mtrl] I mu[l]; 
if ( nphas > 1 ) 

pk[2] [i] *= iperm[l] [mtrl] I mu[2]; 

xmul = 1.0; 
elength = x[ng[2]] - x[ng[l]]; 

for ( iphs = 1; iphs <= nphas; iphs++) { 
for ( i = 1; i <= 2; i++ ) { 

g_elem[i] = 0.0; 
f_elem[i] = 0.0; 
pc_elem[i] = 0.0; 
q_elem[i] 0.0; 
for ( j = ; j <= 2; j++ 

a_elem[ ] [j] = 0.0; 



for ( j = l; j <= 2; j++ 
dg_elem[i) [j] = 0.0; 

if ( iphs == 1) 
bphsmul l; 

else 
bphsmul -1; 

/* -- xk[] is used 2D form - left in this form -- */ 
for ( i=l; i<=2; i++) 

xk[i] = pk[iphs] [i]; 
if ( iphs == 1) { 

if ( kode [ ng [ 1] ] I I kode [ ng [ 2 ] ] 
Qttl[l] += (xk[l]+xk[2]) 

*((p_curr[ng[l)]-p_curr[ng[2]]+p_old[ng[l]]-p_old[ng[2]]) 
+fgamma[l]*(x[l]-x[2)))*dt/fabs(x[l]-x[2])/4.0; 

+= (FTYPE) (wsat[l)+wsat[2])*elength*por[mtrl]/2.0; CurrVol[l] 
Qttl[l] -= 
} 

(q[ng[l]] + q[ng[2]])*dt; 

ca= ( 2.0 * 
a_elem[l] [1] 
a_elem[l] [2] 
a_elem[2] [2] 

elength ) ; 
ca*(xk[l] + xk[2]); 
- a_elem[l] [1]; 

= a_elem[l] [1]; 

{ if ( nphas == 1) 
cb = por[mtrl] 
b_elem[l] [1] 
b_elem[2] [2] 

* elength I dt I 6.0; 
cb*(2.0*cap_elem[1]+2.0*cp[l]+cap_elem[2]+cp[2]); 
cb*(cp[l]+cap_elem[1]+2.0*cap_elem[2)+2.0*cp[2]); 

} 
else { 

if ( ( 
cb 
if 

!mdl) && (iphs == 1)) { 
= por[mtrl] * elength I dt 
( lump ) { 
b_elem[l] [1] 

I 6.0; 

b_elem [2] [2] 
} 

else { 
b_elem[l] [1] 
b_elem[l] [2] 
b_elem[2] [2] 
} 

} 

3*cb; 
b_elem[l] [1]; 

2*cb; 
cb; 
b_elem[l] [1]; 

if (( mdl 2) && ( iphs == 1 )) { 
/* -- ONLY LUMPED FORM CODED -- */ 
cb = por[mtrl]*elength I dt I 6.0; 
b_elem[l] [1] cb*( 2.0*cp[l] + cp[2] ); 
b_elem[2] [2] = cb* ( cp[l] + 2.0*cp[2] ) ; 
} 

/* Calculate gravity terms -- */ 
cf= fgamma[iphs] * z2 I 2.0; 
f_elem[l] = - cf * ( xk[l] + xk[2] ) ; 
f_elem[2] = - f_elem[l]; 

/* -- Calculate capillary terms for second phase -- */ 
/* -- NOTE - capillary terms are still treated fullly implicitly -- */ 
if ( iphs > 1) 

if ( !mdl ) { 
pc_elem[l] (a_elem[l][l]*pc[l] + a_elem[1][2]*pc[2]); 
pc_elem[2] (a_elem[l] [2] *pc [1] + a_elem[2) [2] *pc [2]); 
} 

/* -- Fill out element matrices -- */ 
a_elem[2] [1] a_elem[l] [2]; 
b_elem[2] [1] = b_elem[l] [2]; 

/*----Assemble into global matrix----*/ 

for ( i = 1; i <= 2; i++ ) { 
ni = ng[i]; 
mboff = nt[ni]; 
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return 
} 

npni = ni+(iphs-l)*nnodes; 
if ( nphas > 1 && !block_form 

if ( lump ) 
mboff = nt[ni] - l; 

else 
mboff = nt[nil I 2; 

for ( j = l; j <= 2; j++) 
nj = ng[jl; 
for ( k = 1; k <= mboff; k++ 

if ( nc [nil [kl == nj ) { 

} 
g[npni] 
} 

OK); 

dg[npnil [kl += a_elem[i] [jl * xi; 
g[npni] -= a_elem[il [j] * (1-xi) * p_old[njl; 
if ( nphas > 1) { 

if ( lump ) { 
dg[npni] [mboff+ll += bphsmul * b_elem[i] [j]; 
g[npni] += bphsmul * b_elem[il [j] * p_old[nj+nnodes]; 
} 

else { 
dg[npni] [mboff+k] += bphsmul * b_elem[i] [j]; 
g[npni] += bphsmul * b_elem[i] [j] * p_old[nj+nnodes]; 
} 

if (( mdl == 2) && ( iphs > 1 )) { 
dg[npni] [mboff+k] +=xi* a_elem[i] [j]; 

} 
else { 

g[npnil -= (1.0-xi)*a_elem[i] [jl*p_old[nj+nnodes]; 
} 

dg[npni] [kl += b_elem[i] [j]; 
g[npni] -= b_elem[i] [j] * p_old[nj]; 
} 

( f_elem[i] + pc_elem[i] - q[npni] ); 
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/*--------------------------end of function elemld() ------------------------------- */ 

/*----------------------------end of file elemld.c ================================= */ 
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/* =========================================================================-======-----
const.c - This file contains the function xperm() which calculates constitutive 

variables such as relative permeabilities, capillary pressure, and saturation. 

Adapted from the FORTRAN code VSAFT (MMOC) developed by T.C.-Jim Yeh and 
Rajesh Srivastava 

See the corresponding include file twophs.h for declarations of global variables 
and function prototypes. 

John Slater 
University of Arizona 
July 1, 1996 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 

#include "twophs.h" 

#define MAXSAT 9.99999e-01 
#define MAXSE 9.99999e-01 
#define MINSAT l.Oe-5 
#define MAXKR 9.99999e-01 
#define MINKR l.Oe-20 

/*------------------------------function xperm() ----------------------------------- */ 
int xperm( FTYPE *sat, double *kl, double *k2, double *pc, double *cp, int dir, int mtrl) 

{ 
double pb, sr, lambda, alpha, n, m, chead; 
double se; 

/* -- The int variable soil_mdl determines the constitutive form -- */ 
switch (soil_mdl) { 

case 1: /* --- Brooks and Corey Form --- */ 
pb = prm2[mtrl]; 
sr = prml [mtrl] ; 
lambda= prm3[mtrl]; 
if ( ( mdl ) I I ( nphas == 1 ) ) { 

/* -- given Pc - solve for Sw, Cp, and Kr -- */ 
if ( fabs(*pc) > fabs(pb) ) 

se = pow( fabs(pb/(*pc)), lambda); 
else 

se = MAXSE; 
*sat= se*(l.0-sr)+sr; 
if ( dir == 2) 

return OK; 
*cp - lambda I fabs(*pc) * pow( fabs(pb/(*pc)), lambda) * ( 1.0 - sr ); 
} 

else { 
/* 
if 

given Sw - solve for Pc, and Kr -- */ 
( *sat >= 1. 0 ) { 
/**sat= MAXSAT; */ 
se = MAXSE; 
} 

else { 

if 

} 

if ( *sat<= sr) 
se (MINSAT)/(1.0-sr); 

else 
se = (*sat-sr)/(1.0-sr); 

dir == 1) 
*pc pb * pow( se, -1.0/lambda ); 
*cp = - lambda I fabs(*pc) * pow( fabs(pb/(*pc)), lambda) * ( 1.0 - sr ); 

if ( se < 1. 0 ) { 
*kl= pow( se, (2.0+3.0*lambda)/lambda ); 
if ( nphas > 1) 

} 
else { 

*k2 = pow( 1.0-se, 2.0) * ( 1.0 - pow( se, (2.0+lambda)/lambda) ); 

*kl = 1.0; 
if ( nphas > 1 

*k2 = 0.0; 
} 

break; 

case 2: /* Van Genuchten Form*/ 
sr = prml [mtrl] ; 



alpha= prm2[mtrl]; 
n = prm3 [mtrl]; 
m = 1. 0-1. 0/n; 
if ( mdl ) { 

/* -- given Pc - solve for Sw, Cp, and Kr */ 
chead = fabs( *pc I fgamma[l] ); 
se = pow( 1.0 + pow( alpha*chead, n ), -m ); 
if ( se >= 1.0 ) 

se = 1.0; 
*sat= se*(l.0-sr)+sr; 
if ( dir == 2 ) 

return OK; 
*cp = - m*n*alpha * pow( alpha*chead, n-1.0) * 

pow( 1.0 + pow( alpha*chead, n ), -m-1.0 I fgamma[l]; 
} 

else { 
/* given Sw - solve for Pc, and Kr -- *I 
se = ( *sat-sr) I (1. 0-sr); 
if ( se >= 1.0 ) 

se = 1.0; 
*pc= pow( pow( se, -1.0/m - 1.0, 1.0/n) * fgamma[l] I alpha; 
} 

*kl= pow( se, 0.5 ) * pow( 1.0 - pow( 1.0 - pow( se, 1.0/m ), m ), 2.0 ); 
if ( nphas > 1 ) 

*k2 pow( 1.0-se, 0.5) * pow( 1.0-pow( se, 1.0/m ), 2.0*m ); 
break; 

case 3: /* --- Exponential form -- */ 
sr = prml [mtrl] ; 
alpha= prm2[mtrl]; 
if ( mdl ) { 

/* -- given Pc - solve for Sw, Cp, and Kr -- */ 
chead = *pc I fgamma[l]; 
*kl= exp( alpha* chead ); 
*sat *kl* (1.0-sr) + sr; 
} 

else { 
/* 
if 

given Sw - solve for Pc, and Kr -- */ 
( *sat > 1. 0 ) 
*sat= 1.0; 

if (*sat< sr) 
*sat= sr; 

*kl = ( *sat-sr) I (1. 0-sr); 
chead = log( *kl ) I alpha; 
*pc= - chead * fgamma[l]; 
} 

*cp =*kl* (1.0-sr) * alpha I fgamma[l]; 
if ( nphas > 1 ) 

*k2 1. 0; 
break; 

case 4: /* -- Algebraic form from Mercer&Faust - */ 
if ( mdl ) { 

*sat= *pc/prm2[mtrl] + 0.8; 
*cp 1.0 I prm2[mtrl]; 
} 

else 
*pc= prm2[mtrl]*(*sat - 0.8); 

if (*sat>= 0.16 ) 
if ( *sat <= 0. 8 ) { 

*kl SQR( *sat - 0.16) I 0.4096; 
*k2 SQR( 0.8 - *sat) I 0.4096; 
} 

else { 

else { 

*kl = 1. 0; 
*k2 = 0.0; 
*sat= 0.799; 
} 

*kl= 0.0; 
*k2 = 1. 0; 
*sat= 0.161; 
} 

return OK); 
} 
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/*---------------------------end of function xperm() ------------------------------- */ 

/*-----------------------------end of file const . c --------------------------------- */ 
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/* ===============================================================================------
specify.c - This file contains the functins Specify() and BlockSpecify() which 

reset elements of the global coefficient matrix and RHS for prescribed pressure 
or saturation boundary conditions. The functions Specify() and BlockSpecify() 
are used for normal global form and block global forms, respectively. 

Adapted from the FORTRAN code VSAFT (MMOC) developed by T.C.-Jim Yeh and 
Rajesh Srivastava 

See the corresponding include file twophs.h for declarations of global variables 
and function prototypes. 

John Slater 
University of Arizona 
July 1, 1996 

=-----------------------=--=====-==================================================== */ 

#include "twophs.h" 
#define KVMUL 1.0 

/*------------------------------function Specify() --------------------------------- */ 
void Specify( FTYPE **a, FTYPE *b, FTYPE *pl, int *k, int nn, int **nc, 

int *nt, int *nd, int second_phase, double fmul ) 

register inti, j; 
int n, ni, ndn, ntn; 

/* -- Loop for each node */ 
for ( n=l; n<=nn; n++) { 

ntn = nt[n]; 
ndn = nd[n]; 
if ( k [n] == 1 ) { 

/* -- First set terms of main coefficient matrix -- */ 
for ( i=l; i<ntn; i++) 

a(n] [i] = 0.0; 
a[n] [ndn] = KVMUL*(double)fmul; 
b[n] = 0.0; 

/* -- Second - set RHS for this equation -- *I 
if ( itscheme == 1) 

b[n] = pl[n]*KVMUL*(double)fmul; 

/* -- Third - move coefficients in other equations to RHS -- */ 
for (i=ndn+l; i<=nt[n]; i++) 

return; 
} 

if ( i ! = ndn) { 
ni = nc(n] [i]; 
if (k[ni] != 1) 

for (j=l; j<=nt[ni]; j++) 
if (nc[ni] [j] == n) { 

b[ni] -= a[ni][j] * pl(n]; 
a [ ni] [ j] = 0 . ; 
break; 
} 

I*--------------------------- end of function Specify() ----------------------------- */ 

/*---------------------------function BlockSpecify() ------------------------------- *I 
void BlockSpecify( FTYPE **a, FTYPE *b, FTYPE *pl, int *k, int nn, int **nc, 

int *nt, int *nd, int second_phase, double fmul ) 

register inti, j; 
int n, ni, ntn; 

for ( n=l; n<=nn; n++) 
{ 
ntn = nt[n]; 
if( k[n] == 1 ) 

{ 
/* -- First Zero ALL terms of this row -- */ 
for (i=l; i<=ntn; i++) 

a[n][i)=O.; 



if (lump) 
a[n) [ntn+l] = O.; 

else 
for (i=l; i<=ntn; i++) 

a(n] [i+ntn] = O.; 

/* -- Second - Set appropriate coefficient and RHS -- */ 
if ( second.J)hase) 

if ( lump ) 
a[n) [nt(n]+l) = KVMUL*(double)fmul; 

else 
a(n] [nt[n)+nd[n)) = KVMUL*(double)fmul; 

else 
a[n) [nd[n)) = KVMUL*(double)fmul; 

b[n) = pl[n)*KVMUL*(double)fmul; 

/* -- Third - move coefficients in other equations -- */ 
for (i=nd[n)+l; i<=nt[n); i++) 

return; 
} 

if ( i ! = nd [ n) ) { 
ni = nc [ n J [ i ) ; 
for (j=l; j<=nt[ni); j++) 

if (nc[ni) [j) == n) { 
b[ni) -= a[ni) [j) * pl[n); 
a [ni 1 [ j 1 = 0. ; 
break; 
} 
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/*------------------------end of function BlockSpecify() --------------------------- */ 

/*------====-===-===-=========end of file specify.c -------------------------------- */ 
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/* ==============================================================-----------------------
ilucg.c - This file contains the function ilucg() which uses an incomplete 

LU preconditioner and a conjugate-gradient type iterative solver to solve 
the global flow equation. 

Adapted from the FORTRAN code VSAFT (MMOC) developed by T.C.-Jim Yeh and 
Rajesh Srivastava 

See the corresponding include file twophs.h for declarations of global variables 
and function prototypes. 

John Slater 
University of Arizona 
July 1, 1996 

========-=--=-======================================================================= */ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include •twophs.h• 

/*------------------------------function ilucg() ----------------------------------- */ 
int ilucg( FTYPE **a, FTYPE **aa, FTYPE *b, FTYPE *p, FTYPE *q, FTYPE *r, FTYPE *s, 

int 
static 
int 
FTYPE 

FTYPE *x, int nn, int mb, int ccode, double epsilon, int calc_init, int *Bkode) 

i, j, k, jk, lk; 
int *il = NULL; 
nl, nj, nk, no_converge, count= O; 
errO, err, sum, alnum, normr, normb, normx, 
alden, alpha, betnum, beta, tmpf; 

if ( !il ) 
il = ivector( l, nn ); 

for ( i=l; i<=nn; i++ ) { 
il[i] = O; 
for ( j=l; j<=mb; j++ ) 

aa [ i ] [ j ] = a [ i ] [ j ] ; 

/*----Approximate LU decomposition of matrix AA----*/ 
for ( i=l; i<=nn; i++) { 

if ( nd [ i ] > 1 ) { 
for ( j=nd[i]; j<=nt[i]; j++ ) { 

nj = nc [ i] [ j ] ; 
for ( k=l; k<nd[i]; k++) 

nk = nc [ i] [ k] ; 
for ( jk=nd[nk]+l; jk<=nt[nk]; jk++) 

if ( nc[nk] [jk] == nj ) { 
aa[i] [j] -= aa[i] [kl * aa[nk] [jk]; 
break; 
} 

for ( j=nd[i] +l; j<=nt [i]; j++ ) { 
nj = nc [ i] [ j ] ; 
il [nj] += 1; 
nl = nc[nj] [il[nj]]; 
if ( il[nj] != 1) { 

for ( k=l; k<=il[nj]-1; k++ ) , { 
nk = nc[nj][k]; 

} 

for ( lk = nd[nk]+l; lk<=nt[nk]; lk++) 
if ( nc [nk] [lk] == nl ) { 

aa [nj ][il [nj]] -= aa [nj] [k] * aa [nk] [ lk]; 
break; 
} 

aa[nj] [il[nj]] /= aa[i] [nd[i]]; 
} 

if ( calc_init) { 
/*----initial guess 
for ( i=l; i<=nn; i++ 

solution of (LU)x=b ---- */ 
{ 



x[i) = b[i); 
for ( j=l; j<nd[i); j++ ) { 

nj = nc [ i) [ j ) ; 

} 

x[i) -= aa[i) [j) * x[nj); 
} 

for ( i=nn; i>=l; i-- ) { 

/* 
normx 
normr 
normb 
for ( 

if 

for ( j=nd[i)+l; j<=nt[i); j++) { 
nj = nc [ i 1 [ j ] ; 
x[i] -= aa[i) [j]*x[nj]; 
} 

x [ i] I= aa [ i 1 [ nd [ i] ) ; 
} 

Calculate error corresponding to initial guess----*/ 
0.0; 
0.0; 
0.0; 

i=l; i<=nn; i++) 
( Bkode[i]==O ) { 
sum= 0.0; 
for ( j=l; j<=nt[i]; j++ ) { 

nj = nc [ i 1 [ j] ; 
sum+= a[i] [j]*x[nj]; 
} 

r[i] = b[i]-sum; 
if (( tmpf = fabs(r[i])) > normr 

normr = tmpf; 
if (( tmpf = fabs(b[i])) > normb 

normb = tmpf; 
if (( tmpf = fabs(x[i])) > normx 

normx = tmpf; 
} 

else 
r[i] = 0.0; 

switch ( ccode) 
{ 
case 0: /* -- Calculate absolute residual */ 

errO = normr; 
break; 

case 1: /* -- Calculate residual relative to RHS -- */ 
if ( normb != 0.0 ) 

errO normr I normb; 
else 

errO normr; 
break; 

case 2: /* -- residual relative to X */ 
if ( normx != 0.0 

errO normr I normx; 
else 

errO normr; 
break; 

if errO >=epsilon) { 
no_converge = l; 
lltinv( aa, r, s, nn, il ); 
for ( i=l; i<=nn; i++ ) 

il[i) = O; 
for ( i=l; i<=nn; i++ 

q[i) = 0.0; 

} 
else 

for ( j=l; j<=nt[i]; j++ 
nj = nc [ i] [ j] ; 
i1 [nj] += l; 
q[i] += a[nj] [il[nj]] * s[nj]; 
} 

no_converge = O; 
err= errO; 

/*----Iteration loop starts here----*/ 
while ((count<= 2*nn) && ( no_converge )) 

count+= 1; 
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for ( i=l; i<=nn; i++) { 
il [i] = nd[i); 
p[i] = q[i) i 
for ( j=l; j<nd[i]; j++ 

nj = nc [ i 1 [ j 1 ; 
i1 [nj 1 += 1; 
p[i] -= aa[nj)[il[nj]] * p[nj]; 
} 

p [ i ] I= aa [ i ] [ nd [ i 1 ] ; 
} 

for ( i=nn; i>=l; i--) { 
for ( j=nd[i]+l; j<=nt[i]; j++) { 

nj = nc [ i] [ j 1 ; 
p[i] -= aa[i] [j] * p[nj]; 
} 

p [ i 1 I= aa [ i 1 [ nd [ i 1 1 ; 
} 

alnum = 0.0; 
alden = 0.0; 
for ( i=l; i<=nn; i++) 

alnum += r[i]*s[i]; 
alden += p[i]*q[i]; 
} 

if ( alden == 0.0) 
no_converge = O; 

else { 
alpha= alnum/alden; 
for ( i=l; i<=nn; i++ ) 

x[i] += alpha*p[i]; 
normr = 0.0; 
for ( i=l; i<=nn; i++) 

if ( Bkode[i]==O) { 
sum= 0.0; 
for ( j=l; j<=nt[i]; j++ ) { 

nj = nc [ i] [ j ] ; 
sum+= a[i] [j]*p[nj]; 
} 

r[i] -= alpha*sum; 
if ((tmpf = fabs(r[i])) > normr) 

normr tmpf; 
} 

switch ( ccode) { 
case 0: /* -- Absolute residual */ 

err= normr; 
break; 

case 1: /* -- Relative residual -- */ 
if ( normb != 0.0 ) 

err normr I normb; 
else 

err normr; 
break; 

case 2: /* - relative to X -- */ 
if ( normx != 0.0) 

err normr I normx; 
else 

err normr; 

if (err/errO) <epsilon) 
no_converge = O; 

else { 
lltinv( aa, r, s, nn, il ); 
betnum = 0.0; 
for ( i=l; i<=nn; i++) 

betnum += r[i]*s[i]; 
beta= betnwn/alnwn; 
if ( fabs(beta) < epsilon 

no_converge = O; 
else { 

for ( i=l; i<=nn; i++ 
il[i] = O; 

for ( i=l; i<=nn; i++ 
sum= 0.0; 
for ( j=l; <=nt[i]; j++ ) { 

nj = nc [ ] [ j ] ; 
i1 [nj] + l; 
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sum+= a[nj][il[nj]) * s[nj]; 
} 

q[i] =beta* q[i] + sum; 
} 

if (count> 2*nn) { 
/* fprintf( outfile, •\nMAX iterations exceeded in ILUCG" ); */ 
return ( 0 ) ; 
} 

if ((count<= 2*nn) && ( !no_converge )) { 
for ( i=l; i<=nn; i++) 

b[i] = x[i]; 
fprintf( stdout, "\nILUCG completed in %2d iterations•, count); 
if (count) 

return (count); 
else 

} 
else 

return (l); 

return (0); 
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/*---------------------------end of function ilucg() ------------------------------- */ 

/*-------------------------====end of file ilucg.c --------------------------------- */ 
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/* ===================================================================================== 
lltinv.c - This file contains the function lltinv() which was translated to C 

directly from the FORTRAN code VSAFT (MMOC) developed by T.C.-Jim Yeh and 
Rajesh Srivastava 

See the corresponding include file twophs.h for declarations of global variables 
and function prototypes. 

John Slater 
University of Arizona 
July l, 1996 

-------------=--------====--=-=---=================================================== */ 

#include •twophs.h" 

/*------------------------------function lltinv() ---------------------------------- */ 
void lltinv( mat, vec, x, nn, il) 

FTYPE **mat, *vec, *x; 
int nn, *il; 
{ 

register 
int nj; 

int i,j; 

for ( i=l; i<=nn; i++ 
{ 
x[i] = vec [i]; 
for ( j=l; j<nd[i]; j++) 

x[i] -= mat[i][j]*x[nc[i][j]]; 

for ( i=nn; i>=l; i-- ) 
{ 
il [i] · = nd[i]; 
for ( j=nd[i]+l; j<=nt[i]; j++ 

{ 
nj = nc [ i] [ j ] ; 
il [nj] -= 1; 
x[i] -= mat[nj][il[nj]] * x[nj]; 
} 

return; 
} 

/*---------------------------end of function lltinv() ------------------------------ */ 

/*--------------===============end of file lltinv.c -------------------------------- */ 
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/* =============================================---==-----------------------------------
gaussj.c - This file contains the function gaussj() which uses Gaussian Elimination 

with full pivoting on a FULL MATRIX (no lack of storage for zero coefficients). 
This is an extremely inefficient function and is included in the program only 
for debugging purposes. Use at your own risk!! 

See the corresponding include file twophs.h for declarations of global variables 
and function prototypes. 

John Slater 
University

1
of Arizona 

July 1, 19~6 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- */ 

#include "twophs.h" 

/*-----------------------------function gaussj() ----------------------------------- */ 
int gaussj( FTYPE **ao, int **nc, int *nt, FTYPE *b, int n) 

{ 
register inti, j, k, l, 11; 
static int *indxc, *indxr, *ipiv; 
static FTYPE **a= NULL; 
int icol, irow; 
FTYPE big, dum, pivinv; 

if ( !a ) { 
indxc = ivector( 1, n ); 
indxr = ivector( l, n ); 
ipiv = ivector( l, n ); 
a= FTMATRIX( 1, n, l, n ); 
} 

for ( i=l; i<=n; i++) { 
indxc[i] = O; 
indxr(i] = O; 
ipiv[i] = O; 
for ( j=l; j<=n; j++ 

a[i] [j] 0.0; 

for ( i=l; i<=n; i++) 
for ( j=l; j<=nt[i]; j++) 

a [ i ] [ nc [ i ] [ j ] ] = ao [ i ] [ j ] ; 

for ( j=l; j<=n; j++) 
ipiv[j] = (int) O; 

for ( i=l; i<=n; i++) 
big= 0.0; 
for ( j=l; j<=n; j++) 

if ( ipiv[j] != 1 ) 
for ( k=l; k<=n; k++) { 

if ( ipiv[k] == 0 ) { 
if ( fabs(a[j][k]) >=big) { 

big= fabs( a[j] [k] ); 
irow j; 
icol = k; 
} 

} 
else 

} 

if ( ipiv[k] > 1 ) { 
err_exit ( "Singular matrix" ) ; 
return ( 0 ) ; 
} 

++ ( ipiv[icol] ) ; 
if ( irow != icol) { 

for ( l=l; l<=n; 1++ 
SWAP( a[irow] [l], a[icol] [1] ) ; 

SWAP( b[irow], b[icol] ); 
} 

indxr[i] = irow; 
indxc[i] = icol; 
if ( a[icol] [icol] == 0.0 ) 

err_exit( "Singular matrix" ); 
pivinv = 1.0/a[icol] [icol]; 
a [ icol] [ icol] = 1. 0; 



for ( l=l; l<=n; l++) 
a[icol] [l] *= pivinv; 

b[icol] *= pivinv; 
for ( 11=1; ll<=n; 11++) 

if ( 11 ! = icol ) { 
dum = a[ll] [icol]; 
a[ll] [icol] = 0.0; 
for ( 1=1; l<=n; l++) 

a[ll] [l] -= a[icol] [l] *dum; 
b[ll] -= b[icol]*dum; 
} 

for ( l=n; 1>=1; 1-- ) { 
if ( indxr[l] != indxc[l] 

for ( k=l; k<=n; k++) 
SWAP( a[k] [indxr[l]], a[k] [indxc[l]] ); 

} 
return( 1 ) ; 
} 
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/*-------------------------end of function gaussj() -------------------------------- */ 

I*--------------------------- end of file gaussj.c ---------------------------------- */ 
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/* ======================================================-------------------------------
utils.c - This file contains utility functions (primarily memory allocation and 

management functions) used in the program TwoPhs. 

Many of the matrix and vector allocation functions used herein were adapted or 
copied directly from ·Numerical Recipes inc•, by W.H. Press, et al. 

See the corresponding include file twophs.h for declarations of global variables 
and function prototypes. 

John Slater 
University of Arizona 
July 1, 1996 

===============================================-========----------------------------- */ 

#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <sys/types.h> 
#include <malloc.h> 
#include "twophs.h" 

/*----------------------------function alloc_str() --------------------------------- */ 
char *alloc_str( int ih) 

{ 
char *StrPtr; 
if ( ! ( StrPtr = (char*) malloc( (size_t) (ih+l)*sizeof(char) ) ) ) 

err_exit( "Allocation failure in alloc_str()" ); 
return ( StrPtr ); 
} 

/*-------------------------end of function alloc_str() ----------------------------- */ 

/*------------------------------function fuprtri() --------------------------------- */ 
float **fuprtri( int il, int ih) 

/* -- allocates float type upper-triangular matrix (no storage for lower triangle*/ 
{ 
inti; 
float **fptr; 
if ( ! ( fptr = (float**) malloc( (size_t) ( (ih-il+l)*sizeof(float*)) ) ) ) 

err_exit( "Allocation failure 1 in FUP_TRI()" ); 
fptr -= il; 
if ( !( fptr[il] = (float*) malloc( (size_t)((ih-il+l)*(ih-il+2)/2)*sizeof(float)))) 

err_exit( "Allocation failure 2 in FUPRTRI()" ); 
fptr[il] -= il; 
for ( i=il+l; i<=ih; i++) 

fptr[i] = fptr[i-l]+(ih-i+l); 
return ( fptr ); 
} 

/*---------------------------end of function fuprtri() ----------------------------- */ 

/*------------------------------function duprtri() --------------------------------- */ 
double **duprtri( int il, int ih) 

/* -- allocates double type upper-triangular matrix (no storage for lower triangle) */ 
{ 
inti; 
double **dptr; 
if ( ! ( dptr = (double**) malloc( (size_t) ((ih-il+l)*sizeof(double*))))) 

err_exit( "Allocation failure 1 in DUP_TRI()" ); 
dptr -= il; 
if ( ! ( dptr[il] = (double*) malloc( (size_t) ((ih-il+l)*(ih-il+2)/2)*sizeof(double)))) 

err_exit ( "Allocation failure 2 in DUPTRI ()" ) ; 
dptr[il] -= il; 
for ( i=il+l; i<=ih; i++) 

dptr[i] = dptr[i-l]+(ih-i+l); 
return ( dptr ); 
} 

/*---------------------------end of function duprtri() ----------------------------- */ 

I*------------------------------ function iuprtri() --------------------------------- */ 
int **iuprtri( int il, int ih) 

/* -- allocates int type upper-triangular matrix (no storage for lower triangle) */ 
{ 
inti, **iptr; 
if ( ! ( iptr = (int**) malloc( (size_t) ((ih-il+l)*sizeof(int*))))) 

err_exit( "Allocation failure 1 in IUP_TRI()" ); 



iptr -= il; 
if ( ! (iptr (il] = (int*) malloc ( (size_t) ( (ih-il+l) * (ih-il+2) /2) *sizeof (int) ) ) ) 

err_exit( ·Allocation failure 2 in IUPRTRI()" ); 
iptr[il] -= il; 
for ( i=il+l; i<=ih; i++) 

iptr[i] = iptr[i-l]+(ih-i+l); 
return ( iptr ) ; 
} 
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/*---------------------------end of function iuprtri() ----------------------------- */ 

/*------------------------------function fvector() --------------------------------- */ 
float *fvector( int il, int ih) 

/* -- allocates float type vector array -- *I 
{ 
float *fptr; 
/* if ( ! ( fptr = (float*) malloc( (size_t) ((ih-il+l)*sizeof(float))))) 

err_exit( "Allocation failure in fvector()" ); */ 
fptr = (float*) malloc( (size_t) ((ih-il+l)*sizeof(float))); 
if ( ! fptr ) 

err_exit( "Allocation failure in fvector()" ); 
fptr -= il; 
return ( fptr ); 
} 

/*--------------------------end of function fvector() ------------------------------ */ 

/*------------------------------function dvector() --------------------------------- */ 
double *dvector( int il, int ih) 

/* -- allocates double type vector array -- */ 
{ 
double *dptr; 
if ( ! ( dptr = (double*) malloc( (size_t) ((ih-il+l)*sizeof(double))))) 

err_exit( ·Allocation failure in dvector()" ); 
dptr -= il; 
return ( dptr ) ; 
} 

/*--------------------------end of function dvector() ------------------------------ */ 

/*------------------------------function ivector() --------------------------------- */ 
int *ivector( int il, int ih) 

/* -- allocates int type vector array -- */ 
{ 
int *iptr; 
if ( !( iptr = (int*) malloc( (size_t) ((ih-il+l)*sizeof(int)))) ) 

err_exit( ·Allocation failure in ivector()" ); 
iptr -= il; 
return ( iptr ); 
} 

/*--------------------------end of function ivector() ------------------------------ */ 

/*------------------------------function !vector() --------------------------------- */ 
long *!vector( int il, int ih) 

/* -- allocates long type vector array -- */ 
{ 
long *lptr; 
if ( !( lptr = (long*) malloc( (size_t) ((ih-il+l)*sizeof(long)) ) ) ) 

err_exit( "Allocation failure in !vector()" ); 
lptr -= il; 
return ( lptr ); 
} 

/*--------------------------end of function lvector() ------------------------------ */ 

/*------------------------------function fmatrix() --------------------------------- */ 
float **fmatrix( int rl, int rh, int cl, int ch) 

/* -- allocates float type matrix array -- */ 
{ 



inti; 
float **fptr; 
if ( ! ( fptr = 

(float**) malloc ( (size_t) ( (rh-rl+l) *sizeof (float*))))) 
err_exit( "Allocation failure 1 in fmatrix()" ); 

fptr -= rl; 
if ( ! ( fptr[rl] = (float*) callee( (size_t) (rh-rl+l), 

(size_t) ((ch-cl+l)*sizeof(float)) ) ) ) 
err_exit( ·Allocation failure 2 in fmatrix()" ); 

fptr[rl] -= cl; 
for ( i=rl+l; i<=rh; i++) 

fptr[i] = fptr[i-1) + (ch-cl+l); 
return ( fptr ); 
} 
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/*--------------------------end of function fmatrix() ------------------------------ */ 

/*------------------------------function dmatrix() --------------------------------- */ 
double **dmatrix( int rl, int rh, int cl, int ch) 

/* -- allocates double type matrix array -- *I 
{ 
inti; 
double **dptr; 
if ( ! ( dptr = (double**) malloc( (size_t) ((rh-rl+l)*sizeof(double*))))) 

err_exit( "Allocation failure 1 in dmatrix()" ); 
dptr -= rl; 
if ( ! ( dptr[rl] = (double*) callee( (size_t) (rh-rl+l), 

(size_t) ((ch-cl+l)*sizeof(double)) ) ) ) 
err_exit( "Allocation failure 2 in dmatrix()" ) ; 

dptr[rl] -= cl; 
for ( i=rl+l; i<=rh; i++) 

dptr[i] = dptr[i-1) + (ch-cl+l); 
return ( dptr ) ; 
} 

/*--------------------------end of function dmatrix() ------------------------------ */ 

/*------------------------------function imatrix() --------------------------------- */ 
int **irnatrix( int rl, int rh, int cl, int ch) 

/* -- allocates int type matrix array -- */ 
{ 
int **iptr; 
inti; 
if ( ! ( iptr = (int**) malloc( (size_t) ((rh-rl+l)*sizeof(int*))))) 

err_exi t ( "Allocation failure 1 in irnatrix ()" ) ; 
iptr -= rl; 
if ( ! (iptr[rl] = (int*) callee( (size_t) (rh-rl+l), 

(size_t) ((ch-cl+l)*sizeof(int)) ) ) ) 
err_exit( "Allocation failure 2 in imatrix()" ) ; 

iptr[rl] -= cl; 
for ( i=rl+l; i<=rh; i++) 

iptr[i] = iptr[i-1) + (ch-cl+l); 
return ( iptr ); 
} 

/*--------------------------end of function imatrix() ------------------------------ */ 

/*------------------------------function lmatrix() --------------------------------- */ 
long **lrnatrix( int rl, int rh, int cl, int ch) 

/* -- allocates long type matrix array -- */ 
{ 
long **lptr; 
inti; 
if ( ! ( lptr = (long**) malloc( (size_t) ((rh-rl+l)*sizeof(long*))))) 

err_exi t ( "Allocation failure 1 in lmatrix ()" ) ; 
lptr -= rl; 
if ( ! (lptr[rl] = (long*) callee( (size_t) (rh-rl+l), 

(size_t) ((ch-cl+l)*sizeof(long)) ) ) ) 
err_exi t ( "Allocation failure 2 in lmatrix ()" ) ; 

lptr[rl] -= cl; 
for ( i=rl+l; i<=rh; i++) 

lptr[i] = lptr[i-1] + (ch-cl+l); 
return ( lptr ); 
} 
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/*--------------------------end of function !matrix() ------------------------------ */ 

/*---------------------------function free_dvector() ------------------------------- */ 
void free_dvector( double *dptr, int nl) 

/* -- frees memory allocated to double-type vector array -- */ 
{ 
free ( (dptr-nl) ) ; 
dptr = (double*) NULL; 
} 

/*-----------------------end of function free_dvector() ---------------------------- */ 

/*----------------------------function ind_value() --------------------------------- */ 
int ind_value( FTYPE *pvec, int nn) 

/* -- checks FTYPE vector for indeterminate values -- */ 
{ 
inti; 
for ( i=l; i<=nn; i++) 

if ( isnan( pvec[i] ) ) { 
/* -- indeterminant value - abort -- */ 
£print£( stderr, •\nindeterminant value - i 
return ( i ); 
} 

return ( 0 ); 
} 

%5d" I i ) ; 

/*------------------------end of function ind_value() ------------------------------ */ 

/*------======================end of file utils.c ---------------------------------- */ 
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/* ==================================================-----------------------------------
twophs.h - This file contains macros, function prototypes, and global declarations 

for the program TwoPhs 

John Slater 
University of Arizona 
July 1, 1996 

====================================================--------------------------------- */ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <sys/types.h> 
#include <malloc.h> 
#define DOUBLE 

/* -- Coefficient matrices and vectors default to float type -- */ 
hfdef DOUBLE 

#define FTYPE double 
#define FTMATRIX dmatrix 
#define FTVECTOR dvector 
#define FTUPRTRI duprtri 
#define FTMTRXADD dmtrxadd 
#define FTVCTRADD dvctradd 

#else 
#define FTYPE float 
#define FTMATRIX £matrix 
#define FTVECTOR £vector 
#define FTUPRTRI fuprtri 
#define FTMTRXADD fmtrxadd 
#define FTVCTRADD fvctradd 

#endif 

#define MATNO 5 
#define PI 3.1415926536 
#define OK 1 
#define SR prml 
#define PB prm2 
#define LAMBDA prm3 
#define SIZE_TMP_STR 257 
#define STARTSAT -99. 

/* -- Macros -- *I 
#define SWAP(a,b) {FTYPE temp=(a); (a)=(b); (b)=temp;} 
#define SQR (x) ( (x) * (x)) 

/* . -- Function Prototypes -- * I 
int elem2d( FTYPE * FTYPE *, FTYPE *, FTYPE * FTYPE * 

FTYPE * FTYPE *, int, int); 
int elemld( FTYPE *, FTYPE *, FTYPE *, FTYPE *, FTYPE * 

FTYPE *, FTYPE *, int, int); 
int phs_order( FTYPE **, FTYPE * ); 
int ilucg( FTYPE **, FTYPE **, FTYPE *, FTYPE *, FTYPE *, 

FTYPE *, FTYPE *, FTYPE *, int, int, int, double, int, int* ); 
int sor( FTYPE **, FTYPE *, FTYPE *, FTYPE *, int, int, float, float); 
void connect( int); 
void Specify( FTYPE **, FTYPE *, FTYPE *, int*, int, int**, 

int*, int*, int, double); 
void BlockSpecify( FTYPE **, FTYPE *, FTYPE *, int*, int, 

int**, int*, int*, int, double); 
void err_exit( char*); 
void printo( double, FTYPE, FTYPE *, FTYPE * FTYPE *, FTYPE * 

FTYPE *, FTYPE * ); 
void dbmat( FTYPE **, FTYPE *, int, int); 
void ibmat( int**, int, int); 
void ibvec( int*, int); 
int mafill( void); 
int npin ( void ) ; 
int matin( void); 
int xperm( FTYPE *, double*, double* double* double* int, int); 
int main( int, char** ); 
double dv2norm( FTYPE *, int); 



void sclr_dvctr( FTYPE *, double, FTYPE *, int); 

/* -- Prototypes of utility functions -- */ 
char *alloc_str( int); 
float **fuprtri( int, int); 
double **duprtri( int, int); 
int **iuprtri( int, int); 
float *fvector( int, int); 
double *dvector( int, int); 
int *ivector( int, int); 
long *!vector( int, int); 
float **fmatrix( int, int, int, int); 
double **dmatrix( int, int, int, int); 
int **imatrix( int, int, int, int); 
void dmtrxadd( double**, double**, int, int*); 
void fmtrxadd( float**, float**, int, int* ); 
void dvctradd( double*, double*, int); 
void fvctradd( float*, float*, int); 
void free_ivector( int*, int); 
void free_fvector( float*, int); 
int ind_value( FTYPE *, int); 

/* -- prototypes for SLAP solvers -- */ 
extern void dsluom_( long*, double* double*, long*, long* 

double*, long* long*, long*, double* 
long*, double*, long*, long*, double* 
long*, long*); 

extern void dsdomn_( long*, double* double*, long*, long* 
double*, long* long*, long*, double* 
long*, double*, long*, long*, double* 
long*, long* ); 

extern void dslucs_( long*, double* double*, long* long* 
double* long* long*, double* long* 
double*, long* long*, double* long* 
long* ); 

/*----Globals----*/ 
#ifndef MAIN 

extern 
#endif 
FTYPE **dg, 

*g, 
*q, 
*Qttl, 
*CurrVol, 
*PrevVol, 
*p_curr, 
*p_old; 

#ifndef MAIN 
extern 

#endif 
double *angnrm, 

xi, 
ksi, 
**iperm, 
*por, 
*cap, 
*sang, 
*cang, 
*x, 
*y, 
*fgamma, 
*mu, 

/* global forward coefficient matrix*/ 
/* corresponding vector*/ 
/* nodal flux vector*/ 

/* total influx - one for each phase*/ 
/* total fluid volume - one for each 
/* total previous fluid volume - one 

/* forward pressure I saturation vector*/ 
/* previous pressure I saturation vector*/ 

/* time weighting factor*/ 
/* relaxation factor*/ 
/* array of intrinsic permeabilities*/ 
/* array of porosities*/ 
/* array of capacities (for test only) */ 
/* array of sines*/ 
/* array of cosines*/ 
/* array of x-coordinates */ 
/* array of y-coordinates */ 
/* array of weights of fluids*/ 
/* array of viscosities of fluids*/ 
/* time step*/ 

long* 
long* 
long* 

long* 
long* 
long* 

long* 
long* 
long* 

phase*/ 
for each phase*/ 

dt, 
consl, 
cons2, 
zl, 
z2, 
pmul, 

/* partial vertical wrt first (x) coordinate*/ 
/* partial vertical wrt second (y) coordinate*/ 
/* used to produce better conditioned matrix 

*prml, 
*prm2, 
*prm3, 

in pressure/saturation form*/ 
/* prml, through prm4 will contain parameter*/ 
/* values for constitutive models*/ 
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*prm4; 

#ifndef MAIN 
extern 

#endif 
int *nt, 

*nt2, 
**nc, 
**nc2, 
*nd, 
*nd2, 
nnodes, 
anodes, 
mband, 
nelem, 
itscheme, 
mdl, 
nbndry, 
nmat, 
*nodb, 
**nodmat, 
*kode, 
kfltyp, 
kprob, 
lump, 
soil_mdl, 
nphas, 
block_form; 

#ifndef MAIN 
extern 

#endif 

/* node connections totals array*/ 

/* node connections array*/ 

/* diagonal indices for nc */ 

/* total number of physical nodes*/ 
/* actual numerical nodes*/ 
/* largest number of nodes connected to one*/ 
/* total number of elements*/ 

/* no longer needed - previously set iteration scheme*/ 
/* specifies selection of primary unknowns*/ 
/* number of boundary nodes*/ 
/* number of materials*/ 

/* node and material array for elements*/ 
/* boundary condition (type) array*/ 

/* indicates flow domain type (radial, etc.) */ 
/* indicates problem type (transient, ss, etc.) */ 
/* indicates mass lumping I consistent*/ 
/* indicates constitutive model for soil char's */ 
/* number of phases being simulated*/ 
/* 1 if matrices solved in block form - 0 otherwise*/ 

FILE *outfile, *infile, *plotfile; 
#i fnde f MAIN 

extern 
#endif 
char *TmpStr, *Titlel, *Title2; 
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I*============================ end of file twophs.h --------------------------------- */ 
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/* =====================================================---=----------------------------
McWhorter.c - This file contains the source code for a program which approximates 

the exact integral solution of McWhorter and Sunada (1990) using techniques 
suggested by McWhorter (1971). 

John Slater 
University of Arizona 
July 1, 1996 

===============================================================--==------------------ */ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 

#define SIZE_TMP_STR 257 

int SoilMdl, flow_type, n; 
float prml, prm2, prm3, MuW, MuNW, k, FGammaW, FGanunaNW, si, so, *fn, *D, fi; 
FILE *infile, *outfile; 

void soil_chars( float, float*, float* ); 
float *fvector( int, int); 
void err_exit( char* ); 
char *alloc_str( int); 

/*-------------------function main() (of McWhorter program) ------------------------ */ 
int main( int argc, char **argv) 

{ 
inti, j, iter, itmax, ti, nt; 
float il, sw, sl, ig, *F, *Fnew, *Fprime, epsilon, ctol, *s, intl, int2, 

dintl, intdl, intd2, dintdl, dintd2, *tmpf, a, por, *time, x; 
char *TmpStr, *Titlel, *Title2; 

TmpStr alloc_str( 257 ); 
Titlel = alloc_str( 257 ); 
Title2 = alloc_str( 257 ); 

if ( argc > 1) 
infile £open( argv[l], •r• ); 

else 
infile stdin; 

if ( argc > 2 ) 
outfile fopen( argv[2], •w• ); 

else 
outfile = stdout; 

fgets( Titlel, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
£gets( Title2, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 

if ( infile == stdin) 
£print£( stdout, "Input w/nw viscosities and weights\n" ); 

fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, "%f%f%£%f", 

&MuW, &MuNW, &FGammaw, &FGammaNW ); 

if ( infile == stdin) 
£print£( stdout, "\ninput porosity, and three soil parameters " ); 

£gets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, "%f%f%£%f%f", 

&k, &por, &prml, &prm2, &prm3 ); 

if ( infile == stdin) 
fprintf( stdout, "\ninput sw, si, sO • ); 

£gets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, "%f%£%f", &sw, &si, &sO ); 

if ( infile == stdin) 
fprintf( stdout, "\ninput soil model, flow type, # of intervals for integration, 

tolerance, and max iter's " ); 
fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, "%d%d%d%f%d", &SoilMdl, &flow_type, &n, &ctol, &itmax ); 

if ( infile == stdin) 
fprintf( stdout, •\ninput number of times and value for each" ); 

fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, "%d", &nt ); 



time= fvector( 1, nt ); 
for ( ti=l; ti<=nt; ti++) { 

fgets( TmpStr, SIZE_TMP_STR-1, infile ); 
sscanf( TmpStr, •%f•, &time[ti] ); 
} 

if ( n%2 ) 
{ 
n += 1; 
fprintf( outfile, •\n input n reset to %2d" n ); 
} 

F = fvector( 0, n ); 
Fnew = fvector( 0, n ); 
Fprime = fvector( 0, n ); 
fn = fvector( 0, n ); 
s = fvector( 0, n ); 
D = fvector( 0, n ); 

/* -- Set initial - linear F -- */ 
il = (si-sO)/n; 
for ( i=O; i<=n; i++ 

{ 
F[i] = 0.75; 
Fprime[i] = 0.0; 
s[i] =so+ i*il; 
} 

/* -- Set soil char's at si, sO */ 
soil_chars( s[n], &fn[n], &D[n] ); 
soil_chars( s[O], &fn[O], &D[O] ); 

/* -- Iterate for new Fnw - abort if diverging -- */ 
iter = O; 
do 

iter++; 
/* -- first calc new denominator -- */ 
int2 = 0.0; 
intd2 O.; 
for ( i = O; i<=n; i++) 

{ 
if ( i > 0 && i < n) 

soil_chars( s[i], &fn[i], &D[i] ); 
intdl = intd2; 
if ( i < n ) 

in td2 ( s [ i] -s [ n] ) * D [ i] I ( F [ i] - fn [ i] ) ; 
else 

intd2 0.0; 
if ( i ) 

int2 += intd2 + intdl) * il * 0.5; 

/* then calc new numerator and Fnew -- */ 
for ( i = O; i<=n; i++) 

{ 
intl = 0.0; 
dintl = 0.0; 
for ( j = O; j<=i; j++ 

{ 
intdl = intd2; 
dintdl = dintd2; 
if(j<n) 

{ 
intd2 = (s[j]-s[i]) * D[j] I (F[j]-fn[j]); 
dintd2 = D[j] I (F[j]-fn[j]); 
} 

else 
{ 
intd2 = 0.0; 
dintd2 = D[j] I (F[j]-fn[j]); 
} 

if ( j ) 
{ 

} 

intl += ( intd2 + intdl ) * il * 0.5; 
dintl += ( dintd2 + dintdl) * il * 0.5; 
} 

Fnew[i] = 1.0 - intl/int2; 
Fprime[i] dintl/int2; 
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} 
epsilon= 0.0; 
for ( i=O; i<=n; i++) 

epsilon+= (Fnew[i]-F[i]) * (Fnew[i]-F[i]); 
epsilon= sqrt( epsilon); 
tmpf = F; 
F = Fnew; 
Fnew = tmpf; 
} while (epsilon> ctol && iter < itmax ); 

if ( iter >= itmax) 
{ 
fprintf( outfile, "\n\nERROR - Failed to converge• ); 
exit ( 1 ); 
} 

/* -- DEBUG ONLY -
for ( i=l; i<=n; i++ 

fprintf( outfile, "\n%13.5E %13.5E %13.5E %13.5E %13.5E %13.5E", 
s[i], fn[i], D[i], D[i]/(Fnew[i]-fn[i]), Fnew[i], Fprime[i] ); 

*/ 
a= pow( (-por*int2/(2.0*fi)),0.5); 
fprintf( outfile, "\nCalculated A= %13.5E", a); 
for ( ti=l; ti<=nt; ti++) 

/* -- for each time, calculate and print Sw/x vector -- */ 
{ 
fprintf( outfile, •\n" ); 
for ( i=l; i<=n; i++) 

{ 
x = 2 *a* fi * Fprime[i] * pow( time[ti], 0.5) I por; 
fprintf( outfile, "\n%13.5E %13.5E", x, s[i] ); 
} 
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/*-------------------end of function main() (of McWhorter program) ----------------- */ 

/*-------------------function soil_chars() (of McWhorter program) ------------------ */ 
void soil_chars( floats, float *fnn, float *D) 

{ 
float m, se, kw, kn, dpc, f; 

switch (SoilMdl) 
{ 
case 1: /* --- Brooks and Corey Form --- */ 

se = (s-prml)/(1.0-prml); 
kw= (float) pow( (double) se, (2.0+3.0*prm3)/prm3 ); 
kn= (float) pow( 1.0-se, 2.0 ) * ( 1.0 - pow( (double) se, (2.0+prm3)/prm3 ) ); 
dpc = -prm2*pow( (double) se, -1.0/prm3-1.0 )/prm3/(l.0-prml); 
break; 

case 2: /* Van Genuchten Form*/ 
/* WARNING - not complete*/ 

} 

m = 1-1/prm3; 
se = (s-prml) I (1-prml); 
kw= pow( se, 0.5 ) * pow( 1 - pow( 1 - pow( se, 1/m ), m ), 2 ); 
kn= pow( 1-se, 0.5) * pow( 1-pow( se, 1/m ), 2*m ); 
dpc = - pow( pow( se, -1.0/m) - 1.0, -m) * pow( se, -1.0/m-1.0) 

* FGammaw I prm2 I prm3 Im I (1-prml); 
break; 

f = 1.0 I ( 1.0 + (kn*MuW)/(kw*MuNW) ); 
if ( s == si) 

{ 
fi = f; 
*fnn = 0.0; 
*D -kn*k*f*dpc/MuNW; 
} 

else 
{ 
*fnn = (fi-f)/fi; 
*D -kn*k*f*dpc/MuNW; 
} 

/*-----------------end of function soil_chars() (of McWhorter program) ------------- */ 
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/* end of file McWhorter.c */ 



The following is a listing of the input file for the above program used to generate 
saturation profiles provided in Chapter 4. 

Test input for McWhorter Solution 
Approximations 
1.0e-3 5.0e-4 9800.0 9800.0 
5.e-11 0.350 0.050 2000. 2.0 
0.99999 0.99999 0.5255 
1 1 50 le-5 100 
6 
500. 
1000. 
5000. 
10000. 
50000. 
100000. 

II MuW, MuNW, Gamma W&NW 
II k, por, Prml, Prm2, Prm3 
II Sw, Si, So 
II SoilMdl, FlowType, N, Tol, ItMax 
II Number of Output times - times 
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